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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Watt) took the
Chair at 10.45 a.m., and read prayers.

BILLS (2): INTRODUCTION AND FIRST
READING

I . Petroleum Retailers Rights and Liabilities
Bill,

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Shalders
(Minister for Consumer Affairs), and
read a First time.

2. Western Australian Overseas Projects
Authority Amendment Bill.

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr
MacKinnon (Minister for Industrial,'
CornmercialI and Regional Develop-
ment), and read a first time.

MOTOR VEHICLE (THIRD PARTY
INSURANCE) AMENDMENT BILL

Report

Report of Committee adopted.
As to Third Reading

MRS CRAIG (Well ington-M inister for Local
Government) 110.49 a.m.]: I seek leave to proceed
forthwith to the third reading.

MR TONKIN (Morley) [10.50 a.m.]: In view
of the remarks made by the Premier last night
when we tried to co-operate, we certainly will not
give leave for this Bill to proceed.

Mr Nanovich: Spoilt boy!
Mr O'Connor: Immature!
Mr Nanovich: You can't be trusted.
Mr Tonkin: You complimented us for co-op-

erating and then behaved as you did last night.
We will speak a lot more if that is what you want!

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Watt): Order!.
Leave is not granted.

LOTTER IES (CONTROL) AM ENDM ENT BILL
(No. 2)

In Commit tee
Resumed from 29 September. The Deputy

Chairman of Committees (Mr Trethowan) in the
Chair, Mr Hassell (Minister for Police and
Prisons) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 8: Section 9 amended-

Progress was reported after the clause had been
partly considered.

Mr HASSELL: The members for Fremantle,
Merredin, and Victoria Park made a number of
points in relation to this clause and I shall respond
to them. The first matter related to the name of
the sports-culture instant lottery. I really cannot
respond to that matter, because basically it is one
of personal preference. The name is as it appears
in the Bill. lt indicates clearly the nature of the
instant lottery system and it is important that it
do so. It has been the deliberate intention of the
Government to identify clearly that the money
raised from this lottery will be used for sport and
culture.

The second issue raised was a criticism of the
provision of the Bill which leaves the distribution
of funds available for sport and culture to the dis-
cretion of the Minister, who, in this case, is the
Minister for Recreation and Cultural Affairs.
Two Ministries are involved, but for the time
being at least, they are dealt with by one Minis-
ter.

Someone said-I believe it was the member for
Victoria Park-we do not have a Department of
Cultural Affairs and no basis exists upon which
advice can be given. That comment overlooked
the fact that, although we do not have a Depart-
ment of Cultural Affairs, for good reason, the
existing bodies advise the Minister in that regard.
Those bodies are: The Arts Council of WA, the
Museum, the Library Board of WA, and the Art
Gallery of WA. However, the main body con-
cerned in regard to this matter is the Arts Coun-
cil.

Frankly, I do not understand the concern of the
member for Victoria Park in suggesting this Bill
represents the demise of th~e Arts Council, be-
cause it does not and it will not. The Arts Council
has a special role to play and the Government has
no intention to downgrade or remove that role and
this Bill certainly does not do that. Indeed, as a
result of this legislation, it is likely the Minister
for Cultural Affairs will take the advice of the
Arts Council on the distribution of funds in that
area. At the same time, this is a new project and
it provides a new source of funds for culture.
Therefore, new avenues of consultation may need
to be followed in the same way as new areas of
funding may arise, because, for the first time,
money is available for those areas.

Although undoubtedly a role will exist for the
Arts Council to advise the Minister-, it was not
considered desirable to restrict him to that advice
and, instead, the position has been dealt with in
such a way that the Minister will make a decision,
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as is entirely proper-and entirely a responsibility
of Government-and he may accept such advice
as he desires from appropriate sources.

I can assure the Chamber, as I did yesterday,
that to promote the idea that the Minister will sit
in some sort of ivory tower of his own and distrib-
ute the funds without regard for an9 advice is as
ridiculous as the suggestion that any Minister op-
erates his department or takes action without con-
sultation with the officers of that department.

In relation to the moneys to be made available
to sport, the Minister does have a department to
advise him. In addition, he is giving consideration
to the establishment of an advisory committee.

Mr Davies: Not another QANGO!
Mr HASSELL: An advisory committee is not a

QANGO.
Mr Davics: It could well finish up one.
Mr Tonkin: It depends on the definition of a

QANGO.
Mr HASSELL: Yes, but the understood defi-

nition does not include advisory committees.
Many advisory committees advise Governments
and no-one has ever suggested any of them is a
QANGO.

The argument about the Minister's discretion is
really a barren one, both as a matter of principle
and as a matter of practice. I do not think it is
consistent with the attitude expressed by the Op-
position on other matters, because its members
have said on occasions that they clearly support
the principle of ministerial responsibility for what
occurs in government.

Mr Davies: At all times. But your Government
does not.

Mr Parker: The point made by the member for
Merredin is very relevant. HeI said the Minister
should have the ultimate discretion and should get
recommendations from a committee, There
should be an obligation on him to consider advice.

Mr HASSELL: I do not know of any Minister
in this Government who operates without regard
for the advice of the people available to advise
him. I have gone further than that in responding
to questions and, after checking the matter
further, I can now advise members that undoubi-
edly the Arts Council will have a role to play in
the dirstribution of the culture grants. The Minis-
ter will continue to have direct access to the other
bodies-the Museum, the Library Board, and the
Art Gallery itself. The Minister has a department
to advise him on sports and, in addition, he is con-
sidering the establishment of an advisory com-
mittee.

Mr Davies: I don't think your Federal counter-
parts take the suggestion seriously of ultimate
ministerial responsibility, do they?

Mr HASSELL: If we want to debate my Fed-
eral counterparts-

Mr Davies: I don't think you want to do that.
Mr H-ASSELL: -we might well do so, but not

in the context of talking about the Lotteries
(Control) Act.

The member for Victoria Park asked whether
all present agents will be agents for the instant
lottery. The answer is that it is likely most of
them will be, but I do not want to give any com-
mitments on behalf of the Minister or the
Lotteries Commission-which will have responsi-
bility for running the instant lottery. Not all of
them will be, bat it is likely most will be.

Another question was asked-I think by the
member for Fremante-about the payment of
larger prizes. Cash prizes of up to $100 only will
be paid by the agents. All the prizes greater than
$100 will be paid by the Lotteries Commission;
therefore, the issue of large amounts of cash
really does not arise.

Mr Parker: That is the first time that. has been
stated.

Mr HASSELL: The statement may have been
made by the Minister in the other place, but it is
the first time I have made that statement.

Mr Parker: It did not appear in the second
reading speech or in any public statement.

Mr HASSELL: Again. prizes of up to $100
only will be paid in cash by the agents and all
other prizes will be paid by the Lotteries Com-
mission, as in the case of traditional lotteries.

In addition, other prize winners will each have
the opportunity to write their name and address
on the back of their tickets and place them with
the agent or the Lotteries Commission, those
tickets to be included in a larger draw for a prize
at another level every time 75 000 winning tickets
have been returned.

Another issue raised yesterday, both in the sec-
ond reading debate and in debate on clause 8,
concerned the broader issue of the possible decline
in moneys for hospitals and charities. I shall deal
with this only briefly, as what I said yesterday
was accurate. After the payment of prizes-60
per cent-and after the payment of the prescribed
amount to the respective funds for sport and cul-
ture-20 per cent-and after payment to
agents-eight per cent-the remaining 12 per
cent, less administration costs, will go into the
general fund for charities. it is confidently ex-
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pected that two things will occur in relation to the
instant lottery.

The first is that after counting standard
lotteries, Lotto and instant lotteries, it is expected
that overall we will have an increase in gross re-
ceipts.

Mr Davies: How much?
Mr HASSELL: I cannot give a figure. This will

happen with the introduction of this new form of
lottery. In other words, we expect a little bit more
of that dollar to go into the system, otherwise we
would not be introducing instant lotteries.

Secondly, it is confidently expected that the 12
per cent, less administration expenses, which is to
be available from the instant lottery for the gen-
eral fund which benefits charities will more than
offset any reduction which may occur in that ac-
count as a result of the introduction of instant
lotteries. As I said yesterday also, it is the view of
the Lotteries Commission that the full potential
of Lotto has not yet been reached and that, there-
fore, the general lotteries account, separate from
instant lotteries, still has some potential for
growth. Therefore, it is not expected that we will
see a diminution of funds available for hospitals
or charities. In fact, we expect a significant in-
crease of funds for sport and culture.

The member for Fremantle raised one other
point and asked when the instant lottery will start.
This will be subject to the passage of the legis-
lation through this Chamber and to the
administration necessary to bring it into oper-
ation, but it is hoped that instant lotteries will
begin before Christmas. I cannot be any more
specific.

I have dealt with the substantive points raised
by members and I think I have made the situation
clear as I tried to do yesterday.

Mr DAVIES: I thank the Minister for the in-
formation he gave us. I am sure the Arts Council
will be delighted to hear that at present its demise
is not anticipated.

Mr Hassell: No-one apart from you has ever
suggested that was going to occur.

Mr DAVIES: it is a real possibility because we
still do not have any undertaking in regard to the
grant the council will be given. We may know
that in this afternoon's Budget, but this year's
Budget cannot be a criterion for the level of
future grants because the lottery is not operating
yet. Obviously the council must be given some
money to continue its operations until other
money is available from instant lotteries for sport
and culture. Until 12 months have passed, we can

make no accurate reading of what the situation
will be. It is still a matter for concern.

As I said during the debate yesterday, I fully
acknowledge that other agencies exist on which
the Minister can call. The large QANGOS he has
under his control are the Museum, the Library
Board, the Art Gallery, and the Arts Council. The
experts available from those organisations I
should imagine would be readily available to him,
but who makes the ultimate decision? Would the
Minister say to the Arts Council, "Look, I have a
little bit of money from this instant lot-
tery-SOG 000. Here you are, you make some
recommendations to me on how it might be
spent." That arrangement would seem to be logi-
cal, but it is not in accordance with that which the
Minister has said to various culture groups
visiting him lately at his invitation. I will para-
phrase what has been reported to me. The Minis-
ter in effect has said, "Well, I will have some
money to play around with next year and I might
be able to help you out. If at the present time the
Arts Council won't help you out, 1 might be able
to help you out." Obviously a splitting of responsi-
bility will occur. I repeat that we have received no
undertaking as to the role each body will play, ex-
cept to hear in the second reading speech that the
Minister will take unto himself at least $2.5
million to divide equally between sport and
culture. He can do that any way he likes.

We are to give the Minister an open slather.
The Minister for Police and Prisons has said the
matter comes down to ultimate ministerial re-
sponsibility. The way the Liberal Party has been
acting lately, that is the last thing in which its
Ministers would believe. If they believed in ulti-
mate ministerial responsibility, half the Federal
Cabinet would no longer occupy its ministerial
benches. It is as simple as that; they deny minis-
terial responsibility.

Mr H-assell: The Labor Party would have diffi-
culty forming a Cabinet.

Mr Cowan: Of course, you are talking about
the Federal Parliament?

Mfr DAVIES: Yes. We are being asked to trust
the Minister responsible for sport and culture.
When I am that Minister, I will do a good job for
the people.

Mr Hassell: You are not being asked to do that.
Mr DAVIES: Obviously we are being asked to

give the Minister the responsibility to handle a
large sum of money. In effect, we are saying to
him, "You have the money; you have control of it.
You can distribute it equally between sport and
culture however you like, and you can call upon
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whatever expertise is available to you to give you
advice."

Mr Hassell: Do you think that is unusual?
Mr DAVIES: It does not satisfy me. In large

measure I agree with the Minister ror Police and
Prisons in his attitude towards ministerial re-
sponsibility, but in circumstances such as those
before US it is not fair to ask the Chier Secretary
to distribute this money.

'Yesterday I referred to the hair dozen pages in
the 1980-81 Arts Council report listing people
who benefited from the munificence of that coun-
cil. 'the grants range from $30 to one group to
something like $373 000 to our ballet company.
Last year approximately $2.23 million was allo-
cated to the Arts Council, but more than
that-$2.5 million according to the second read-
ing speech-will be in the control of the Minister.
He will need the Arts Council to advise him, but I
do not know how this system will work.

As it is outlined, I believe it will be totally un-
satisfactory. We do not want to deny sport and
culture the opportunity to benefit from the char-
ity dollar, but as 1 said, it will benefit only at the
whim and dictate of the Minister. He can dole out
the money any way he sees fit. I would not like
the job or the responsibility of doling out $2.5
million.

Mr Hassell: Don't worry, we will try to make
sure it is not thrust upon you.

Mr DAVIES: The Chief Secretary will take
this responsibility unto himself. He will have each
year an amount equivalent to $2.5 million coming
under his control. He does not have a department
catering for cultural matters; although I men-
tioned yesterday he has the Department for
Youth, Sport and Recreation. I was a little as-
tounded this morning to hear from the Minister
for Police and Prisons that the Chief Secretary
probably will set up another advisory committee
on sport and culture, in addition to the Museum,
the Library Board, the Art Gallery, and the Arts
Council, all of which assist him with considering
the arts.

Mr P. V. Jones: They all have responsi biIi ties of
their own.

Mr DAVIES: They are QANGOs-advisory
committees. IHow will the Minister deal with
bringing together the requirements of all those
bodies? Will he go to them separately? Will he
play one against the other? The workings of his
responsibilities are impractical. I am trying to de-
termine how this system will work and who will
benefit in the long run. I am not at all happy
about the situation outlined to us.

The Minister's arithmetic is not accurate if he
says that overall we will have a greater charitable
dollar received from the community than we are
at present receiving. He said also we will have two
separate accounts, one for sport and culture.
and one for hospitals. If a greater charitable dol-
lar comes through instant lotteries, obviously
there will be a breakdown of the 20 per cent
available for hospitals under standard lotteries
and Lotto, I am sure even the Minister can envis-
age that.

All that is being done now is to take a punt on
what may happen. The Government believes an
extra $12.5 million will be attracted each year
from the community by instant lotteries. If that
money is to be dragged out I suggest there will
not be a larger amount of money available for
charity to balance the decrease in revenue from
standard lotteries. If the standard lotteries fail to
sell as they have been selling, obviously the 20 per
cent taken out for the hospital fund will not be as
large as it has been. While sport and culture will
benefit, the hospitals will lose; it is as simple as
that.

I conclude by stating I was pleased to hear the
undertaking that the Arts Council will continue to
exist, but with the way those four bodies I men-
tioned will be used, and the way they might op-
erate in the future, coupled with our giving the
Minister the sole right to spend $2.5 million with
whatever expertise he likes to call upon, and none
at all if he so desires, I believe the situation will
be totally unsatisfactory.

In 1981-82 1 think more than 220 organisations
benefited from allocations from the Arts Council;
however, the grant to that council was not as
great as the Government now hopes to obtain for
sport and culture activities. It will be interesting
to hear this afternoon what the Budget will pro-
vide for the Arts Council, and it will be
interesting to hear what is provided for sport and
culture. At least for this year the future of the
council is assured, but after that it will be
interesting to see the manner in which the Minis-
ter in his own right governs his areas of responsi-
bility.

Mr COWAN: I am not satisfied with the Min-
ister's reply, particularly in relation to the means
by which he can receive advice on how to disburse
the funds. I accept that there are two portfolios
involved here, but I will refer to him as the Minis-
ter. I am not arguing so much against the Minis-
ter's discretionary powers. My argument relates
to proposed new subsection (Ic) of this clause.
The discretionary powers of the Minister are con-
tained in proposed new subsection (0b) (a) and
(b). The Minister is given the power to distribute
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the money in proportions that he thinks fit. I do
not argue with that. The point I argue with is pro-
posed new subsection (1c) in which the Minister
for Recreation and Cultural Affairs is given that
right to seek advice if he wants to, but only if he
wants to. He may. [or the purposes of deciding on
distribution of the moneys, consult such persons
and bodies as he thinks fit. Surely, if we are to
disburse these funds there will have to be appli-
cations for it. I would assume that is the case.

As the member for Victoria Park has said,
there is no department of culture. Someone will
have to set up a group to handle the applications
and it will then have to make recommendations as
to which applications should be granted funds and
which applications should not be granted funds.
Why is that not written into this proposed new
subsection (Ic)? Why is there no provision for
two bodies, one to deal with grants for culture and
one to deal with grants for sports? If they were
established under the Bill itself, they would have
the responsibility of assessing and evaluating ap-
plications and they could make recommendations
to the Minister. Under no circumstances does that
take away from the Minister the discretionary
power he has in the way in which the money is
distributed because that is contained in an earlier
provision.

All we are saying is that the Minister should
not have the sole right, if he so wishes, to deter-
mine where the money goes and to whom it goes.
He should have the right to determine where it
goes after receiving advice from bodies estab-
lished by this Bill which have recommended to
him to whom the money should be distributed and
then he could act. Why is that not written into the
Bill? It is not written into the Bill and under the
terms of this Act the Minister does not have to
consult anyone.

Consultation should be a requirement and the
option should be toD rejeci or accept the advice. At
the moment he can take the money, make up a
list of his own, and distribute it in that fashion.
The Minister does not even have to consult with
the people who are going to be the beneficiaries of
the funds that are provided. He should have to
consult with them and his option should be
whether to accept the advice that is given rather
than decide, without any consultation at all,
where the money is to be distributed. I see that as
being very dangerous. Many Bills are brought
into this place where bodies are established to ad-
vise the Minister. The Minister himself stated
that the Minister he represents will establish an
advisory body to give the best advice possible in
both sport and culture on the distribution of the

money. Why was it not written into the Bill? It
should be in the Bill itself.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 9 to 13 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the re-

port adopted.

ACTS AMENDMENT (MINING) BILL

In Committee
Resumed from 23 September. The Chairman of

Committees (Mr Blaikie) in the Chair; Mr P. V.
Jones (Minister for Mines) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1: Short title-
Progress was reported on clause 1.
Mr TONKIN: I would have thought it would

be obvious to the Government that we are not in a
position to carry on with this matter. The Leader
of the Country Party, the Minister for
Agriculture, is not here to deaf with the Dairy In-
dustry Amendment Bill and so we were quite
happy for the Government not to proceed with
that one. Once again, there has been no consul-
tation with us. Our mining spokesman is not
available and T would have thought it would be
courtesy to consult with us to see whether we
could go ahead with this Bill. We have exhibited
courtesy to the Government in respect of the
Dairy Industry Amendment Bill and we expect
the same kind of courtesy as far as this Bill is con-
cerned.

Mr YOUNG: Perhaps I could explain that the
reason I asked the member for Morley when I
was on my feet to move the postponement of the
previous Order of the Day was to check on
whether consultation had taken place. I would
have thought that, when consultation did take
place, which the member for Morley agreed had
happened between himself and the Premier in re-
spect of the postponement of Order of the Day
No. 3, it would have followed that we would move
on to Order of the Day No. 4.

Mr Tonkin: The Premier did not say anything
about that.

Mr YOUNG: So it follows that it will be after
Order of the Day No. 3.

The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr Tonkin: What are you talking about?
Mr YOUNG: I simply want to make the point

so it is recorded in Hansard that the interchange
of words across the Chamber did occur with the
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member for Morley that the Order of the Day
would not proceed.

Mr Tonkin: He didn't agree with me. He asked
for assistance in relation to the matter.

Mr YOUNG: No specific arrangement could
have been made in respect of Order of the Day
No. 4. We assumed that that would be dealt with
next. It is up to the Premier to decide what hap-
pens.

Prog ress

Mr TONKIN: I move-
That the Chairman do now report progress

and ask leave to sit again.
Motion put and a

lowing result-

Mr Bertram
Mr Brian Burke
M r Terry Burke
Mr Carr
Mr Davies
Mr Grill
Mr Hodge

M r Cla rko
Mr Court
Mrs Craig
MrGrcwar
Mr Hasselt
Mr Herzrcld
Mr P. V. Jones
Mr MacKinnon
M r MecPharlin
Mr Mensaros

division taken with the fol-

Ayes 14
Mr Mclver
Mr Parker
Mr Pearce
Mr 1. F. Taylor
Mr Tonkin
Mr Wilson
Mr- Bateman

(Teller)
Noes 20

Mr O'Con nor
Mr Rushton
Mr Shalders
Mr Sibson
Mr Trethowan
Mr Tubby
Mr Watt
Mr Williams
Mr Young
Mr Nanovich

(Teller)
Pairs

Noes
Mr T. H. Jones Mr Sprij
Mr Jamieson Mr Coyi
Mr Barnett Mr Laui
Mr Bridge Mr Old
Mr Gordon Hill Mr Ora~
Mr Bryce Mr Crar
Mr Harman M rSodc
Motion thus negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 2 to 4 put and passed.

rance

'den
e
man

Clause 5: Section 8 amended-
Mr GRAYDEN: I am not opposing this clause,

because it is absolutely necessary, but I wish to
make a few comments about it. It enables individ-
uals, after 12 months, to apply for a lO-hectare
special prospecting licence for gold and precious
metals on an existing prospector's licence which
could be for 200 hectares. This will raise all sorts
of complications.

When the original legislation was introduced,
one matter I stressed was that the legislation

made no distinction between gold and other min-
erals. That was a great shortcoming in the legis-
lation because under the Act, at present, if some-
one takes out a prospecting licence he does not
have to nominate the minerals in which he is
interested because he has an automatic right to all
minerals except iron.

Ifra person pegs a prospecting licence under this
amending legislation, he will be able to hold that
for four years, in other words he can hold a 200-
hectare prospecting licence for gold. However.
with this amendment, 12 months later a person
can peg a lO-hectare special prospecting licence
for gold on that licence.

This legislation is necessary because we may
have the Situation where people peg a large
number of 200-hectare prospecting licences and
might not be the slightest bit interested in
gold-they might be interested in manganese or
some other mineral. As the new Act does not
draw a distinction between gold and other min-
erals it is therefore necessary to have a small
special prospecting licence of this kind.

The new special prospecting licence will be
most unsatisfactory for the new applicants and
certainly most unsatisfactory for the original
holder of the prospecting licence on which the
smaller one is pegged.

The prospector will be put to all sorts of trouble
by not only having to go to a Warden's Court but
also having to put up his defence. It is a very
clumsy way to achieve what would have been emi-
ntently better and that is, drawing a distinction be-
tween gold and other minerals. Had this been
done no reason would have existed For this clause.
As a result of the new Act hundreds of pros-
pecting licenees will be held by people who are
not interested in mining for gold. This, in turn,
will prevent other people from prospecting for
gold.

Mr P. V. JONES: I thank the member for
South Perth for his support of the provision and
with respect to him I think he was referring to
clause 16.

Mr Grayden: Yes, I was.
Mr P. V. JONES: I thank the honourable

member for his comments in anticipation of
reaching clause 16.

Clause 5, which is before the Committee,
makes it perfectly clear that "soil" is not included
in the definition of minerals.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 6: Section 20 amended-
Mr P. V. JONES: Previously, I indicated that

discussions were proceeding between members of
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the mining industry and the Pastoralists and
Graziers Association of WA (Inc.) regarding this
clause which relates to section 20 of the principal
Act.

I indicated then that concern was being ex-
pressed by the pastoral industry and it was valid
that the amendments could be construed as taking
away from pastoralists the entitlement given to
them under the principal Act. The pastoralists
feel they are justly entitled to that protection. 1
can appreciate the sentiments of the pastoralists
and the reason (he Bill is before the Committee is
that the original drafting was taken to its ex-
tremes and was not very practical.

It was considered that protection was required
because no-one could go through any buffer zones
that are l00 metres from Crown land that is used
as a yard or stockyard, or which contains
wells-the member for Vilgarn-Dundas would be
aware of this. In that context if a bore or a wind-
mill on a property were adjacent to a gate and
within 100 metres of a track, the legitimate pros-
pector who had every entitlement to move
through a buffer zone might be denied permission
to traverse the land. That could mean that he may
not be able to travel to his mining lease which
could be some distance away.

We have tried to word this clause in order that
it will reflect the spirit of what we want to achieve
and to ensure adequate protection for pastoralists
or occupiers of pastoral leases. In this regard dis-
cussions have been held between the parties con-
cerned-representatives of the Chamber of
Mines, Amnax Exploration (Australia) Inc., and
the Pastoralists and Graziers Association. Some
amendments have been suggested which are ac-
ceptable to the mining industry, but are not ac-
ceptable to the pastoral industry.

In view of this [ have decided to allow the Bill
to proceed through this Chamber on the clear

u nderstanding that further discussions will be
held to reach an acceptable agreement. Following
this I would then be in a position to present to the
Parliament an amendment which does have the
support of the mining industry. It is a compromise
between the two positions which is acceptable to
the mining industry, but is still being considered
by the Pastoralists and Graziers, Association. In-
deed, some changes have been suggested and
some amendments of their own have been put for-
ward in order to achieve the same end. An
amendment will be prepared and introduced in
the other place for its consideration. It could then
come back to this Chamber for further discussion.

The member for Vilgarn-Dundas will be aware
that I want to make sure that both parties have
time to consider this clause.

I do not want the other important aspects of
this Bill to be delayed. The week's adjournment
will allow for the matter to be considered and
presented to the Legislative Council when we re-
convene.

Mr GRILL: The Opposition agrees with the
course taken by the Government and thanks the
Minister for explaining the situation. We are well
aware of the predicament and of the negotiations
that have been taking place and we feel that the
legislation should not be held up unnecessarily.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 7 put and passed.
Clause 8: Section 40 amended-

Mr McPHARLIN: This clause makes a change
in the number of prospecting licences that may be
granted to a person. Under the Act a person can
be granted 10 prospecting licences by a Warden's
Court and any further licences must be approved
by the Minister. I would have thought that the
leaseholders and prospectors' association would
oppose this change because the limit of 10 was
offering them some protection. However, with the
removal of this limit, those persons who can
afford extra licences-for example, mining
companies-would be penalising the smaller pros-
pectors. From my discussions with representatives
from the prospectors and leaseholders' association
this was not indicated. The same information was
provided to the Minister and now we have this
amendment beore us.

The Minister has indicated tht he will keep a
watch on this particular clause when it is enacted
and if necessary bring forward another amend-
ment to the Act.

Mr P. V. JON ES: I thank the member for Mt.
Marshall for his comments. I indicated in my sec-
ond reading speech that the granting of more than
10 licences would be a result of a deliberate act
on the part of the Minister and it could not be
said that anyone who owned a mine
automatically could acquire further ground. This
section originally was designed as a protection for
the smaller prospector, but as I mentioned in my
second reading speech they have requested its re-
movalI,

The mining industry has requested the insertion
of this clause and that is why it appears in the
Bill.
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Mr GRAYDEN: I disagree with comments
which indicate some sort of disadvantage to the
smaller man. There is absolutely no restriction on
the number of exploration licences that can be
taken out under this Act. People could have liter-
ally hundreds of 200-square-kilometre exploration
licences without any restriction. There are no re-
strictions on the number of mining leases; one
could have as many as one wanted. Therefore it is
patently absurd to think in terms of a restriction
on the number of PLs that can be taken out.

The PIL replaces the old mineral claim. There
was no restriction on the number of mineral
claims that could be taken out. As a consequence.
many of the smaller mining companies in Western
Australia-and they are legion; there could be a
couple of hundred-could have up to 1 700 or so
mineral claims. It could he envisaged that, given
the right economic conditions, they would have
exactly the same number of prospecting licences.

As I say, if they did not take them as pros-
pecting licences. they could take them as explo-
ration licences or mining leases. It does not affect
the small man in any way.

In any case, after 12 months, the small man
can come in and peg a lO-hectare special pros-
pecting licence for gold and precious stones. If
anything, it assists the small man because a pros-
pecting licence is the means by which he will peg
the various things with which he comes into con-
tact.

He would not take out an exploration licence,
and he certainly would not take out a mining
lease until such time as the prospect had been
proved and he was virtually in a mining operation.
Until that time, he would use the prospecting li-
cence. It could be that he would have to have 10
continguous licences in order to encompass, say, a
marble deposit which might run for 20 kilometres.
Under the old Act, he would have had to take out
20 mineral claims, and under the new Act he
would have to take up a number of prospecting li-
cences. Far from disadvantaging the small man, it
benefits him.

Mr McPHARLIN: My advice on this matter is
that the expenditure provisions apply to pros-
pecting licences, exploration licences, and mineral
claims. Those who can afford to take up large
numbers of them will do so, to the disadvantage of
the small operators who cannot afford to take up
a large number of prospecting licences. That
would be a limiting factor that could react against
the smaller man.
(108)

I know that the member for South Perth has
had a lot of experience in the mining industry;
and I would not claim to have the background in
it that he has. However, that is the information
given to me from my investigations on these mat-
ters. The expenditure provisions would be a
limiting factor.

The old Act had labour conditions that were
never policed. The new Act provides that the con-
ditions be checked more carefully. That would
prevent the holding of tenements which were not
being developed; and it would give other people
the opportunity to take out the tenements and to
develop them much more quickly.

I do not agree entirely with the memnber for
South Perth because I believe that the advice I
have been given is correct.

Mr GRAYDEN: It would not be possible for a
small prospector in Western Australia to operate
effectively, if restrictions were placed on the
number of prospecting licences that could be
taken up. If we think in terms of a small man, we
are not talking in terms of a pensioner in one of
the mining towns of the Murchison who simply
goes out and potters around on one-eighth of an
acre, or something of that kind. We do not put
him in the category of a small man; he is just an
amateur who is doing it as a hobby.

An individual might be interested in mining
marble. Very frequently marble occurs in large
deposits; and one individual could stumble across
a marble deposit on Wyloo Station-there hap-
pens to be one there-which is 20 kilometres tong.
It is absolutely useless for the prospector to peg a
portion of that range, because he would rind that
somebody else would come in, mount a large oper-
ation, and undercut him all along the line. lHe has
to be in a position to take up the whole of the 20
kilometres; and that requires a number of pros-
pecting lice nces. He is a small man, and he cannot
think in terms of an exploration licence which
involves reaching agreement on all sorts of con-
ditions with the Minister for Mines. It is a very
expensive operation; so he thinks in terms of what
is available to him-a prospecting licence.

As I say, unless the man is in a position to peg
the whole of the 20-kilometre strip, the whole
thing is absolutely worthless. I could mention in-
stance after instance of this kind of thing. It
might be manganese, which could extend over
several kilometres. Unless the small man is to be
gypped out of what he found, he has to be in a
position to take out prospecting leases. He could
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not do it on mining leases, because that would be
too expensive; and he certainly would not take up
an exploration licence. The only method available
to him is a prospecting licence.

If the Government puts a limit on what he can
take, it will handicap him severely. Therefore, the
small man will be affected, It will not affect. the
larger operator because, as [ have mentioned, he
can take up an unlimited number of exploration
licences and'blanket out the claim. This provision
will affect the small man.

Mr McPHARLIN: I do not disagree with the
arguments of the member for South Perth, but he
is stating a specific case dealing with a deposit
that extends for some distance. That could have
been covered under the existing Act because 10
prospecting licences could be issued without the
consent of the Minister; and the Minister could
have granted more. That aspect could still have
been covered.

A prospector in a small way who did not have a
large mineral find and just pegged a number of
claims in the hope of finding something, would
experience difficulty meeting the expenditure con-
ditions. However, in a specific case, the
administration of the Mines Department, a war-
den, or the Minister would not preclude any pros-
pector from adding to his licenees to cover what-
ever mineral find he made.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 9 put and passed.
Clause 10: Section 43 repealed-

Mr COWAN: I would like the Minister to ex-
plain why he has decided to repeal section 43.
That section gives the first person who has
marked out the land in accordance with the Act
the right to the allocation of that particular
mining tenement and I would have thought the
section would be retained in the legislation.

Mr P. V. JONES: That section is required no
lunger because it deals with priorities of one or
more applications for a prospecting licence on the
same ground and that is covered by section 105A.
Following the amendment to section 40, which re-
moved the limit on the number of appeals which
may be granted to one person by a warden, sec-
tion 43 was required no longer.

Mr GRAYDEN: Section 105A(l) reads as fol-
lows-

If 2 or more applications are made for a
mining tenement (other than a miscellaneous
licence) in respect of the same land or any

part thereof, the applicant who first Complies
with the initial requirement in relation to his
application has, subject to this Act, the right
in priority over every other applicant to have
granted to him in respect of that land or part
the mining tenement to which his application
relates.

In other words, that section is all encompassing
and it makes section 43 redundant.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 11I put and passed.
Clause 12: Section 49 repealed and substi-

tuted-

Mr McPHARLIN: This clause seeks to repeal
section 49 of the Act and substitute a new section
referring to security of tenure. My advice was
that section 49 provided security of tenure, be-
cause it gave priority to the person who had a
prospecting licence and discovered a mineral. It
did not give the prospector absolute priority, be-
cause the licensed area may cover Government re-
serves, Crown land, or other areas of that nature.

However, it was believed that the provisions in
section 49 were sufficient, although some doubt
existed about its wording. Therefore, a decision
was made to repeal section 49 and substitute
another section which removes any doubt which
may have existed in regard to security of tenure.

This aspect of the legislation created a con-
siderable amount of discussion in the mining in-
dustry and in other areas, but it appears that, if a
doubt existed, it now has been removed and the
provision will give security of tenure to the mining
industry and prospectors who raised some doubts
about the matter.

Mr GRAYDEN: Section 49 is completely un-
satisfactory, because if somebody pegged a pros-
pecting licence, the Minister could impose unac-
ceptable conditions. The applicant could say he
would not accept the conditions and the Minister
could allocate the same lease to somebody else
under exactly the same conditions. Therefore, if
the original applicant could not meet those coni-
ditions, somebody else could obtain the licence
under the same conditions.

I am delighted section 49 is being repealed and
the proposed new section is very specific. I refer
members to the wording of it. It gives a much
greater degree of security of tenure to the holder
of a prospecting licence wishing to convert to a
lease, so it removes all the objections to the sec-
tion.
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Mr COWAN: As everyone was aware, the
National Party opposed the Mining Act for three
principal reasons. The first related to security of
tenure and proposed new section 49 returns to
prospectors security of tenure over mining ten-
ements they have taken out.

The fact remains, although this clause does not
deal with it, that the two other reasons the
National Party opposed the legislation have not
been addressed by the Government. They relate,
firstly, to discretionary powers and, secondly, to
rights of appeal. However, without question, Se-
curity of tenure has been addressed properly by
the Government in this legislation and I commend
the Minister for it.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 13 to I5 put and passed.

Clause 16: Section 56A inserted-

Mr McPHARLIN: This clause provides a defi-
nition of "precious stones". Previously a definition
did not exist in the Act and the definition in this
clause should be of benefit to all involved in the
prospecting and mining industry. Several people
mentioned this matter to me and this provision
was necessary.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 17 to 32 put and passed.
Title put arid passed.

Report

Bill reported, without amendment, and the re-
port adopted.

GRAIN MARKETING AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

MR P. V. JONES (Narrogin-Minister for Re-
sources Development) [ 12.06 p.m.J: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill amends the Grain Marketing Act, 1975-
1981 to-

allow the Grain Pool to offer growers a
.'cash out" option on the equity remaining in
a pool, after one or more advances have been
paid; and

improve the marketing arrangements for
lupins.

The Bill will enable the Grain Pool to provide
growers with the option of receiving either the
estimated funds remaining in a pool as a cash
payment soon after harvest at a discount, or re-
ceiving the pool payments in the normal way up
to 18 months after harvest.

This should benefit growers by allowing them
greater choice in receiving payments on crops de-
livered to the Grain Pool. Growers accepting a
"cash out" offer will be able to reduce their own
borrowings. This should be particularly beneficial
to the industry if the Grain Pool is able to borrow
funds more cheaply than can individual growers.

The Bill requires the Grain Pool to keep ac-
counts for its "cash out" transactions separate
from those for the normal pool transactions. This
is to ensure that payments to growers who do not
accept a "cash out" offer are not affected in any
way by the offer. In addition, the Grain Pool is
specifically excluded from having access to
Treasury guarantees for its "cash out" offers.

As "cash out" offers will be based on estimates
of the equity remaining in a pool, the Grain Pool
may make a surplus or deficit on each offer. The
Bill, therefore, establishes a reserve fund, known
as the prior payments reserve fund, into which
any surplus from the "cash out" operation will be
paid. The Grain Pool will be required to use the
reserves, as a first priority, to meet any prior
deficit.

It also will have the options of using the reserve
fund either to distribute to growers who have ac-
cepted an offer for a particular pool surplus funds
which might Occur from that offer or, after con-
sultation with the Minister, for any purpose which
will directly benefit the grain industry, In using
money from the reserve fund, the Grain Pool will
be required to have regard for the need to main-
tain proper reserves.

The Bill also redefines lupins to mean all
varieties of Lupinus angustifolius-or narrow-
leaved lupins. At present the Act defines lupins as
the narrow-leaved varieties-U niwhite, Unicrop,
and Uniharvest-and the yellow lupin var-
iety-Weiko Ill. The narrow-leaved varieties
Marri and Illyarrie have been added by Order-in-
Council, and the Grain Pool has now requested
that the variety Yandee be prescribed.

The prescribing by Order-in-Council of each
variety of lupins as it is released is obviously cum-
bersome. Amending the Act to include all narrow-
leaved lupin varieties largely will overcome this
problem as most lupins being grown at present are
narrow-leaved varieties.
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The Bill also alters the word "proclamation" to
"Order" in the definition of "appointed date" in
section 21 (2) and (3) of the Act. These will then
coincide with section 21 (1) which specifies that
the date for commencement of compulsory mar-
keting of a prescribed grain shall be Fixed by
Order-in-Council rather than by proclamation.

Finally, the Bill validates the compulsory mar-
keting of the narrow-leaved lupin
varieties-Marri and Illyarrie-since they were
incorrectly prescribed on 16 May 1979 and I
August 1980 respectively.

Both the "cash out" option and the redefinition
of lupins have been agreed to by the two producer
organisations.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debite adjourned, on motion by Mr Tonkin.

HOSPITALS AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

MR YOUNG (Scarborough-Minister for
Health) [12.11 p.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
When consideration was being given to the
funding of the recently completed Nickol Bay
Hospital, an opinion from the State Crown Solici-
tor was sought. This indicated some doubt existed
as to the authority, contained in the Hospitals
Act, to enable a hospital board to borrow and ex-
pend funds to pay for expenditure incurred in the
establishment and construction of an entirely new
hospital facility, where no hospital or building had
previously existed.

It is necessary to raise $5 296 000 to meet con-
struction and establishment costs of the new
Nickol Bay Hospital utilising the borrowing
powers of semi-Government authorities under the
infrastructure loan borrowing programme ap-
proved by the Australian Loan Council.

The hospital has been completed, and the bor-
rowing powers of a hospital board can now be
utilised in this regard provided that the authority
enabling it to do so is contained in the Hospitals
Act.

The proposed amendment to section 17 will
eliminate any doubts in this respect. It will ensure
that the board of a hospital has the necessary bor-
rowing powers to meet the establishment and con-
struction costs of its hospital.

The proposed amendment to section 21 will
provide authority for a public hospital board to
expend such funds for the establishment and con-
struction costs.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Hodge.

Mlessage: Appropriations

Message from the Governor received and read
recommending appropriations for the purposes of
the Bill.

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE

Report: Consideration
Report of the Standing Orders Committee now

considered.

MR BLAIKIE (Vasse) [ 12. 15 p.m.]: I wish to
report on behalf of the Standing Orders Com-
mittee of the Legislative Assembly.

Your committee has been meeting to consider
amendments to the Standing Orders. A schedule
of recommended amendments, with a brief expla-
nation of their intent, is contained in the report.

one of the principal matters given consider-
ation by the committee was the opening of Parlia-
ment and election of the Speaker. A suggestion
had been received by the committee for the com-
plete rewriting of chapters 3 and 4 of the Stand-
ing Orders. The House of Commons has now
provided in its Standing Orders that the House,
during the election of a new Speaker, is under the
chairmanship of its longest-serving back bencher.
Other Parliaments have adopted varying rules and
practices to regulate what is seen by some to be a
potentially vulnerable period in the operation of
the House.

After full consideration of these matters your
committee felt that major alteration to the estab-
lished practice of this House was unnecessary.

Some relatively minor amendments have been
listed with the aim of bringing the Standing
Orders covering Opening Day and the election of
the Speaker more into line with the established
practice.

In its previous report your committee stated
that there was a desire on the part of the As-
sembly committee to meet with its counterpart in
the Council to discuss joinc Standing Orders, par-
ticularly those relating to the term of appointment
of Standing Committees. This meeting is yet to
take place. It is hoped that it can take place and
recommendations flowing therefrom will be made
the subject of another report in the near future.

Adoption
Mr BLAIKIE: The schedule of amendments to

the Standing Orders is now recommended, and I
move-

That the report be adopted.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Brian
Burke (Leader of the Opposition).

Sitting suspended from 12.18 to 2.15 p.m.
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APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED
REVENUE FUND) BILL

Second Reading Budget Debate

MR O'CONNOR (Mi. Lawley-Treasurer) [2.15 p.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second ime.

The pleasure 1 take in presenting to Parliament this, my first budget as Premier
and Treasurer of Western Australia, is tempered by the difficult economic times in
which it has been framed and the growing difficulty of coping with annual cuts in
Commonwealth funding. But before having more to say on this point I would
like to pay a tribute to my predecessor whose record as Treasurer of the State
must surely be unique.

Members: Hear, hear!

Mr O'CONNOR: Sir Charles Court presided over the finances of the State as
Premier and Treasurer for eight years. For the last seven of those years the
State's accounts were maintained at or close to balance. This achievement was
all the more remarkable because it coincided with progressive cuts in Common-
wealth funding to the States not only in general revenue payments but in a wide
range of specific purpose programs.

At the same time many improvements were made to government services and
a number of innovations introduced. Public assets such as His Majesty's Theatre
and the Central Law Courts Building were provided and others upgraded free
of future debt charges as a result of his careful stewardship.

Despite all the stresses of the past few years, Sir Charles relinquished the
Treasury portfolio with the State's finances sounder than ever before in our history.
For that achievement he has earned the gratitude and respect of this Parliament
and of the people of Western Australia.

In framing the budget, the Government has been deeply conscious of the
effect of the world wide recession on our own economy and, most importantly,
on the lives and expectations of the people of this State.

Western Australia is particularly vulnerable to the present stagnation of
economic activity throughout the industrial world. The continued growth of the
State economy depends upon buoyant markets for the products we sell overseas.
Throughout the world, industrial production has fallen and with it, demand for
our principal exports.

These are difficult times but the Government is confident that Western
Australia's attraction for investors is undiminished and, that wi th the re-emergence
of economic growth in the western world, we will be well placed to be at the fore-
front of further resource development.
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The Government is very much aware that world trade will be highly
competitive in the aftermath of the recession and new investment decisions will be
made more cautiously and with the long term stability and competitiveness of the
region very much in mind.

We are not just waiting for something to happen. We have redoubled our
efforts to promote new investment in resource development, with particular
emphasis on industries which would use gas from the North West Shelf and there
are good prospects of success in this area. We have also taken initiatives to
attract smaller industrial and commercial enterprises.

But major developments take time to bring to fruition and in framing the
budget the Government has been conscious of the need to plan expenditure in the
year ahead to provide the maximum stimulus to business activity and employment.

1 will have more to say on the overall budget strategy shortly but first I would
like to comment briefly on the outturn for 1981-82 and to inform Honourable
Members of some of the events which have had a marked influence on our financial
position this year.

Financial Results 1981-82

1 have already provided Members with a summary of transactions on the
Consolidated Revenue Fund for 198 1-82. Full details of transactions on the
Public Account compared with the estimates, including the unexpended balance
of votes or excess expenditure where incurred, are set out in the Public Accounts
which will accompany the Auditor General's Report.

I therefore do not intend to take up Members' time repeating that information
beyond drawing attention to last year's results which have had an important
influence on our financial position in the current year.

The net effect of all variations of revenue and expenditure from the estimates
resulted in an overall improvement on budget of $8-4 million. The budget pro-
posals assumed that $12-6 million would be required from earn Ings on the in-
vestment of Treasury cash balances to bring revenue and expenditure into balance.
In the event only $4,2 million was required for that purpose, making it possible
for the balance of $8 -4 million to be paid to the General Loan Fund this year to
support the capital works program.

That sum has proved a valuable addition to funds available for works in
1982-83 and has helped to boost expenditure on job creating activities at a time
when any increase of expenditure of this nature is of vital importance. The
greater part of these funds has been allocated to housing construction which will
not only have a direct effect on employment but will also provide major orders for
local building material suppliers including the timber industry.
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There has been much ill informed comment about these and other funds
derived from the investment of cash balances suggesting that they have been held
to finance election promises. That is nonsense as will become apparent in the
course of this speech.

Let me make only one comment at this point. If the Government had not hus-
banded its resources carefully over the last few years and if we had ended last year
with a substantial deficit carried over into 1982-83, we would have been in a
parlous position this year. We would have been faced with the need to fund a
deficit from our limited borrowing allocations and with cuts in Commonwealth
funding at the very time we needed to be directing all available resources to
tiding the State through the present economic problems.

We make no apologies for pursuing over the years a policy of prudent and
responsible financial management. It is in times of economic stress like the
present that the benefits of that policy become readily apparent.

Common wealih/ State Financial Relations

For the second year in succession, changes in Commonwealth payments to
the States have had a major impact on the State's finances and contributed greatly
to our budget problems. Unfortunately the progressive reduction in our share of
the federal tax pool which began this year will impose tight constraints on the
State Government for the next two years at least.

H-onourable Members will recall that changes to the tax sharing arrangements
imposed on the States by the Commonwealth in 1981 cost the States a total sum
of $374 million in 1981-82. Translated into 1982-83 terms, the amount which
the Commonwealth has appropriated from the States and absorbed Into its own
budget would amount to $770 million this year.

It is clear that the States have borne the brunt of the Commonwealth Govern-
ment's endeavours to reduce expenditure and bring its own budgetary problems
under control. While Commonwealth personal income tax collections grew by a
high 21 % in 198 1-82, payments to the States under the tax sharing arrangements
grew by only 10%.

In fact, between 1977-78 and 1 982-83, total payments by the Commonwealth
to the States decreased by 5% in real terms. This contrasts with other Common-
wealth outlays which grew by 19% in real terms over the period.

It was against this background of recent Commonwealth cutbacks in payments
to the States that I approached the subject of the Grants Commission's 1982 Report
at the June Premiers' Conference.
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Honourable Members will recall that on the initiative of the Federal Govern-
ment and, despite our objections, the Commonwealth Grants Commission under-
took a review of the tax sharing relativities, between the States. The Commission's
1981 Report proposed substantial reductions in the payments to Western Australia,
South Australia and Tasmania.

We strongly opposed those recommendations as an unfair and inadequate
assessment of the true position and completely unacceptable to the Government.

Because of our objections, the Commonwealth agreed not to implement the
Report in 1981-82 but to ask the Commission to review its recommendations
before 1982-83.

The Commission's 1982 Report was produced in response to that request.
While there was some improvement in the State's relative position compared to the
earlier assessment, there still remained sufficient demonstrated anomalies in the
second report to cast serious doubt on the validity of using it to adjust the States'
shares of the tax sharing pool.

At the June Premiers' Conference I argued that these anomalies were such
that the Commonwealth should not adopt the Commission's Report. Moreover,
I pointed out that as the Commonwealth had effectively appropriated an amount of
$770 million from the States, the Commonwealth had capacity to provide the
additional $255 million which the Commission had recommended be paid to the
three more populous States. Had the Commonwealth taken this course, which I
believe was the proper one in the circumstances, it would have meant no reduction
in the amount paid to Western Australia, South Australia or Tasmania.

Despite repeated arguments by all States that the Commonwealth should
provide aditional funds to be used in this manner, the Commonwealth refused to
agree.

Instead the Commonwealth proposed arrangements which, subject to certain
guarantees, aim to phase in the recommended relativities over the three years
ending 1984-85.

These arrangements provide for 20-323 % of Commonwealth tax collections
to be distributed between the States on the basis of the phased relativities. A re-
maining 0-397% is to be used to fund the guarantee arrangements for the three
less populous States and to assist in phasing in the new relativities.

The guarantee arrangements ensure that Western Australia will receive a
minimum increase in its tax share of 2% in real terms in 1982-83 (as measured by
the Consumer Price Index). However, this provides minimal comfort given
that wage payments are increasing faster than the Consumer Price Index. More-
over, the guarantee reduces to only 1 % in real terms in 1983-84 and 1984-85.

The published details as to how the new arrangements are to operate are
still the subject of debate. On this point, I consider that the Commonwealth
has adopted an approach which is inconsistent with that agreed at the Premiers'
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Conference and denies Western Australia a possible additional $12 million this
year. I have taken the matter up with the Prime Minister but to this point his
response has not been helpful. We will continue to press our case in this matter.

Western Australia's total tax sharing payments in 1982-83, as indicated in
Commonwealth budget papers, are estimated to be $914.9 million-an increase
of only 2% in real terms or 13% overall. The expected increase is significantly
less than the 17 % growth we could have expected under the tax sharing arrange-
ments if no adjustment had been made to this State's share. The difference amounts
to $32-5 million and indicates dramatically the effect on this State of the Common-
wealth Government's actions.

Our revenue position has been made even more difficult by changes to the
health funding arrangements in 1981-82 which introduced an Identified Health
Grant to replace payments under the Hospitals' Cost Sharing Agreement. Under
the new arrangement the Commonwealth's share of hospital and other health
costs was reduced by the increased revenue which the State was expected to raise
by the introduction of certain public hospital charges specified by the Common-
wealt h.

For 198 1-82, the Commonwealth made an initial assessment of each State's
revenue raising capacity but undertook to review the estimates in the light of
actual collections during the year. As a result of this review and following
representations by the Minister for Health, the Commonwealth agreed that its
initial assessment of revenue was too high in the case of Western Australia and
increased our provisional 198 1-82 grant by some $4-6 million.

However, for 1982-83, the Commonwealth is taking the position that there
will be no reassessment of revenue raising capacity in the light of actual experience-
In our view the payment to Western Australia has been reduced on account of
expected revenue by some $14 million more than is indicated by a reasonable
assessment of likely revenue this year.

We are vigorously pursuing th is matter, as are some other States, but no
finality has been reached. However, as the Commonwealth has based its budget
payments on the basis of its own estimates, we must do likewise until the matter
is finally resolved.

This issue highlights what I and other Premiers find to be one of the most
infuriating aspects of Commonwealth/State relations today. The new scheme
has been devised by the Commonwealth without prior consultation with the
States but it does not hold to the principles embodied in the scheme. We are
apparently to be forced to accept a reduction in our payments based on a Common-
wealth Government assessment of revenue to be raised from prescribed hospital
charges in this State without any right to challenge that assessment or have it
reviewed in the light of experience.

At best the Commonwealth's attitude in this matter fails to give sufficient
welight to the obvious facts of the case and to the principles of the scheme. At
worst it is another transparent device for reducing payments to the States below
their entitlement.
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In part because of this factor but primarily due to a full year offset of collections
under the prescribed level of fees, receipts under the Health Grants arrangements
are expected to be $1IT8 million less than in 1981-82.

These significant reductions in Commonwealth recurrent funding have had to
be borne by the State after a period of progressive reduction in the State's Loan
Council allocations for capita] works. The level of general purpose borrowing
allocations in 1982-83 was only 5 % higher than in 198 1-82, a significant reduction
in real terms. This is the seventh year in succession that the State's approved
Loan Council borrowing program has not kept pace with inflation.

Compared with our Loan Council allocation in 1975-76 the amount at our
disposal this year is down by about 50 % after allowance is made for cost escalation.
Clearly in these circumstances this source of funds cannot be used to compensate
for Commonwealth funding cutbacks in other areas or for funding a deficit on
recurrent activities.

Finally, the Commonwealth Government's budget initiatives in respect of
fuel excise made our budgetary task even more difficult.

The removal of the exemption from excise duty on diesel fuel for off-road use
and the special one cent per litre road funding surcharge on motor spirit and
distillate will impact across the entire range of State Government activities,
particularly those of business undertakings such as the State Energy Commission,
Westrail, Stateships and the Metropolitan Transport Trust. On this point it seems
inconceivable to me for the Commonwealth to talk about the burden of increased
electricity charges by the States on the one hand and then impose a duty which
will result in a significant increase in the State Energy Commission's operating
costs in country areas.

Moreover, in introducing a tax on all debits to bank accounts which are subject
to operation by cheque or like payment instrument, the Commonwealth totally
disregarded the adverse impact on our Stamp Duty collections and without any
consultation entered a revenue raising field which has traditionally been the province
of the States.

As H-onourable Members would be aware, I have protested strongly to the
Prime Minister on both these issues and I am still awaiting a substantive response.

Estimated Revenue
Revenue from all sources is estimated to increase by $273 -6 million or 133 %

this year. Of this increase, Commonwealth payments, including specific purpose
grants, contribute $103' 1 million, an increase of only 9-9%.

Receipts from State Taxation are estimated to increase by $60-6 million or
14%. The downturn in Japanese demand for iron ore will not fully affect
mining royalty revenue until 1983-84 because royaltics are paid quarterly in arrears.
Consequently, receipts from mineral royalties and lease rentals are estimated to
increase in 1982-83 by 30% to $120-4 million as a result of the higher prices paid
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for iron ore, currency movements which have led to an effective devaluation of the
Australian dollar and the Government's action earlier this year to increase rates
of royalty levied under the Mining Act.

Departmental revenue is expected to increase by $62-6 million substantially
due to the proposed payment to Treasury Revenue of $31 -0 million of interest
earned in 198 1-82 on the investment of Treasury cash balances. This represents
the whole of the balance carried forward from 1981-82 investment earnings in
line with established procedure and it is fortunate that we have such a substantial
sum available from this source as a result of the high short term interest rates
prevailing last year.

Indeed it has been the availability of this revenue which has made it possible
for the Government to bring forward an expenditure program this year which must
be seen as most satisfactory and appropriate to the current economic situation not-
withstanding the severe difficulties imposed on us by the reduction in real terms of
Commonwealth funding which constitutes nearly 49% of our revenue.

The Budget Proposals

As I remarked earlier, the Government has taken the view that the basic
thrust throughout the whole Government expenditure program this year must be to
provide the strongest possible support to job creating activities and to provide the
means for orders to be placed as much as possible with local industry.

This is not a time to slacken the reins on those departmental expenditure
programs which would divert funds from business creating activities. Nor is it
a time to promise new or expanded services which would only create new obliga-
tions to be met by the taxpayer who is already having to cope with the strain of
high interest rates and job uncertainty. What this budget is about Is people, jobs
and housing.

Mr Bertram: More taxes.
Mr O'CONNOR: That is a foolish statement.

Mr Bertram: We shall see.
Mr O'CONNOR: The aim of the budget and the capital works program

to follow is to:-

*Channel substantial additional funds to housing.
*Give maximum emphasis to building and construction projects throughout
the State with priority given to work which can be commenced quickly.

*Give priority in the Consolidated Revenue Fund Budget to expenditure
on maintenance of assets, minor works and purchase of equipment.

*Provide payroll tax relief particularly for smaller businesses.
*Provide funds for special youth employment training within the public
sector to enhance job opportunities and additional assistance to group
schemes for the employment of apprentices.

*Give priority in grants to other bodies including local authorities where
funds are for building projects.
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In developing the overall budget strategy, the Government has considered the
Consolidated Revenue Fund Budget and the Capital Works Program as a set of
interrelated, expenditure proposals. Each supports the thrust of the other in
aiming at maximum employment and business stimulation and in the careful
choice of priorities with that aim in view.

It is primarily for that reason that both budgets are being introduced today
and with a change in procedure that I believe will be welcomed by Honourable
Members who would not wish to listen to two lengthy budget speeches in one day.

Following the presentation of the Consolidated Revenue Fund Estimates,
I propose to speak briefly on the General Loan Fund Appropriation Bill. Details
of the Capital Works Program will be provided to Honourable Members in a print-
ed statement at the conclusion of that speech with details of the Estimates of
Expenditure from the General Loan Fund.

By adopting this arrangement I believe that Parliament and the public will be
in a better position to assess the whole of the Government's expenditure proposals
for the year and see more clearly the interlocking nature of the two measures.

To reduce the time spent on speaking to the General Loan Fund Appropriation
Bill, I propose in the course of this speech to bring to Honourable Members'
attention some of the key features of the Capital Works Program to the extent that
they are particularly relevant to the overall budget strategy. If this approach
meets with general acceptance, it could be the forerunner of an even more con-
solidated approach to the presentation of the budgets in future.

Mr Speaker, the Consolidated Revenue Fund Estimates provide for increased
expenditure of $273 -6 million, an increase of 13 -3%Y. Although much of this in-
crease must of necessity provide for the increased cost of recurrent services, a
substantial element has been channelled to employment stimulation activities of
which I will give details later.

The Capital Works Program this year proposes expenditure of $1 021-8
million against $56113 million in 198 1-82. This huge increase of $460-5 million,
or 82% is mainly due to an expanded State Energy Commission works program
including starts being made on construction of the Dampier to Perth gas pipeline
and on a high voltage transmission line to Kalgoorlie.

These projects will have a significant impact on the local economy but just
as important in its immediate effect on empioyment and production is the pro-
posed allocation of funds for housing construction. A total of $78 million is to
be expended this year on housing construction, maintenance and related activities
by all Government agencies involved in the provision of housing. The allocation
to the State Housing Commission from State funds for welfare housing will be
almost trebled from $7 million last year to $20-2 million in the current year.

Government members: Hear, hear!
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'Mr O'CONNOR: The boost to the home building program will be of particular
assistance to the timber industry where the Government is concerned at mill
closures and rising unemployment. In addition to the expanded orders for
limber generated by the additional funds for housing, the Government proposes
a special grant of $1 -5 million to Westrail for resleepering the Kalgoorlie-Koolyan-
obbing section of the standard gauge railway. It is a condition of the grant that
new timber sleepers be used to provide orders to a section of the timber industry
that has suffered from declining overseas orders for sleepers.

In the Consolidated Revenue Fund Budget, proposed expenditure by depart-
ments on separately identified maintenance and minor works projects totals more
than $56 million.

It is important to note that total recurrent and capital expenditure is planned
to rise by $734 million this year which, in the way the additional spending is
structured, will provide a positive stimulus to economic activity throughout the
State.

Although the Government has had as its principal objective the promotion
of business activity in the private sector, it should not be thought that we have
neglected to provide for advances in Government services to the community where
a need was apparent and priority was warranted given the economic situation. 1
will give details of our main expenditure proposals shortly when I believe it will be
apparent that we are proposing a well balanced expenditure program.

At the same time we have taken the view that, in the present economic situation,
Governments have a responsibility to restrain the increase in their own recurrent
expenditures so as to channel funds to employment generating activities and to
provide some relief from taxes which can inhibit employment or restrain business
activity.

Payroll Tax

The Government is acutely aware of the problems facing small business at
present and proposes to further ease the burden of payroll tax, a move which
will be of particular benefit to the many labour intensive small businesses.

It is proposed to increase the basic annual payroll tax exemption level of
$102 000 by 22-5 %. This will take the exemption level up to almost $125 000.

This increase is approximately double that which would have been necessary
to maintain the exemption at the same real level as last year. As a result of this
move, businesses with annual payrolls of $124 992 or less will no longer be liable
for payroll tax.

Government members: Hear, hear!

Mr O'CONNOR: In line with the present arrangement, the exemption level
will reduce by $2.00 for every $3.00 that the annual payroll exceeds $124 992 up
to a maximum annual payroll of $255 780. Employers with payrolls in excess of
this level will be able to deduct $37 800 in calculating their tax liability compared
with $36 000 at present.
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The increased concessions are expected to result in 600 small businesses
which are currently liable for payment of the tax becoming exempt. In addition,
businesses with annual payrolls in excess of $124 992 will have their annual tax
liability reduced by amounts of up to $1 916.

The concessions will apply from I January 1983 and are expected to cost
the Government $1-3 million this year and $3-2 million in a full year.

As already announced, legislative amendments designed to overcome emerging
payroll tax avoidance practices are also to be introduced. The legislation is
aimed at ensuring that payroll tax cannot be avoided in situations where an
employer/employee type relationship exists but the use of particular organisational
structures or third parties means that payments are not made directly from the
employer to the employee.

Details of the proposals will be provided when the legislation is introduced
to give effect to these proposals.

Stamp Duty
The Government wishes to encourage the progressive development of Perth

as a major Australian financial centre.

flwFurthermore, we wish to ensure that there are no impediments to an adequate
flwof funds for housing.

With these objectives in mind the Government has decided to introduce two
changes to Stamp Duty legislation.

In order to assist the development of a secondary market for mortgages it is
proposed to replace the existing ad valorem duty on mortgage transfers with a
flat duty of $10 per transfer. It is also proposed that discount transactions in
mortgages will be exempt from normal discount duty.

In addition, to encourage a more active securities market in Perth it is proposed
to replace the existing duty applying to transfers of company debentures and
notes with less than two years to maturity with a duty ofo0025 % per month of the
remaining currency of the security.

At present, trading in company debentures and notes attracts stamp duty at
the rate of 0-6% irrespective of the remaining period to maturity. As a result
the duty is a disincentive to trading in short dated securities which is the main area
of market interest.

The proposed change to a small rate of duty of 0-025% per month of the
remaining term of the security will remove any discrimination against short dated
paper and will assist in encouraging a more active market in these securities.

As trading in these securities is limited at present, the estimated cost to revenue
of the proposals is only $ 150 000 in 1982-83 and $300 000 in a full year. Indeed
if there is any substantial growth of trading, revenue could well benefit in the
future.
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The Government maintains close contacts with the securities market and
stands ready to consider other changes to Stamp Duty legislation where it can be
demonstrated that it is inhibiting the growth of an active securities market in this
State. At the same time we must have regard to the State's revenue needs and any
representations must be carefully weighed with that requirement in mind.

The new rates of duty are to operate from I January 1983 and further details
will he provided when the enabling legislation is introduced.

Estimated Expenditure

The estimates of expenditure from the Consolidated Revenue Fund provide
for a total outlay of $2 335-5 million compared with actual expenditure of
$2 061L-9 million last year. The proposed increase of $273t million, or 1313%
provides for a balanced budget.

The Government is aware of claims that the appropriate course in present
economic circumstances is to increase expenditure ,beyond the limit dictated
by available revenue and thereby to budget for a deficit.

Let me make it clear that this is not a credible option for a State Government,
Under the existing Loan Council arrangements we cannot increase our borrowings
to fund a deficit on recurrent account. If that course were open to us we would
have no hes itation in seeking additional funds for capital works to provide an
added stimulus to business activity.

For a State Government to budget for a deficit after taking into account all
income from recurrent revenue and permitted borrowings would mean carrying
forward into subsequent years a cash deficit that would have to be made up from
future revenue or Loan Council borrowing allocations for capital works.

In a situation where we are faced with a progressive reduction in our share
of the federal tax pool, when the Commonwealth Government's decisions on
payments to the States are completely unpredictable from year to year and when
we are experiencing a continuing reduction in real terms in our Loan Council
borrowing allocation, such a course would be irresponsible.

Continued pressure on the wages front has accentuated the difficulty of our
budgetary task this year. The full-year cost of award increases granted in 198 1-82
alone amounts to $83 million and on top of this must be added the cost of the
significant increases already granted and in prospect for 1982-83.

We have considered it necessary to provide $80 million this year for the cost
of award increases on payrolls of all departments and authorities financed from
Consolidated Revenue. This is by no means a large amount by the standard of
recent years and in the light of recent decisions by wage fixing tribunals. I n fact
the budget has been framed in the expectation that there will be some moderation
in wage demands over the course of the year.
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I now turn to the details of the Government's expenditure proposals, the main
features of which are:-

*A total expenditure program of $3 357 -3 million for both recurrent services
and capital works including $78 million for activities relating to the pro-
vision of housing. This is an increase of $734 -1 million or 28% over last
year.

*An increase of $69.1I million or 14-4% in funds for the Education Depart-
ment including provision for the employment of an additional 255 teachers.

*A total allocation of $103-7 million for the Police Department including
an increase of 100 in police numbers.

Mr Brian Burke: Is this another extra 100 policemen, or the 100 extra an-
nounced previously?

Mr O'CONNOR: It is the 100 we promised to give and we have just given it.
To continue-

* Provision of $4500O00 for two intakes of 100 young persons under the
Special Youth Employment Training Program and incentives relating to
group apprentice training schemes totalling $78 000.

* An increase of $152 000 or 21 % in support of Women's Refuges.

* $73 000 for the establishment of the first Bail Hostel in Western Australia.

* Allocations totalling $454 000 to assist in the provision of care and accom-
modation for homeless young people and for a program to return children in
institutions to a more permanent and secure family environment.

* An increase in subsidies for children in both private and Institutional
care.

* An allocation of $500 000 under a matching arrangement with the Common-
wealth for the provision of International sporting facilities.

* Grants and subsidies amounting to $2-6 million for the encouragement
of sport especially through projects which will lead to an increase in con-
struction activity.

* An allocation of $500 000 to help alleviate the threat of locusts to farm
prod uction.

* Continued. emphasis on the development of computer based systems to
improve the quality of Government services and to lower the delivery cost
of those services.

* Provision of $255 000 within the $2-S8 million al location to the Department
of Conservation and Environment for the second stage of the Peel-Harvey
Estuarine System Study aimed at controlling the critical algae problem.

* An allocation of $8-8 million for salinity control measures in the South
West Catchment Districts.

*Provision within the allocation of the $271 1 million to the Forests Depart-
ment to enable a major Karri regeneration program and plantings of pine
to reduce pressure on the State's hardwood timber resource.
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* Substantially increased expenditure amounting to more than $56 million on
maintenance of public assets and minor works in order to generate orders
and employment.

* A 33>3% increase in the allocation to the Small Business Advisory Service
Ltd to assist in improving management skills in this important employment
creating sector of the economy.

* An increase of $311 000 or 83% in the allocation to the Academy of Per-
forming Arts.

* A significantly increased allocation to fund the upgrading of the Zoo's animal
enclosure facilities.

Education

An allocation of $549-5 million is proposed for the Education Department,
an increase of $69-1 million or 14-4% on expenditure last year.

The allocation is indicative of the Government's continued strong support for
education and will enable the appointment of an additional 255 teachers and 30
support staff for schools and special programs.

Of the additional teaching positions which will be created, 50 will be allocated
to primary schools. As student numbers in primary schools are currently declining,
the proposed increase in teaching staff will enable a reduction in the pupil/teacher
ratio and an improvement in the quality of education at the primary level.

Provision has been made in secondary education for an additional 168 teaching
positions to cater for increased student enrolments in 1983. An extra 8 teach-
ing staff will be available for the Senior Colleges at Tuart Hill and Bentley.
These colleges will provide a wider range of tuition in 1983 including new courses in
transition education, adult education day classes and a second chance Achievement
Certificate.

The proposed allocation includes provision for the staffing and operating of
fifteen new pre-primary centres, three new primary schools at Kingsley, Willetton
and Edgewater, two new camp schools at Broome and Point Samson, and new
high schools at Ocean Reef and Roleystone.

The Government continues to give high priority to children with special
education needs. In 1982 a Centre for children with severe communication prob-
lems was established at Melville. This Centre has been very successful in helping
a significant number of children and it has been decided to establish a similar Centre
in the northern suburbs next year.

Consistent with our policy of enabling handicapped children to attend school
in their local district, a special school will also be established in Northam to serve
that area in 1983. Moreover, the budget provides for the continuation of the phased
takeover of the educational role currently being undertaken by the Slow Learning
Children's Group.
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The funding requirements of the Technical Education Division have increased
markedly in recent years. This has been in response to the increasing need for
vocational education and training in order to ready students for the demands of
increasing specialisation in industry and commerce and the rapid rate of technologi-
cal change. In view of the lack of employment opportunities in a number of areas
there is also the growing problem of young people whose suitability for employment
is limited and who need special training to improve their prospects in an increasingly
competitive labour market.

Against this background, an increase of 18-3 % is proposed in the allocation for
technical education. Expenditure by the Division this year is expected to be $71 *2
million compared with $60-2 million in 1981-82.

The allocation will enable the appointment of a further 20 lecturing and
9 supporting staff. It will meet the operating costs associated with building
extensions and course developments in Technical and Further Education centres
including those at Bunbury, Geraldton and Carine.

Increasing and changing demands in the area of technical education has empha-
sised the need for improved administrative procedures and planning. Accordingly,
provision of $400 000 has been made this year for the development of a new student
data computer system which will provide more accurate and effective information to
management. An amount of $15 000 has also been allocated to meet the running
costs of the Review Panel of Staffing Policies and Procedures of the Technical
Education Division. The Panel is expected to present its report in April 1983.

It is a measure of the continuing priority given by the Government to educa-
tion that the proposed allocation to the department represents a significantly
higher increase than the expected growth in revenue from all sources. As a
result, the trend for education to absorb an increasing share of our budget has
continued. The allocation to the department alone this year represents 23-5y% of
our total planned expenditure.

If, as is the practice in at least two
operations is included in the budget total
diture is removed, the allocation to the
25.8% of the budget.

other States, only the deficit on railway
and the inflating effect of railway expen-
Education Department alone represents

In addition to strongly supporting the activities and institutions under the
control of the Education Department, the Government intends to maintain a high
funding priority in other educational fields throughout the State.

Hedland College
An amount of $2-1 million has been provided to meet the cost of operating

the College's new buildings opened in July. Included in the provision is an amount
to meet the recurrent costs associated with the former Mt Newman Mining Com-
pany Training Centre in Newman which has recently been amalgamated with the
College.
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The allocation will enable an additional 144 enrolments in the apprenticeship
training program, which will be expanded in 1983 to include mechanical fitting.
Post trade, engineering, business and general studies courses will also be significantly
expanded in 1983.

Karrwhla College

Provision has also been made for the continued development of the Karratha
College with an allocation of $1-4 million for operating costs In 1982-83.

The proposed funding program will allow the College to develop its apprentice-
ship training role which commenced in 1982. A total of 245 enrolments are
expected in 1983 and expansion is also planned in the pre-apprenticeship, post
trade, engineering, applied science and business studies courses.

Under an arrangement unique in Australia, the College will operate new
library facilities jointly with the Shire of Roebourne. Significant cost savings will
result from this arrangement.

Kolgoorlie College
To rationalise the employment of education resources at Kalgoorlie and to

cope more effectively with the changing needs of industry and commerce in the
region, an amount of $1 -2 million has been provided for operating costs of the
autonomous Kalgoorlie College.

The College will assume the teaching responsibilities of the Eastern Goldfields
Technical College and also the business studiles courses currently undertaken by the
Western Australian School of Mines. It will assume the role of the Post Secondary
Education Centre for the region.

Finally, the important part played by the private sector in education has not
been overlooked. Subsidy payments to private schools amounted to $18 4 million
last year and the proposed provision in 1982-83 is $21 -6 million.

In summary, total proposed allocations relating to education amount to
$603-9 million-the first time this allocation has been more than $600 million.
This represents 25-9% of our total expenditure program or 28-3% on the more
comparable basis I explained earlier. I am sure Honourable Members would
agree that In the difficult budgetary position it is indicative of the Government's
commitment to meeting genuine educational needs in Western Australia.

Health Core Services

As I have explained, the budget had to be framed against the background of the
recommendations of the Grants Commission being effectilvely phased in over three
years.

By far the largest single factor in the Commission's calculation of new relativi-
ties was their assessment that expenditure incurred by Western Australia on the
del ivery of medi cal and health services is demonstrably excessi ve by the standards
of other States to the extent of more than $100 million.
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We have made it clear that we do not accept the Commission's assessment
as a valid indication of the true comparative position and we are not prepared to
lower the standard of health care available to the citizens of Western Australia.
Nevertheless, the magnitude of the Commission's findings in the health services
area cannot be ignored and every effort must be made to improve efficiency, and
to eliminate any unnecessary duplication of services and excessive expenditure
in the public sector which do not add to the overall quality of health care available
to the public.

The Department of Hospital and Allied Services has been active in recent years
in reviewing hospital expenditure and a number of real economies have been
achieved. However, the Grants Commission's assessments suggest that a searching
examination of expenditure over the whole health field needs to be made.

In respect of hospitals and related health services the gross expenditure
provided for by the budget allocation is estimated at $51 1-6 million against
$448-9 million last year, an increase of 14-0%. However, after allowing
for the expected increase in hospital revenue resulting from higher hospital charges
and the contribution to the Hospital Fund from the Lotteries Commission this
year, the net cost to the budget of hospitals and allied services is estimated to
increase by $21 million or &-1 %.

The allocation makes provision for the operating costs of new facilities opened
in 198 1-82. These include the Podium and Ward Block at Sir Charles Gairdner
Hospital, the Princess of Wales Wing at Fremantle Hospital and the ward additions
at the Homes of Peace, Subiaco. Provision has also been made to meet the operat-
ing costs of the new Nickol Bay Hospital.

A special allocation of $40 000 has been made to assist with the expenses of
maintaining a liaison and public relations officer in the field of handicapped persons.
An amount of $30 000 has also been provided as a contribution to the cost of a
hydrotherapy pool at Bunbury.

The proposed allocation of $59-4 million for Public Health represents an
increase of 14-4% on expenditure last year. Capacity has been found within
the allocation for a significant increase of $152 000 in support for women's refuges.
A total of $863 000 h'as been allocated for subsidies to refuges including assistance
for a new refuge at Karratha.

An amount of $481 000 has been provided for growth of services to meet the
increased demands made on Public Health activities. A substantial portion of
this allocation is for the relocation of Laboratory Services at the Queen Elizabeth 11
Medical Centre following the completion of the North Block Complex.

An allocation of $74-9 million is proposed for Mental Health Services which
is $11 6 million or 18.4% higher than expenditure last year. The substantial
increase in funding in this area is consistent with our policy of providing better
accommodation and improved teaching and training facilities for the intellectually
handicapped.
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Included in the proposed provision are funds to meet the operational costs of:,
-the H-illview Centre (Edward Millen Home) which is expected to become

operational in the latter part of the financial year-,
-a proposed doubling of the number of residents at Fairholme Hostel;
-the second stage of development at Bennett Brook and Devonleigh Hostel;

and
-the establishment of group homes located in the community to accommodate

up to 60 intellectually handicapped persons from Swanbourne Hospital.

These funds are of course additional to the $4-3 million allocated in the
capital works program for Mental Health Services. The program continues the
plan of relocating patients to better accommodation than at Swanbourne Hospital
leading to the eventual closure of that institution.

The Government is committed to a program of upgrading and modernising
mental health facilities to enable patients to obtain access to specialised services
appropriate to their needs.

Law, Order and Justice

The Police and Road Traffic Authority were amalgamated last year with the
aim of maximising operational efficiency through greater management flexibility
and the better deployment of available resources.

This year the proposed allocation for the restructured Police Department is$1O3-7 million-an increase of lP-5%-and includes provision for the appoint-
ment of an additional 100 police officers in keeping with an undertaking given by
the Government to substantially augment police strength over a three year period.
The large real increase in funding reflects the Government's awareness of the need
to inraepolice strength to combat crime and at the same time mainta In a high
level of traffic law enforcement. The Government recognises the heavy costs
imposed on the community- by traffic accidents, crime and vandalism. There is a
need for increased investigatory and deterrent activity by police officers and the
allocation will provide a significant boost to existing police resources in these areas.

Provision has also been made for the operation and maintenance of a newly
acquired twin engine aircraft. Acquisition of this second aircraft enables greater
mobility and flexibility of the police force together with a greater level of operational
safety.

Police communications officers have developed a "Computer Aided Despatch
System" which will enable headquarters to monitor the location of vehicles at all
times, speed up response to any assistance call and provide greater security and
protection for officers. $39 000 has been provided to enable a number of police
vehicles to be equipped with the new facility and to allow for further refinement of
the system.

The proposed allocat ion for the Crown Law Department has been lifted
from $16-4 million to $20-7 million, an increase of 25-8%.
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Funds have been provided for a significant but necessary increase in the staff
establishment to cater for the continuing increase in court activity largely as a
result of the completion last year of the Central Law Courts complex. In addition,
a further two judges are to be appointed in 1982-83.

Mr Parker: Judges for what?

Mr O'CONNOR: An amount of $73 000 has been provided for the part year
cost of staff and operational expenses of the first Bail Hostel to be established
in Western Australia. The purpose of the Fremantle hostel is to provide accom-
modation and a degree of supervision for persons awaiting trial who have no
fixed place of abode. This initiative will lead to a reduction in the number of
persons remanded to prison and should also reduce the numbers absconding from
bail. Those persons accommodated at the hostel would be required to pay board
but would be free to attend their place of employment each day.

The Prisons Department's allocation of $41 -0 million this year reflects the
full year cost of operations at the new Caning Vale Prison which largely accounts
for the $8 -2 million increase in the proposed allocation.

Community Welfare

An amount of $40.1 million has been provided for the Department for
Community Welfare, an increase of $6 -0 million on expenditure incurred in 1 981-82.

The Children in Limbo Study revealed that about half the children in care in
Western Australia have been in institutions for several years. It identified sub-
stantial benefits to the children and the community of returning many children to
their parents if this was possible, or alternatively, placing them in a permanent and
secure family environment. The Government regards this as a major social
problem which needs to be addressed and a permanency planning program is to be
introduced to achieve these ends. Funds of $100 000 have been provided for this
purpose.

In accordance with our policy to upgrade general welfare services on a needs
basis, particularly in the more remote areas of the State, $8 000 has been allocated
to open a Community Welfare sub-office at Wiluna and $20 000 for a second
student hostel at Meekatharra. Provision has also been made for extension of the
Juvenile Community Service Order Scheme resulting from recent amendments to
the Child Welfare Act.

The Government is concerned with the increasing problem of homeless young
persons. Provision has been made for $ 177 000 to be provided as grants to ap-
proved bodies providing care and accommodation for homeless young people. It is
hoped that this allocation will attract an equivalent sum from the Commonwealth
under the Youth Services Program making a total of $354 000 available for this
important work.
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In addition, subsidies for children in both private and residential care are to be
increased, broadly in line with movements in the Consumer Price Index since
last year. Associated subsidies for clothing and educational needs are also to be
increased with the higher scale of payments becoming effective from the beginning
of the first payment period in October 1982.

In the current difficult economic climate the Government is especially conscious
of the problems of the poor. The allocation for Assistance to Indigent Persons
provided by the Department for Community Welfare has therefore been raised to
$11- million, an increase of 29 % on 1981-82 expenditure.

In respect of residential reserves, $631 000 has been provided for maintenence
and upgrading of facilities including those at Kalgoorlie, Onslow and Meekatharra.

Labour and Industry

An increase of $1.1 million or 20-7% is proposed in the allocation to the
Department of Labour auid Industry. In addition, a program for special youth
employment training is proposed to be funded from the Miscellaneous Services
Division of the budget.

Provision has been made in the Department's allocation to further encourage
group employment of apprentices. Schemes of the type currently run by the
Master Builders Association are an important way of employing and training
apprentices and an additional $28 000 has been allocated to assist other organisa-
tions in administering a similar arrangement should they wish to do so. Negotia-
tions with Local Government and the Chamber of Mines are proceeding with the
aim of extending the scheme.

It is important that the introduction of group arrangements for the employ-
ment of apprentices are not adversely affected by the imposition of costs which
would not otherwise apply. Payroll tax is one such example where centralisation
of apprentice employment attracts tax which would not be assessed if those appren-
tices were directly paid by a number of small businesses whose annual payrolls are
below the exemption level.

In the case of the Master Builders Association it is, after all, the contributions
of a number of smaller building businesses which indirectly meet the wages and the
Government accepts that it is inequitable that a tax burden should arise as a result
of the special administrative arrangements necessary to the success of the scheme.

It is therefore proposed to provide grants to group employers of apprentices
such as the Master Builders Association broadly equivalent to the payroll tax
they pay on relevant wages. An allocation of $50 000 has been made for this
purpose.

As I stated earlier, the Government is most concerned at the employment situa-
tion, particularly among the young, many of whom are caught in the circular
problem of being unable to obtain jobs because of lack of on-the-job experience
and thereby being unable to obtain work experience. We therefore propose to
reintroduce an on-the-job training scheme to improve the career prospects of the
young. Expenditure of $450 000 is planned for this purpose within the Miscel-
laneous Services Division of the Estimates.
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The allocation will enable two intakes each of 100 young persons within the
public sector for a 17 week period of job experience, subject to the agreement
or the Commonwealth to provide supporting funding under that Government's
Special Youth Employment Training Program.

Mr Young: A very important move.

Mr O'CONNOR: To continue-

Youth, Sport and Recreation
The proposed allocation to the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation

is $4-1 million, nearly 13% higher than expenditure in 1981-82. Moreover,
proceeds from the Instant Money Lottery, which are to be allocated specifically to
sport and culture, will enable additional funds to be channelled into sport throughout
the State. These funds should be available in the latter half of the financial year.

The Government has decided to renew its commitment to the Life Be In It
program and $15 000 has been allocated for the Department to undertake programs
funded jointly with the private sector.

The Equipment Subsidy Scheme to sporting and recreation groups is an
important way of encouraging greater participation in physical activities, particu-
larly amongst the young. Accordingly, and in order to meet the increasing
demands from the community for assistance, $194 000 has been provided for this
purpose in 1982-83.

The Government also intends to take advantage of the Commonwealth's
program of assistance for the development of international standard sports facilities
and $500 000 has been provided for this purpose in the proposed allocation of
$2-5 million to the Community Sporting Facilities Fund. The money provided
will attract a matching Commonwealth contribution.

Also included in the allocation is $200 000 for subsidies to local authorities
for the construction of cycleways in the metropolitan area and $1 -8 million for
the continuing program of grants for community sporting facilities throughout
the State. These grants are allocated on the basis of one-third State funds and two-
thirds local contribution with the aimn of increasing the opportunities for the
community to participate in sporting activities.

The 27% increase in subsidies for sporting facilities is expected to result in
building projects to the value of some $7 million being commenced. In addition
to the lasting value to the community of these projects the program will provide
a further lift to the building industry.

Agriculture
The proposed allocation to the Department of Agriculture of $43-7 million

represents an overall increase of 14-3%. However, if services and projects funded
by the Commonwealth and industry are excluded, the increase in the State funding
effort emerges as 15-4 %.
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Apart from enabling existing activities and services to farmers to be main-
tained, the provision makes allowance for some important new initiatives. $74 000
has been allocated to establish a sugar cane nursery in preparation for the planned
sugar industry on the Ord and $87 000 has been earmarked to support our policy
of soil conservation through the study and development of pasture regeneration
in the Fitzroy Valley.

The estimates also include $100 000 for the demonstration of on-farm water
supply techniques in the north-eastern agricultural area where problems have been
experienced in developing adequate on-farm water supplies.

The Australian Plague Locust is posing a severe threat to our valuable agri-
cultural industries in the Great Southern and South-east Agricultural Areas. In
order to deal with this problem, an amount of $500 000 has been made available
to the Agriculture Protection Board. The funds will be used to purchase chemicals
for farm treatment of egg beds and for strategic control of newv adult locusts prior
to breeding.

Computing and Technology
In addition to funds to be provided for computer developments in the vote

for the Government Computing Division of the Treasury, a further S9-3 million
has been included in Departmental and special allocations for computing equipment
and the development of computer based systems.

The progressive and controlled introduction of information processing tech-
nology to date has already given the State considerable benefits in terms of lower
costs and improved services. Moreover, the new information systems now
being developed within Government will have long term advantages for the private
sector.

Earlier this year the Government announca'd the formation of the Land Inform-
ation System Support Centre and the Justice Information System Support Centre.
The proposed allocation for the Government Computing Division has been
increased by some $2 million to allow the remarkable progress already achieved
in these and other applications to be continued.

In the case of the Land Information System, 800 000 Certificates of Title
have already been placed on computer and the take-up of land boundaries within
the metropolitan area by the Lands Department will be complete next year. Not
only has the take-up of the Office of Titles data had a dramatic effect on the
efficiency of that Office but it has resulted in considerable impact on Land Tax
operations. As a direct result of co-operation between the Titles Office, the
Land Information System, the State Taxation Department and the Valuer General's
Office it is estimated that an additional $2 million will be added to Land Tax
Revenue for 1982-83.

I should also sound a note of warning here to owners of land liable for land
tax assessment who have deliberately, or through ignorance, failed to register
their holdings with the Land Tax Office. Systems are now in place to identify
them with much greater ease and efficiency. The Government is determined to
eliminate tax evasion wherever it arises and to this end we will be aiming to ensure
that all land owners are fully aware of, and are meeting, their land tax obligations.
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The Justice Information System is concerned with the development of systems
associated with such departments as the Corporate Affairs Office, Crown Law,
the Courts and Community Welfare. A courts scheduling system was successfully
introduced at the time of the opening of the Central Law Courts complex earlier this
year. Pilot studies will be carried out in 1982-83 in association with the Law
Society to determine the extent to which such systems might be used by the private
sector.

The provision of new information services in which the public and private
sectors form a joint working relationship for the benefit of the community as a
whole will be a feature of what has been called the 'information society' which
is now emerging. The Land Information System will in particular have a wide
ranging impact on local government, surveyors, solicitors, town planning, environ-
mental studies, agriculture and indeed, planning of any sort involving the use of
land.

Provision has also been made in the budget to strengthen the support which
will be available to departments from Treasury in the full implementation of the
new computer based Government Accounting System, This system is now installed
in most departments.

Independent consultants were asked to review the new Government Accounting
System in 198 1-82 with a brief to critically examine the system and to advise on
further developments to enable the system to strengthen financial management
within departments. The Government believes that we are now well positioned,
as a result of our investment in the Government Accounting System, to meet our
long term objective of improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the public
sector through introduction of modern management techniques.

Provision for expansion of information technology in individual departments
is also provided in this budget. New initiatives include $250 000for the upgrading
of Landsat image processing equipment in the Department of Lands and Surveys
and $236 000 for automation in the Library Board.

This Government is also aware of the place technology has to play in the
creation of jobs through the establishment of new industries. One new initiative
I n this direction is the development of a Technology Park on Government owned
land adjacent to the Western Australian Institute of Technology campus at Bentley.
The Government's major contribution will be the development of the area and
the provision of land by sale or lease on attractive terms. Considerable interest
has already been shown by the private sector In this Initiative.

The Technology Park will act as a focal point for applied research and develop-
ment, taking innovations from the workbench into the market place. It will
allow interaction between industry, commerce, the public sector and tertiary
institutions to occur so that the inventor and entrepreneur can gain the support
needed to form profitable companies.

Western Australia has a well educated population, an outstanding climate
and a lifestyle that makes it an attractive place to live and work. Given the
closeness of the expanding market and mass manufacturing base of South East
Asia, technology based Industries built on the innovative skills of Australians
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form one of the most promising options available to Western Australia to further
economic growth and create job opportunities for our many highly skilled young
people.

Transport

The combined Consolidated Revenue Fund provision to meet the net operating
deficits of Westrail, the Metropolitan Transport Trust and Stateships is $82-9
million, an increase of 22-6% on actual expenditure in 1981-82. The operating
results of the Transport undertakings reflect additional costs of some $4 million
as a result of the Commonwealth's proposal to introduce a special surcharge of one
cent per litre on motor spirit and distillate and to make all diesel fuel liable to
excise duty irrespective of its end use.

Although the growing losses on transport undertakings and their impact
on the budget continue to be a matter for concern, it was gratifying to note that the
Grants Commission commented on Western Australia's efficiency in the provision
of both metropolitan and non-metropolitan transport services and made allowance
for this in its recommendations. Moreover, the Commission recognised the need
for a coastal shipping service in Western Australia by assessing our expenditure
need as the actual level of deficit incurred.

Despite the Grants Commission's recognition of the efficiency of our transport
operations by comparison with other States, there can be no escaping the fact that
losses on these undertakings must be met by the taxpayer and we therefore cannot
afford to relax our efforts to further contain losses.

Encouraging initiatives and developments which hold out prospects for better
operational performance include:-

* the promising outlook for the agricultural sector and in particular the
outstanding prospects for wheat;

* the public acceptance of the MTT's multi-rider discounted fare ticketing
system; and

" the re-equipping of Stateships which should lead to improved financial
results now that the mishap to MV "Pilbara" has been rectified.

Other Activities
There are many items of interest in the proposed allocations for other depart-

ments and Ministers will provide further information on these when the appropria-
tions are being dealt with in Committee. Time does not permit me in this speech
to do more than mention some special features of the allocations.

*An amount of $255 000 has been included in the proposed allocation to
the Department of Conservation and Environment for work on the second
stage of the Peel-Harvey Estuarine System Study. A special allocation of
$46 000 has also been made to enable the introduction of a Biological Filter
into the estuary drainage system and a further $12 000 to finance a study
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of the uptake of nutrients by wetland vegetation. In addition, $35 000
has been provided to enable the study team to undertake a phosphorous
fertiliser reduction campaign and a feasibility study of all management
options.

* An allocation of $841 000 is proposed for the Waterways Commission.
Included in the works program to be undertaken by the Commission are:-

-restoration of the eroded banks of the Swan River near Tranby House
and the mapping of seagrasses in the river which are important for
marine life, particularly prawns and crabs;

-maintenance of the foreshore of the Leschenault Inlet and the continued
restoration of both sides of the Collie River;

-a $15 000 study of organic pollution in the Murray River; and

-ongoing work associated with the management of the Peel Harvey
Estuary, with emphasis on developing solutions to the critical algae
problem.

* This Government is also committed to safeguarding the State's fresh water
supplies. To further this objective a sumn of $8 -8 million has been provided
in 1982-83 for salinity control measures in the South West Catchment
Districts.

* The proposed allocation through the Public Works Department for repairs,
maintenance and alterations to Government buildings has been increased
by $3 *8 million or almost 20%. Approximately 80% of the work involved
is carried out by contractors and the allocation of $23 million will provide
a welcome boost to the private sector in Western Australia. Particular
emphasis has been Liven in the budget to allocations for maintenance,
repairs and improvements to Government assets as a means of providing
work to contractors and orders to businesses. Provision has been made
for expenditure on work in this category by departments totalling more than
$56 million, an increase of $7-4 million on expenditure of this nature
last year.

* The Government is conscious of the importance of managing and safe-
guarding the State's valuable timber resources. The proposed allocation
of $27 -1 million to the Forests Department is supplemented by provision of
$5.4 million from the General Loan Fund. In addition to enabling on-
going activities to continue at at least existing levels, the funding will allow
for a substantial regeneration program. The program involves 2 800
hectares of karri seedlings and 2 000 hectares of pine planting to reduce
pressure on the hardwood forest for future timber supplies. Funds have
also been committed to take advantage of the recent encouraging break-
through in the jarrah dieback research program.

* The Government acknowledges the valuable service performed by the St
John Ambulance Association by providing an annual grant to assist towards
the Association's operating and capital requirements. This year the
proposed grant to the organisation is to be increased by $1 -2 million
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to $6-0 million and includes $500000 for extensions to the Belmont
Headquarters. The $1-3 million extensions will be jointly funded by
the State and the Lotteries Commission. They will enable the ambulance
officer training school-p resent ly accommodated in a temporary building in
South Perth-to be relocated within the Belmont l-eadqb~arters together
with the Association's radio and technical services which are currently
located in two adjacent demountable buildings.

*The Solar Energy Research Institute of Western Australia has the reputation
as a world leader in the solar energy research field as is evidenced by the
decision of the International Solar Energy Society to hold the next Solar
World Congress in Perth in August 1983. The Institute is active in its
endeavours to encourage the solar energy industry in this State and projects
sponsored by the Institute include research into commercial solar water
heaters, solar desalination processes, solar powered air conditioning units
and solar electricity generation systems. In recognition of the role performed
by the Institute, an allocation of $570 000 is proposed-an increase of 14%
on the previous year's provision.

* In recognition of the importance of small business as a major employer
group, the Government proposes to increase the allocation to the Small
Business Advisory Service Ltd by 33-3% to $320 000. The provision
will allow the service to continue to expand its services to small business
and to develop a seminar program designed to improve the management
skills and knowledge of small business owners throughout the State. The
program is to be organised in co-operation with various local and industry -
organisations.

* An allocation of $687 000 is proposed to meet the operating costs of the
Academy of Performing Arts in 1982-83, an increase of 83% on last year's
grant. This will allow the introduction of a diploma course in contemporary
music studies and the progression of existing courses in music, dance
and theatre studies.

* The allocation to the Arts through the Western Australian Arts Council is
to be increased by 12-5 % to $2 -5 million. The proposed level of funding
from the budget is intended to maintain existing levels of activity pending
further allocations from the proceeds of the Sports and Culture Instant
Lottery.

*A contribution of $150 000 to a total Commonwealth /State funded program
of $775 000 has been provided for the construction of eight Senior Citizens'
Centres. and for renovations and additions to another five.

*The proposed allocation of $1 *5 million to the Zoological Gardens Board
is an increase of almost 50%. on last year and reflects a substantial 1982-83
works program of $550 000. The provision is consistent with the Govern-
ment's undertaking in respect of much needed job creating capital works
and a commitment to match dollar for dollar, to a maximum of $250 000,
public subscriptions to the Great Cats Enclosure Appeal.
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Conclusion

Mr Speaker, that concludes my presentation of the Budget for 1982-83.

It is a budget that has been framed in difficult times and seeks to meet, so
far as the Government has the capacity to do so, the needs of these times and to
take care of people.

Mr Young: It is a people Budget.

Mr O'CONNOR: We have had to absorb further cuts in Commonwealth
funding to Western Australia at a time when Governments should, in my view,
be seeking to increase those expenditure programs which help to relieve un-
employment and assist the private sector through the present recession.

I have complete confidence in the future of this State and I amn committed
to continuing policies directed towards promoting economic development, job
opportunities and a healthy, enjoyable way of life for our people.

These difficult times will pass and once again this State will be in the forefront
of the nation's development. But it will not happen by chance. We have to
work at it constantly, we must show the rest of the world that we have the skills,
the management ability and above all the stability in Government and the workplace
to warrant the confidence of investors.

To an important degree the way the Government manages its finances and
recognises the effect of its actions and policies on the private sector has a major
bearing on the attitude and confidence of investors.

Despite all the problems, not of our own making, with which we have had to
contend, the budget proposes no tax increases but provides tax concessions,
directs expenditure towards job creating activities and provides for a number of
worthwhile advances in the standards of services to the community. It Is also
in balance.

I now turn to the formal purpose of the Bill which seeks appropriation of the
sums required for the services of the current financial year as detailed in the Esti-
mates. it also makes provision for the grant of Supply to complete requirements
for 1982-83.

Included in the Expenditure Estimates of $2 335 500 000 i s an amount of
$254 929 000 permanently appropriated under Special Acts, leaving a balance
of $2 080 571 000 which is to be appropriated in a manner shown in a Schedule
to the Bill.

Mr Bertraam: It would be five times what it was In 1974.

Mr O'CONNOR: Supply of $1 000 million has already been granted under
the Supply Act 1982. Hence further Supply of $1 080 571 000 has been provided
for in the Bill.
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Provision has also been made for a further grant of Supply of $35 million
from the Public Account for Advance to Treasurer which is to supplement the
sum of $55 million already granted under the Supply Act.

In addition to 'authorising the provision of funds for the current year, the Bill
seeks ratification of the amounts spent during 198 1-82 in excess of the Estimates
for that year. Details of these excesses are given in. the relevant Schedule to the
Bill.

I commend the Bill to Honourable Members and in doing so, seek leave to
table the-

Consolidated Revenue Fund Estimates 1982-83.
Financial Statement 1982-83.
The Western Australian Economy 1981-82.

Government members: Hear, hear!

Mr Bateman: What'a lot of nonsense!

The papers were (a bled (see papers Nos. 44 7, 448, 449, 4S0 arid 4S 1).

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Brian Burke (Leader of the Opposition).
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GOVERNMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
TABLE I.-BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30th JUNE, 1992

Funds Employed
Loan Flotations............ ........ .....

Less Redemptions from Sinking Fund and Exchange Accretion

Commonwealth Capital Grants ... ..

Acquisition of Public Debt by Commonwealth .. .. ..

Contribution from Interest on Short Term Investments ... ..

30th June,
1981
S

1 768 067 260
344 256 669

1 423 810 591
369 730 000

1 793 540 591
96 100000

1 889 640 591
43 504 241

1 933 144 832

144 172 448
16 763 593

127 408 855

230627 572
216 799 743

13 827 829
S8 187 243
9941 450
79 806 174

79806 174

2 252 316 383
2 563 567

2 254 879 950

2 200 744 557
17 883 770
39413 162

34 864 098

2 272 905 587
344 256 669

1 928 648 918

215306481

20814808
232 945

21 047 753

18 660 245

24 376 766
283985
I5 630

46 173 304
366 868

731216 553

2254 879950

Suspense Accounts ... ..... .. ... ..
Commonwealth Grants and Advances......... .....
Trading Concerns and Public Utilities' Banking Accounts .

Less Investments

Consolidated Revenue Fund at Commencement of' Year.... ...

Employment of Funds
Works and Services-

Railways, Transport, Electricity, Harbours, Water Supplies, Hous-
ing, and other State Undertakings

Flotation Expenses and Discounts and Exchange ..

Consolidated Revenue Fund Deficits (Funded) .... .. ..
Consolidated Revenue Fund Deficits (Funded from Common-

wealth Capital Grants)

Less Redemptions of Debt applied to depreciation of assets, etc

Other Asset-
Short Term Investment
Cash at Bank .... ....
Cash in London

30th June,
1982

852 474 120
366 164454

.... ........ 161 495396
... ... 18961 529

273 117739
... ... ... ... 246 502 138

104 747 463
29 992 307

$

1 486 309 666
410050000

1 596 359 666
96 100000

I 992 459 666
46 332 241

2 038 791 907

142 533 867

26635601
138944914

18 149674

74 755 356

2439791 319
2563567

2442354886

2 321 032 528
22032 523
39433 362

14 864 098

2 397 322 311
366164454

................... ..... ..... ..... Cr. 3 399 632
166673

Stores Accounts .......... ...........
Remittances to London .

Advances-
Treasurer's Advances to Departments, etc.... ..
Trust Funds, Governmental (Overdrawn Accounts)
Trust Funds, Private (Overdrawn Amcounts)
Trading Concerns and Public Utilities (Overdrawn Accounts)
Commonwealth Grants and Advances (Overdrawn Accounts) ..

26 905 727
335 799

46439 359
468 942

2031 157557

318 617 158

Cr. 3 232 959

21 622 559
40444

74149827

2 442 354 886

Trust Funds, Governmental ..
Less Investments

Trust Funds, Private
Less Investments ..

(109)
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IL.-CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND

TABLE 2-REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE

ESTIMATE FOR 198t-82 COMPARED WITH ACTUAL FOR YEAR

Head Estimate Actual Increase Decrease

RE VENUE-
Taxation
Territorial
Law Courts
Departmental
Commonwealth
Public Utilities

TOTALI

... ... .. 451 539000
.... ... ... ... ... ... 118930000
*......................13606000

245305000
... ... 1022487000
... 220 265 000

REVENUE...... .............2 072 132000O

EXPENDITURE-
Special Acts ...............
Governmental-

Parliament ... ..
Premier and Treasurer...... .......
Deputy Premier, Minister for Labour and Industry,
Consumer Affairs and Immigration

Minister for Agriculture
Attorney General..... .......
Minister for Works and Water Resources ..
Minister for Resources Development, Mines, Fuel
and Energy, Housing, Regional Administration and
the North West, Tourism, and Industrial Develop-
ment and Commerce

Minister for Transport. .......
Minister for Health
Minister for Education, Cultural Affairs, and Recre-
ation

Minister for Lands and Forests
Minister for Local Government and Town Planning....
Chief Secretary, Minister for Police and Traffic, and
Community Welfare .... .... .. ... ..

Minister for Fisheries and Wildlife, and Conservation
and the Environment ...

TOTAL EXPENDITURE .. .. ..

215 152000 218509607 3357607

3951 000
152 316 000

11 181000
47 425 000
26335000

129625000

39051000
261 635000
461 802000

504 367 000
41 162000
4 694000O

161 652000

11 784000

2 072 132 000

3 837 722
130 860 952

11 267 745
48030779
26210954

129 859 536

39609839
270 792 288
462 244 603

503 992 321
41 371 501
4 585 710

159021 391

11699033

2 061 893 781

86745
605 779

234 536
124046

558839 ..
93157288

442603 ..

374 879
209501

l... 10290

2630609

84967

... 10238219

431 732812
109 709620
13 814520

231 580839
1 038 687 825

236 308 365

2061 893 781

268 520

16200825
36 043 165

S

19 806 188
9220380

13 724 361

10238219
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IL.-CONSOUIDATED REVENUE FUND

TABLE 3-REVENUE

ESTIMATE FOR 1982-43 COMPARED WITH RECEIPTS IN PREVIOUS YEARS

Head 1978-79 2979-80 1980-81 1981-82 2982-83

S S 5

Land Tax ..
Stamp Duty..........
Probate Duty
Pay-roll Tax ... ..
Licences
Betting Taxes-

Totalisator Duty and Licences
Bookmakers Betting Tax and

Licences ......
Totalisator Agency Board Betting
Tax

Stamp Duty on Betting ... ..
Third Panty Insurance Surcharge ..

TOTAL.......... ...

17855 148
65 805 876
15193946

152676 587
23506 155

I943384

1 289 143

11369 170
83413

3 372 886

293 095 708

I1

32

22961 754 25735777 29 544705 38240000
76993956 100016100 116238490 131975000
13034817 5409668 1281664 350000
58042309 197451 604 230010 115 261 70D000
26416405 28404073 31 929 105 36662000

2025879 2 117770 2 122957 2050000

1265 197 1 329 194 1 344519 1 300000

2041021 13805 310 15347044 16000000
74593 68980 72039 75000

3 673694 3699248 3842 174 4000000

:6529 625 378037724 431 732812 492352000

TERRITORIAL, LAW COURTS
AND DEPARTMENTAL-

Land ........ ...
Mining
Timber
Law Courts. ..
Departmenlal Fees, etc.

TOTAL

4523035
62615445

6 927447
.... .... 8772967
.... .... 148813128

231652022

PUBLIC UTILITIES-

Country Areas Water Supplies,
Sewerage, Irrigation and Drainage 22051 642

Railways - .......... 142228647
State Batteries........... ....... 229 794

TOTAL..... .......... 164510083

COMMONWEALTH-

Tax Sharing Entitlement
Health Grants
Interest Contribution ..
Specific Purpose Grants

TOTAL....

GRAND TOTAL

... 579531 852

... 124430164
... 946864
... 49167559

... 754076439

.. 1443334252

3 497 688
74381 243
7 550 669
10314750

182 589 509

278 333 859

26 056 715
156 470 202

358225

182 885 142

662 888 480
135 044 417

946 864
54562 894

853 442655

1641191281

4007 097
88 738 946
9 352 790
11 198853

217 945 923

331 243 609

30830084
165 034 499

853641

196718224

734 172477
157 850469

946 864
61 578 665

954 548 475

1 860 54 032

6205436
92648825
10855359
13 874 520

23] 580839

355 164 979

38 859 891
196 318 202
1 1130072

236308 165

809 908 889
157 915 500

946 864
69 916 572

I 038 687 825

2 061 893 781

9228000
120 440 000
11435000
15855000

2942180000D

451 138000

44 324 000
204500000

I1420000

250244000

914 900 000
140083000

947000
85836000

1 141 766 000

2 335 50D000
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IL-CONSOUiDATED REVENUE FUND
TABLE 4-RECEIPTS FROM COMMONWEALTH TAKEN TO CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND (a)
ESTIMATE FOR 1982-83 COMPARED WITH PREVIOUS YEARS

Type of Grant 1978-79 1979-80 198"-8 1981-82 1982-83

GENERAL REVENUE GRANTS- $ $ $ S $
Financial Assistance Grant-

Tax Sharing Entitlement 579 531 852 662 888 480 734 172477 809 908 889 914 900 000
Health Grants (b)......... .... 124430 164 135044417 157850469 157915500 140083000
Interest Contributions ... 946 864 946 864 946 86 946 86 947 000

TOTAL 7.. ... 04908880 798879761 892969810 968771 253 1055 93000

SPECIFIC PURPOSE GRANTS-
Aboriginal Advancement Program 9431 752 9350 390 9938021 10072 145 11 556 000
Agriculture Projects I1943 917 2 443 754 2536 591 2 849 583 3 272 000
Aids for Disabled People1309 200
Air Quality Monitoring Control 40 000 -- ... 1302.20.0
Apple Export Industry 309 846 248 250 168 854 342 635 13 5 ODD)
Apprenticeship Training .. ... 149 153 47406 50049 74 159 65000
Assistance to Deserted Wives .... 2371 888 3025 930 1 886 373
Australian Biological Resources
Study ... .. 199 54 293 39000O

Australian Encephalitis Control .20 000 32 790 50000 23 541 24 000
Beef Carcase Classification Trials 217 087 168 874 161 205 179 000
Blood Transfusion Services ... 673 843 750 777 826 300 949 590 1 078 000
Capital Assistance for Leisure Fac-
ilities..............17887 .. .Children's Services Program ... 5300 776 5216525 5 828 685 5971 541 6153 000

Coal Research Grant 7000
Curriculum Development Program 55575 61 554 10 500 11. l000
Education Program for Unem-
ployed Youth...................103520 122963 114025 60256

Emergency Accommodation Pro-
gram .... .... .. .. ** 497000(

Environmental Financial Assistance 35000 .......
Family Law Court ......... .. 1485989 1672077 2916 708 2297379 2 812000
Family Support Scheme .. ... 200 065 359 775
Fisheries and Wildlife Projects .. 55 743 68445 128 104 110019 130000
Group Apprenticeship Support Pro-
gram .... .. .. ... .... .... 13043 25000

Health Services Planning and Re-
search Program.................100000 100000 75000 75000 19000

Home Care Services .. ... ....... 825 526 1 045 000
International Year of the Child .. 2204.....
Life BeIn It............10316 43426 57945 .....
Loan Video Program............ .... . ... 187786 226000
National Drug Education Program 42333 351 245 160004 165 000
National Employment Strategy for
Aborigines 73786 298 103 199890 584606 60D000

National Estate Program ..... 30OW 17000O
Schools Commission .... .. 20612907 23 403 168 27 007 74 1 32 141969 40805000
Special Assistance Program for Out-
of-Trade Apprentices.................9 706 10298 15 000

Special Trade Training Program . ... 9448 8639 19000
Special Youth Employment Train-
intgProgram................267076 107 139 94728 63891 255000

Sports Development Program 9 361 23 208 22 858 33 736 25 000
State Emergency Services .. ... 65389 88440 108 972 160 381 157000
Technical and Further Education .... 3988638 4 117947 5 243 839 6821 054 8 710 000
Transition from School to Work
Program................ 103351 2058941 2326562 3227000

Transport Planning and Research 27928 16 350 11 477
Water Resources Program 1850000D 2550000 2 898000O 3 400000 4340000

TOTAL 49 167 559 5562 894 61 578665 69916572 85836000

GRAND TOTAL .... 75076439 853442655 954 548 475 1 038 687 825 1 141 766 000
(a) For detailed historical background of these receipts refer to Return No. 39, Financial Statement, 1975-76.
(b) Health Grants now incorporates previous specific purpose grants for Community Health, Hospitals and School
Dental Service.
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1.-CONSOLI DATED REVENUE FUND
TABLE 5--EXPENDIT URE
ESTIMATE FOR 1982-83 COMPARED WITH EXPENDITURE IN PREVIOUS YEARS

Head 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-42 1982-83

£ S $ S $
SPECIAL ACTS ... .. .. 153 176472 167609291 190965671 218509607 254929000

GOVERNMENTAL-
Legislativeoucounci.... 175 533 166454 203 427 241 103 332000
Legislative Assembly 202 073 198 160 226 732 257 261 303000~
Joint House Committee 1 517 421 I 720 357 I 963 582 2 510 845 3061 000
Joint Printing Committee 313942 370 625 432 845 487 352 562 000
Joint Library Committee .... 93028 95 155 109 575 107 188 145000
Parliamentary Commission for Ad-
ministrative Investigations 133 347 175 663 214 536 233 973 266000)

Premier's Department 1 721 571 1 790919 2 264 137 2352598 2 43400
London Agency...... ........... 776 575 922 969 I 067 362 1 097 726 I 233 000
Tokyo Agency..............201621 191 371 209258 313767 268000
Public Service Board 2289992 3008565 3371896 3672 854 4 174 000
Treasury......................2623002 2498 702 2919268 3538658 4393000
Government Computing Division I 665 373 2193322 2825 124 4008 124 6875 000
Superannuation .. 496 117 561 063 640829 672606 847000
Government Stores I.. 985 846 2329091 2678574 3 104741 40870Z00
Government Printing Office .. 11 445115 22266666 13975430 15 126 149 17298000
Audit .. .. .. 1 241498 1420752 1 821842 2501 031 30D60 000
Taxation .. .. 3026755 3528 188 3851 506 3967683 4630000
Valuer General's Office 2 140545 2825935 3447135 3 597596 4505000
Miscellaneous Services ... 58448610 66229 143 73 558998 86908419 94228000
Deputy Premier's Office ... .. 926062 1 181 973 I 769 236 I 852 847 2089 000
Governor's Establishment ... .. 435 879 483 760 554 334 719 510 690000
Marine and Harbours 6 176274 6440280 6494023 6848496 8 141000O
Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger
Transport Trust..................28 837 000 35008000 40370 000 42933 300 50 749000:

Western Australian Coastal Ship-
ping Commission ................. 8813 174 9422248 9617 267 12688765 13950000

Western Australian Government
Railways Commission 151 120 754 175075866 185 151 029 208 321 727 222731000

Agriculture ...................... 24969 337 28627 205 33 304 880 38 242 986 43 718 000
Agriculture Protection Board 4091 000 5 375 000 6223000 6690 000 8064 000
Rural Adjustment Authority ... 308 348 175 376 393 313 349 793 443000O
Western Australian Meat Commis-
sion ...................... 2891430 1 142717 637519 2748000 2883000

Fisheries and Wildlife .. ... 4 183988 5018 428 5635266 6324791 7 107000
Crown Law ., . . . .101793 467 12402990 14224209 16449814 20692000
Corporate Affairs Office 1 191 401 I 425 330 1655 467 I 988 296 2642000
Office ofTitles ... 2888218 3317352 3856572 4 404867 5 118000
Public Trust Office I . 569 591 1 808 620 1965807 2213977 27770Z00
Law Reform Commission .. ... 277000 320000 376000 461 000 549000
Legal Aid Commission .. ... 293 000 374 200 579 000 694000 1 008 000
Public Works and Buildings ... 46754077 55699 836 59720434 71 897 602 80676000
Country Water Supplies, Sewerage,

Irrigation and Drainage .......... 43689 444 46693208 5I 313 258 57961 934 64858 000
Resources Development ... (a) 1 877936 2601 119 1 839932 2 173000
Mines.................... 10915488 12541 106 13881 808 16 152377 18863000
State Batteries 1 892276 2216096 28B85 557 3228957 3 519 OD
Solar Energy Research Institute of

Western Australia ................. 600 OD 800000 880000 500000 570000
Public Health.................35434 550 38921 727 46 565 608 5I1874 823 59 357 000
Hospital and Allied Services 259171 606 292 732761 340 3402126 344086091 365 13500
Mental Health Services .. ... 43049290 49423834 56841 257 63262523 74 90000
Wstern Australian Alcohol and
Drug Authority..................2072099 2574 504 2872353 2 863000O 3552000

Nurses Hoard of Western Australia 118382 127 000 145 000 158 166 92000

Carried Forward .. .. 7839521099 84300453 1 006 635 398 1 102 455 248 I 219 747 000

(a) Prior to 1979-80 included under Industrial, Commercial and Regional Development.
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1.-CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND
TABLE 5-EXPENDITURE -continued

ESTIMATE FOR 1982-83 COMPARED WITH EXPENDITURE IN PREVIOUS YEARS-confinitwd

Head 1978-79 1979-0 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83

$ $ 5 $ S

Brought Forward .. . 783951099 894300453 1 006635 398 I 102455 248 13219747000

Police (a).............60268 519 69631 689 80775 044 88r3k34 103 650 000
Prisons . . . .17439303 21044126 28219822 32812237 41 016000
Labour and Industry .. ... 3662463 4331 939 4741 206 5230209 6311 000
Industrial Commission .. . 527 241 712 384 1 170888 1 232 270 1 435 000
Public Service Arbitration .. ... 75696 89 747 93853 80625 141 000
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs ... 806 520 808048 1 004089 1 175656 1 321 000
Local Government .............. 992 437 1 234 507 1 234 557 1 Oil 642 1 190 000
Keep Australia Beautiful Council 38 657 38000 167 000 167 000 173 000
Town Planning ... 2211 072 2755390 2982 390 3407068 4 116 000
Lands and Surveys.........10451 967 12 161 536 13 551 235 14943 307 17022000
Bush Fires Board...........699001 836336 918821 1 030209 3 154000
Kings Park Board 1 062355 1 012000 13196678 1 218000 1 650000
Zoological Gardens Board .. 966000 947 000 978000 976 000 1 458000
Forests..............14 128370 16612373 20 133004 23203985 27082000
Conservation and Environment ... 638402 1 857 889 2027 260 2397 742 2 761 000
National Parks Authority ... 1669000 I 990000 2196000 2270000 2702000
Waterways Commission 467000 504 788 556 000 706 500 843 000
Industrial, Commercial and Regional
Development.................5534899 4725918 5902126 4997 777 6477000

Office of the North West - 1359 683 1 575 706 1 832 083 1 845 449 269 000
Tourism....................3313903 3527 740 3991 423 4590347 5 443 000
Chief Secretary's Department 1 377 142 1 591 146 I 539 539 1 207 666 1421 000
Registrar General's Office ... 570478 624929 701 377 815024 948 000
Astronomical Services 329 218 336 598 378048 432 328 510000
Electoral 488 555 1 591 701 668 646 806 434 2612 000
Licensing......... 358 759 406349 449601 514305 603 00
Aboriginal Cultural Materials Pres-
ervation Committee 191 000 221 000 252000 320000 397000

Art Gallery of Western Australia ... 1 372 000 I 874 000 2 598 000 2 808 000 2 930 000
Library Board of Western Australia 4867 000 5734000 6226000 6925 000 8 296 000
Museum of Western Australia ., 2 594000 2892900 3450000 3802656 4373000
Perth Theatre Trust ... 150000 144036 144000 217000
Western Australian Arts Council 1 559000 I 743 000 2032000 2234 000 2513 000
Youth Sport and Recreation ... 2 177 000 2 877 934 3 402 507 3 623 600 4090 000
Education.... .... 325518414 370773267 427 586838 480337865 549477000
Board of Secondary Education 6231000 669 408 792 000 856 000 924 000
Western Australian Post Secondary
Education Commission . - 334 730 378000 465 000 539 000 703000O

Academy of Performing Arts .... . .k 215000 376000 687000
Hedland College ..... ....... 16 000 424000 887 000 2 102 000
Karratha College.............. 134119 407000 891000 1 434 000
Rural Youth Movement Council .,, 153 000 197000 227000 248 000 256 000

Carried Forward....... 253 774 883 1 433 052 920 1 632 265 469 1 801 733 283 2 030 452 000

(a) Police and Road Traffic Authority amalgamated 1981-82.
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UL-CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND

TABLE 5---EXPEND]TURE-con tinued

ESTIMATE FOR 1982-83 COMPARED WITH EXPENDITURE IN PREVIOUS YEARS-continued

H-ead 1978-79 1979480 198"]8 1981-42 1982-83

$ S $ $ $

Brought Forward...........21 253 774 883 1 433 052 920 1 632 265 469 1 801 733 283 2030452 000

Community Welfare .. ... 31988003 35 192375 33090232 34066263 40 115 000
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Auth-
ority (a).........................53 DD 202000 202000 153 OD 366000
Government Employees' Housing
Authority........... ........... 3675000 4455000 4707000 6 286000D 8251 000

Rural Housing Authority .. ... 93517 IlI00 152000 169 000 191000D
Consumer Affairs..................473377 568695 624462 976628 1 196000O

TOTAL GOVERNMENTAL I 290 157 780 1 473 581 990 1 671 041 163 I 843 384 174 2 080 571 Z2Z

GRAND TOTAL ... ... 43 334 252 1 641 191 281 1 862006834 2061 893 781 2 335 500000O

DEFICIT FOR YEAR .... .... .... 1458802 .....

(a) Prior to 1982-83 shown as Aboriginal Lands Trust.
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N.-CONSOLDATED REVENUE FUND

TABLE 6-EXPENDITURE, NORTH WEST

ESTIMATE FOR 1982-83 COMPARED WITH EXPENDITURE IN PREVIOUS YEARS

Head J978-79 1979-80 1990-81 1981-82 1982-83

DEPARTMENTAL-
Prisons I.. .. .. ..
Police (a) ... .. ... ..
Office of the North West (b) ..
Agriculture... ............
Public Works .. .
Crown Law .. .. ..
Eduction-

Department ..
Hedland College ..
Karratha College

Marine and Harbours ..
Public Health
Hospital and Allied Services ..
Comm unity Welfare ..
Country Water Supplies, Sewerage,
Irrigation and Drainage......

O ther ... .. ... ..

ORD RIVER IRRIGATION PRO-
lEaT-

Salaries and Allowances... ..
Operating Expenses ... ..
Assistance to Farmers ... ..
Other ... .. ... ..

GENERAL-
Western Australian Coastal Ship-
ping Commission-Loss .

Rent Reductions North West Houses
-Reimbursement to State Hous-
ing Commission.......... ...

Other .. .. .. .

TOTAL ... .. ..

1 131 546
4 241 874

912 181
2 193691
4 610017

745 206

13918 302

3532230
4980925

20 676 562
2468 407

1390787
5 630 945

957 282
2636 949
4931 550

946 328

18 156327
158 723
134 119

3 404 774
5219 940

22618595
2 474 884

1 735490
6841527
1 196 112
3237600
6264 384
1097601

21281 098
434 727
407000

3 155652
6 162 830

27 252 432
3055673

1 933 802
6 532 529
1 199 541
3760485
6 975 026
1 263 183

23898 673
885438
891 000

3 266 627
6823 870

28 803 787
33163843

7899530 7671 327 7677025 11 523214
1601 800 1 883252 2673063 3006394

235979
1541 873

103 448
1 203 795

261 516
1 589 340

80)721
1 286 965

262983
I1633 319

50000
13114544

294455
1 644912

98 414
I1207 582

8813 114 9422248 9617167 12688765 13930000

473 576
280 849

558000
7 072

681 555

81564745 91421 644 105 837 782

573 000

120 434 540

2 474 000
7 238000

2770ODD
4 381000O
8 230 000
3 375000

27 263 000
2 1910:::
1 659 000
4024 000
65130:::

24932 000
3 552 000

32441 000
4002 000

364000
1 951 000

70 000
95700

445000

128 269000D

(a) Police and Road Traffic Authority amalgamated in 1981-82.
(b) Regional Administration amalgamated with Department or Industrial, Commercial and Regional Development

from I July, 1982.
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U.-CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND
TABLE 7-EXPENDITURE
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS AND COST PER HEAD OF POPULATIONt

Details 1978-79 1979-80 1980_81 1981-82 Estimate1982-83

SOCIAL SERVICES
EDUCATION-

Administration
Pre-School
Pre- Primar-y, Primary
Secondary.
Technical and Further Education
Special Education..
Transport of Children
Assistance to Private Schools
Other

TOTAL EDUCATION
per capita

CULTURAL AND RECRE-
ATIONAL FACILITIES-

Libraries
Museums
Art Galleries
Recreation......
Parks, Gardens ce.
Other

TOTAL CULTURAL AND
RECREATIONAL FAC-
ILITIES

per capita

HEALTH-
Public Health
Hospitals
Mental Health
Health of School Children
Maternal and Inrant Health

S

40029 869
4 946 574

128488424
107 201 001
41 368325
5725010
11 609758
11 301 347
2 827 960

45697851
4 905 626

149 694 751
I117830 495
47970036

6626052
13 514 186
13 233023
2872218

$

49 661 362
4924493

171 671 125
134 738 999
57 675 344

7741 560
16624422
16038 271
3 208 712

S

42 675 090
4 242 370

200 548 700
161 717766
66611 238
9 607 400

18422945
18432288
3671 443

353 498 268 423438 462 284 288 525 929 240
284-53 318-51 359-62 399-48

5 142 838
2 733 207
1 572000
4 626 486
5 555 181
5 943 686

25 573 398
20-58

... 33 732 117
* 258 954 537

42444208
8 725214
3005572

6 222 426
3 139391
I 874000
5990 211
6018 306

10078 278

33 322612
26-39

37 198 135
292 334 429
48 770 499
9 676 945
3460002

6471432
3 457 536
2 837 396
7 116098
6 770 724
7 068 919

33 722 105
26-23

44532 161
340 192906

56 102 687
11 434 708
3 940 976

7 208 929
3 820 591
3091 928
7 649 581
7083901
5 726 654

S

50468000
4480000

228790000
184 364 000
79 278 000
10 921 000
20 127 000
21576000
3937000

603 941 000
449-29

8 629 000
4 373 000
3252000
7 632 000
8 598 000
6 137000

TOTAL HEALTH
per cap

346861 648 391 440010 46203438 474 527 343 517 166000
ita 279-19 309-88 354-88 360-45 384-74

WELFARE-
Child Welfare .. ..
Relief of the Aged, Indigent and
Infirm .. -

Disaster Relief
Other

TOTAL WELFARE -

per capita

LAW. ORDER AND PUBLIC
SAFETY-

Police (a) ..
Prisons-
Administration and Justice
Other ..

TOTAL LAW, ORD3ER AND
PUBLIC SAFETY ..

per capita

14952948 16349981 20334554 22055766

I5 350 357 17 153610 13953215 14414 584
5904449 7 158 395 8584 170 4653835

11 250081 12420446 15 118593 15873 322

47457835 53082432 57990532 56997 507
38-20 42-02 45-11 43-30

... 58233 082
2091t 277
16729034

4 109427

99982 820
80-47

TOTAL SOCIAL SERVICES 873 373 969
per capita 702-97

67 164900
24916179
18625016
4813196

76752217
30638514
21 441 619
6851 801

85 578 954
35 566 193
25 464 878
7 698 346

115519291 1356S4211 154308371
91-4 105-55 117-21

"95708 583 I 145 884 574 I 246344045
788-24 891-39 946-71

26 044 000

17 349 000
3000000
18 966000

65359000
48-62

99795000
44881000
32 378000
8908000

185962000
138-35

1 411 04900
1 049-73

(a) Police and Road Traffic Authority amalgamated 098142.

34581 584 38621 000
26-27 28-73

50391 805
342 615 036
63639 701
13245268
4 635 533

59006000
363 582 000
15 243 000
14 835000
5500000
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lIL-CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND
TABLE 7-EXPENDITURE-continued
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS AND COST PER HEAD OF POPULATIONWJ-cominifed

Details 1978-19 3979-80 1980-81 198 1-82 Estimate
198243

DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES AND ASSISTANCE
TO INDUSTRY-
Country Water Supply. Sewerage
and Drainage .. .. ..

Agricultural, Pastoral and Dairying
Mines and Minerals
Forestry .. .. ..
Lands.............
Fisheries .

Other .....................

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT
AND ASSISTANCE

per capita

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNIC-
ATION-
Railways ..
Buses and Ferries.........
Shipping and Harbours ..
O ther ... .. ... ..

TOTAL TRANSPORT AND
COMMUNICATION .

per capita

PUBLIC DEBT CHARGES
Interest ... ..
Sinking Fund
Loan Management-.
Other........

TOTAL PUBLIC DEBT
CHARGES ..

per capita

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
AND SERVICES .-.

per capita
LEGISLATURE .....

per capita
REGULATION OF TRADE AND
INDUSTRY.........

per capita
MISCELLANEOUS ......... ....

per capita

GRAND TOTAL.....
per capita

S S

51 751 440 59088 785
36530585 41 412922
12287703 14 066 244
14430347 16856770
11497951 12672573
2918725 3604666

27010866 30707454

156427617 178409414
125-91 141 -24

15I 873 276
28995 110
16623 799
1887018

199 379 263
160 -48

99 146 115
14472679

290 975
401 695

314 311 464
92-01

76 175 541
61-31

9071 389
7-30

11 537442
9-29

3 0571567
2-46

1 443 334 252
1 161-73

175 778 671
35 120044
17724 142
3 527 545

232 150402
183-78

105$810440
35 325 141

318 584
420000

323 874 165
96-48

90057663
71 -29

10 891 145
8-62

9071 248
7-18

3028663
2-40

1 641 191 281
1 299-23

$

63 493 953
45 183 502
16 185493
20 293 846
14056446
4096 338

35793 358

199 302936
54-88

186 369 053 209 205 703
40439808 42956975
18222 176 21 782 588
3830507 4066521

248861 544 278011 787
193-59 211-17

120 166 156
36021 773

370 509
407 886

136 966 324
106-55

104 914 025
81-61

It 230994
8-74

10 143 720
7-89

4902737
3-91

1 862 006 834
1 448-46

* Based on estimated mean population, e~g. 1982-83 1344 200
t Functional classification revised 30 June, [982.

S

75 775 830
53 726 182
37 798085
23 579095
15 687 823
4377816

40 156 358

231 1009899
175-54

83988000
61 004 000
20 672 000
27 537 000
is 105 000
5 123000

45 520000O

261 949 000
194-$87

223 576000
50 7800ow
243122000
4514000

302 992000
225-41

159 329 000
17 671 000

650000
2 100000

179 750 000
133-72

144849000
107-76

17 1470OW
12-76

14 53J 000
10-81

3 233 000
2-41

2 335 500 000
1 737,47

137034 l08
16770 701

595 036
I 474 000

155873 845
118-40

121 884430
92-58

13392818
10,17

32 105 348
9-20

3 180519
2-42

2061 893 781
1 566-19
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U.-CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND

TABLE 8-ORD RIVER IRRIGAT]ION SCHEME-INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

ESTIMATE FOR 1982-83 COMPARED WITH PREVIOUS YEARS

Head 1978-79 1979480 1980481 1981-82 1982-83

S $ $ $ $

ACCRUED INCOME-
Water Supplies..............104630 16 1 298 189971 238 190 274000
Sewerage .................. 42895 63873 87675 t23 140 125000
Irrigation ....................... ..... 202 141 258 045 276 025 255 792 278 000
Kununurra Hostel .... .... 187 904 165 388 142 319 66247
Kununurra Airport ... .. 34845 78363 79331 94501 100000

TOTAL INCOME ... .. .. 572415 726967 775321 777870 777000

EXPENDITURE-

Salaries and Allowances generally .. ... 235 979 261 516 262 983 294 455 364 000
Administration Expenses...........42924 50 387 51 733 51 023 72 000
Pay-rolTax................1812 13438 13474 14729 18000
Operating Expenses-

Irrigation........... ............... 1031266 1030900 1 111 559 1 170093 1 560 000
Water Supply .............. ........... 164290 204 450 161 358 179923 198 000
Sewerage.......... ............. 38372 46 135 34166 30864 45000
Hostel......... .. . . 198 144 204059 204749 128254 ..
Airport ................. 109801 103796 121487 135778 148000

Assistance to Farmers-
Cotton Growers........... ......... 65 431 30 324 38
Sorghum Growers........... ........... 2010 5 10 ..
Crop Spraying Subsidy..........36007 50 392 49 932 98414 700ooo

Commercial Scale Agricultural Experiments ... 896 000 958 447 769 596 784 967 435 000
Western Australian Agreement (Ord River
Irrigation) Act, 1968-Interest ... ..1 193 035 193 035 204297 280 074 350 000

Kununurra. Towasite Services ................ 12 778 21 674 23 358 24 379 26000
Maintenance of Amenities for Public at Damns 31884 30 333 34 547 34 187 35000
Publicity...................15362 19651 17539 18224 21 000

TOTAL EXPENDITURE..... ..... 3085095 3218542 3 060846 3245364 3342000
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IlL-GENERAL WOAN FUND

TABLE 9-RECEFPTh AND EXPENDITURE

ESTIMATE FOR 198142 COMPARED WITH ACTUAL FOR YEAR

Head Estimate Actual Increase Decrease

RECEIPTS-
Borrowings approved by Australian L
Commonwealth Capital Grants for Ge
Interest on Short Term Investments urn
of Section 4(b) Public Moneys love

Loan Repayments ... ..
Balance at beginning of year ..

$

oan4
nena
larth
stmei

Less Balance at end of year ... ..

TOTAL RECEIPTS ... ...

EXPENDITURE-
Agriculture ... .. ... ..
Forests ... .. ... .. -.
Industrial Development ... ..
Mines................ ......
Public Works-

Engineering and Associated Works ..
Buildings and Associated Works .

Technical and Further Education Colleges
Treasury .... .. .. .. ..
Business Undertakings..... .... ....
Housing Authorities ..
Other Authorities... ..

TOTAL EXPENDITURE ..

ouncit .... 80639 000
1Purposes 40320000
*e provision
nt Act .... 2828000

23 191 086
4495914

151 474 000

.. ... 1514740W0

.... .... 440000
.. ... 4080000

70000
... 409000

.. ... 20647000
83 097000D

1542000
.. ... 12108000
.. ... 28231000

11650000
.... .... 200000

.. ... 1514740ODD

S S

80 639 000
40320000

2 828 000
20 842 611
4495914

149 125 525
7634050

241 49t 475

7 6 34 050

342395
4080000

67919
329 199

2 348 475

2348475

9982 525

97 605

2081
79 801

10660648

200000D

9 982 525

521329

6281
100DD000

20 698 329
72436352

1 542000
1 114281

29231 000
It 650 000

1414921475
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ntL-GENERAL WOAN FUND

TABLE 10-LOAN EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE IN 1981482 COMPARED WITH PREVIOUS YEARS

Undertaking 1977-78 1979-79 1979-SO 1980-8I 1981-82

Agricultural Development .. ... 16D0483 86941 141 055 607905 342395
Induscrial Development .. ... 195 921 149 332 147 683 67687 67919
Forestry Development .. ... 22500 2603000 2870000 3000000W 4080000
Mining Development ......... .... .... 42 604 49409 329 199
Public Works-Engineering and As-
sociated Works-
Ports and Jetties (a) 1853847 2130432 1 560093 2998047 2301 323
Improvements to Rivers and Fore-
shores(a).....................2622106 3909433 1937 181 2106522 3251 259

Country Areas Water Supplies. Irri-
gation and Drainage .. ... 13261923 11 168075 10599773 9946562 11016149

Country Towns Sewerage ........ 2051 255 41369 599 3 824 834 4 177 945 4092030
Kununurra Townsite Development 55259 32470 .... 28 366 37568

Public Works-Buildings and Associ-
ated Works including Furniture and
Equipment-
Hospitals...... ............... 25220759 43387394 42940228 29458001 22 364 816
Public Health Department ... 624032 957628 577926 462 116 3484931
Mental Health Services........ 276 215 2492 316 2651 550 1 763 190 2271 607
Schools .................. 31371 182 28289788 22794206 18865832 18255843
police Department (b) .. ... 2329 582 3957845 2 £41 759 2056291 2231 841
Community Welfare Department 345 439 617888 496 571 375746 433 803
Prisons Department .. ... 447792 1822 185 6021 041 10298415 5229450
Public Buildings not otherwise pro-
vided for............... ...... 9210388 10396523 15 181098 17660575 19706061

Railways.. .............. ...... 14108726 3723631 3499976 2900000 8731000
Government Printing Office .. ... 54000 184 000 95422 291 344 58070
Grants for Unemployment Relief
Works .. 15. .. . 000

Rural and Industries Bank-Dele-
gated Agencies......... ... ......... 346000 695318

Mttropolitan (Perth) Passenger Trans-
port Trust........... ........... 1294000 680000.....

Metropolitan Water Authority 32062000 16752 000 24634 000 24350 000 20 500000D
State Energy Commission 6575000I
Housing Authorities ........... 7 550000O 8 682 000 9 0800(0 10 900 000 11 650000
Albany Port Authority .. .. ... 2618 000 56 000 .....
Bunbury Port Authority .. ... 564 000 692 000 .....
Fremantle Port Authority .. ... 825000 350000 .. ....
Geraldton Port Authority .. ... 90000 ..
Rural Adjustment Authority .. ....... 275 853

157358909 149852480 151993000 142985806 141 130582

Add Loan Flotation Expenses and
Discounts (c) ......... ............ 183 933 3038£31 368 133 330 274 360893

TOTAL EXPENDITURE .... 157542842 150156311 152361 133 143316080 141 491 475

(a) Previously shown as Improvements to Harbours and Rivers to 1978-79.

(I,) Police and Road Traffic Authority Amalgamated 1981-82.

(c) Charged to General Loan Fund.
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IV.-PUBIC DEBT

TABLE 11-LOAN INDEBTEDNESS

(i) TRANSACTIONS FOR THE YEAR 1981-82

RAISINGS-
Total amount raised to 30th June, 1981 ..
Valuation adjustment to 30th June, 1981 ..

Flotations during the year-
Commonwealth Loans-

Loan Tap-
Issue No. 13 ... ..
Issue No. 17 ... ..
Issue No. 18
Issue No. 19 ... ..
Issue No. 20 ... ..
Issue No. 21 ..
Issue No. 22 ..
Special Loan 1982

Australian Savings Bonds-
Series 20 ... ..
Series 21 .. ..

REDEMPTIONS-
Total to 30th June, 1981 ... .. ... .. ... ..

During the year-
National Debt Commission-

.Securities repurchased and redeemed-
London .. .. .. .. ..
New York ... .. ... .. ... ..
Netherlands _ 1 ........
Commonwealth Government Debenture... ..
Other Australian Securities .. .

Adjustment of Valuations of Overseas Loans at 30th
June, 1982 .. ... .. ... ..

Gross Public Debt at 30th June, 1982 .. .. .. .. ..
Sinking Fund ... .. ... .. ... .. ... ..

NET PUBLIC DEBT AT 30th JUNE, 1982... ..

.... ... ... ... 20857667

.... .... .... .... 6994 147

.... .... .... -.. 21 367 535

.... .... .... .... 6872523

.... .... .... .... 7225736
119495

.... .... 92682
.... ... ... .. 17540790

.... ...I ... I... 123985
.... .... .... .... 3212300

I 306 720
213 508
73 746

549442
19 782 868

84 406 860
I 1948 925 549

440 708 098

21 926 284
462 634 382

1486291 167

18 499

1 486 309 666
521 382

1 485 788 284

(ii) FACE VALUES AT CURRENT RATES OF EXCHANGE

Australia
London
New York

SAust.
fStg.
$U.S.

GROSS PUBLIC DEBT... .. ... .. ... ..

At Current
Pace Value Rate of

Exchange
$A

1494802309 1484802309
814 316 1 387960
122000 119397

1 486309 666

... ... ... 1865077928
.... .... .... 559 239

$ $

1 864518689
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IV.-PUBLIC DEBT

TABLE 12-SINKING FUND

TRANSACTONS FOR THE YEAR 1981-82

BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD ... .. ... .. ... ..

RECEIPTS-
Loan Liability to the Commonwealth-

Stale Contribution .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Commonwealth Contribution..... .... .... ...

Net Earnings on Investments ... .. ... .. ... ..

PAYMENTS-
Redemptions and Repurchases, etc.. at net cost (including Exchange) ..

BALANCE 30th JUNE, 1982.......... .............. .... ....

3473

S $

1 749212

16770701
3913164

28 198
20 712063

22 461 275

23 939893

521 382

TABLE 13-NET PUBLIC DEBT AS AT 30th JUNE PER HEAD OF MEAN POPULATIONt

Year Debt per Year Debt per
Head Head

1927 ... .. .. .. .. 321-26 1965 .. ... .. ... .... 825-93
1930 ... .. .. .. .. 335-15 1970 ... .. .. .... 904-65
1935 ... .. .. .. .. 395-19 1975 ... .. .. . . .... 976-08
1940 ... .. ... .. ... 410-07 1980 ... .. .. .. 1078-57
1945 .. ... .. ... ... 392-74 1981 ... ... ... ... .... 1 106.23
1950 ... .. .. .. .. 392-46 1982 .. ... .. ... 111 128.59
1955 .. ..-.. ... 540-73
1960.......... ......... 6831

Statistical basis for determination or population changed from 1979-80.
t Prior to 1967 excludes Aborigines.
11 Preliminary figure.
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IV.-PUJBLIC DEBT

TABLE 14-LOAN LIABILITY TO COMMONWEALTH AS AT 301th JUNE, 1982

Agreement Principal Net
Indebtedness Repayments Liblt

Commonwealth and State Housing Agreements 1945 and 1956
Commonwealth/State Housing Agreement (Servicemen) 1972
Dairy Adjustment Act-

Marginal Dairy Farm Reconstruction Scheme .. ..
Dairy Adjustment Program... .. - I.. ..

Exmouth Township Development ... ..
Housing Agreement (Commonwealth and State) 1973 .
Housing Assistance Act 1973-1978 ..
Housing Assistance Act 1981
National Railways Network (Financial Assistance) Act 1979 ..
Natural Disasters Relief................
Perth Entertainment Centre .. .. ..
Railways Standardisation (W.A.) Agreement Act 1961 ..
Sewerage Agreement Acts 1973 and 1974
Softwood Forestry Agreement Acts ... ..
State Grants (Beef Industry) Act ......... ........
State Grants (Rural Adjustment) Act ..
State Grants (Rural Reconstruction) Act .. .. ..
Urban-Regional Development (Financial Assistance) Act 1974-

Advances ror Urban Development ......... ...
Advances for Sewerage Works

Western Australia (Ord River Irrigation) Act..... .... ....
Western Australia (South West Region Water Supplies) Agreement

T otal ... .. ... .. ... ..I ..

S $
... 182126450 41913211
... 3440463 32222

Act

535 85
(a) 2 734 960

92 140
156 060 000
60919 000
13 038 000

(a) 3 084 596
46 132 696

(a 1297600
60551 I7l
6 800 000
9 928 506

540 348
19058 403
24 380 113

(a) 36 804 823
23 695 000
2 977 883

12000000

210 554
1 231 160

40 218
5 366 367

628 669

9 566 296

26 445 574
173 770
217 680
44I1526
270 868
5 289 221

410918
43 347

2667317

... 666198002 94948918 571 249084

(a) Including accrued interest.

S
140 213239
3 408 241

325 296
1 503 800

51922
150 693 633
60290 331
13038 000
3084 596

36566400
1 297 600

34 105 597
6 626 230
9 710 826

98 822
I18787 535
19 090 892

36 804 823
23284082
2 934 536
9332683
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IV.-PUBLIC DEBT

TABLE l5.-CONflINCENT LIABILITIES AS AT 30th JUNE, 1982

Statutory Authority Securities Redeemed CIuan Fndin
Issued Cruain Fn

S $ $ S
Albany Port Authority 7740000 372 115 7367885 384 647
Runbury Port Authority 7700000 341 484 7358516 416059
Churchiands College 60 6OD 29351 30649
Conservator of Forests 6400000 361 092 6038 908 130840
Country High Schools Hostels Authority (a) 6 720000 2830 098 3889 902 357 565
Dairy Industry Authority 80000 56067 23933
Esperance Port Authority 3. 3125000 40980 3084020 218062
Fremantle Hospital (a) .. .6450000 868 328 5581 672
Fremantle Port Authority . 12370000 59 177 12310823 1 441 211
Geraldton Port Authority .. 5332000 311 944 5020056 218213
Government Employees' Housing Authority 1. 10550000 1 009 648 9 540 352 38 602
Industrial and Commercial Employees' Housing Auth-
ority 4.. . . . . .. 4100000 134591 3965409 5273

Industrial Lands Development Authority .. ... 12738 000 1 118518 11 619 482 316 359
Joondalup Development Corporation ... 1300000 1 300000
King Edward Memorial Hospital (a) ... 3300000 538 170 2761830
Metropolitan Market Trust 345 000 257 989 87011
Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport Trust I 11360680 780559 10580 121 575419
Metropolitan Region Planning Authority ... 17 595000 2503326 1S5091 674 2 198 541
Metropolitan Water Authority........ ........... 16249" 550 7529262 154970288 1 497532
Murdoch University (a)...... ................. 1200000 165012 1 034988
Perth Mint ... 250000 36670 213330
Port Hedland Port Authority 3550000 116 691 3433 309 171t 760
Princess Margaret Hospital (a) . ....... 5400000 1 161 475 4 238 525
Royal Perth Hospital (a) ... .. ...... 3 500000O 777 601 2 722 399
Rural Housing Authority......... ............. 555 000 36732 1 518 268 10558
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital (a) 3 75000 436 755 3313245
State Energy Commission . .... 679839600 1001485 678838 115 12894050
State Housing Commission 36095000 3658 179 32436821 4914828
State Implement and Engineering Works ... 1200000 310610 889 390 9460
University of Western Australia (a) ... 7748000 269 344 7478 656 3 181 037
Western Australian Art Gallery 3950000 408 674 3 541 326 64007
Western Australian Coastal Shipping Commission 3.. 3300000 106 979 3 193021 244273
Western Australian Fire Brigades Board (a) W t 877 900 1 937724 12940 176 415442
Western Australian Government Railways (a) 9 4982336 227 652 84 754 684 618340
Western Australian Institute of Technology (a) 3945000 816501 3128499 411 769
Western Australian Meat Commission . . 12 2600ODD 2496351 9763649 478 168
Wundowie Charcoal lion and Steel Industry Board or
Management................................700000 33 181 666819 160757

1 147868066 33 140315 1 114727751 31 372772

Guarantees and Indemnities under-
Housing Loan Guarantee Act ................................. 43 332 478
Industry (Advances) Act.. ................................. 47 739821
Rural Housing (Assistance) Act ... . 2305671
Other Statutes .. ... .. .... 58658215
Sureties ... .. .. 7518011

TOTAL............. ..... ...... .......... .. 1274281947

(a) Under established funding arrangements the State meets the whole or portion of the annual commitments
from the Consolidated Revenue Fund.
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V.-BUSINESS UNDERTAKINGS AND STATUTORY AUTHORITIES

TABLE 16-ALBANY PORT AUTHORITY

1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83Details Actual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

5 5 S
REVENUE ACCOUNT
EARNINGS-

Wharfage, handling and haulage
charges................687746 826446 865855 1 172247 I1710000

Tonnage rates, mooring services, etc. 295 913 547 243 315 886 630 415 629000
Miscellaneous services ... 253 459 238 929 265 910 296 410 250000

TOTAL EARNINGS .. ... 1237 118 1612618 1447651 2099072 2589000

EXPENSES-
Cargo handling costs, wages, etc. I0810 152 546 199 401 284 732 366 000
Maintenance on jetties, wharves,
buildings, plant and equipment ... 240629 341 441 319983 338 346 40000

Administration costs..... ....... 69436 82 844 92547 97661 115 000
Tug subsidy... ..... 22222 .... 11629 31 364 15000
Depreciation..............134800 153091 173586 174457 175000
Interest on capital...... ....... 774700 1019 155 1 127 144 1 214233 1 288000
Other..................168311 197269 157614 169383 160000

TOTAL EXPENSES .. ... 1 590908 1 946346 2081 904 2310 176 2519000

SLJRPLUSflDEFICIT) (353 730) (333 728) (634 253) (211 104) 70000

TABLE 17-BUNBURY PORT AUTHORITY

1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 19132-83
Details Actual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

S S S $ S
REVENUE ACCOUNT
EARNINGS-

Wharfage, tonnage and handling
charges .... ... 2086873 2689840 2587513 2781 360 3 585000

Wharfage labour recoups 48436 53997 68 750 86311 60000
Plant hire, mooring and electricity ... 286 196 312 215 353 848 460489 400000
Alumina surchaige.............521 223 749 043 7789622 766 769 845 000
Other ... .. .. .. .. 240905 21[7660 220 531 303225 514000

TOTAL EARNINGS ... .. 3183633 4022755 400D9264 4 398 154 5404000

EXPENSES-
Administration............ ...... 181 605 223 877 242 257 273 123 360 000
General maintenance ........... 182064 207 010 237 162 273 986 450 000
Dredging maintenance ... 167 325 270 841 213 859 822 191 500 000
Cargo handling and other services ... 258 440 264 915 313 948 352 869 350 000
Depreciation..............131 110 170093 168408 201 795 200000
Interest on capital 1742497 1988510 2084902 2 154219 2253000
Otlher........ ............. 192577 229 183 257796 286 146 368000

TOTAL EXPENSES -- 2855618 3354429 3518332 4364329 4 48L 000

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) .. .. 328 015 668 326 490 932 33 825 923 000
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V.-BUSINESS UNDERTAKINGS AND STATUTORY AUTHORITIES

TABLE 18-ESPERANCE PORT AUTHORITY

1978-79 1979-40 198341 198142 1982-83Details Actual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

$ $ $ $
REVENUE ACCOUNT
EARNINGS--

Wharfage, handling and berthage 731 160 756377 918 673 1 107983 1 237000
Wharfilabour recoups 112742 146249 107801 132 616 100000O
Equipment hire, power and water sales 100 294 330 169 141 028 146 077 137 000
Pipeline service charge 82581 78181 84208 83913 78000
Non-operating income 12 63 368 181303400
Other 12 56 541 103 288 12934 7300

TOTAL EARNINGS .. ... 1 099 899 1 230 885 1 373 228 I1599 929 1 625 000

EXPENSES-
Administration...........75847 91619 115587 119027 135000
Shipping handling costs .. ... 138 524 114205 97 346 135 019 130 000
Maintenance................173 348 214 734 259 270 270 690 268 000
Depreciation ... 116 257 153701 17l 153 166210 169000
Interest charges..........556 525 569 074 594 512 629 166 696 000
Other ... .. .. .. .. 112 122 121974 143380 177770 157 000

TOTAL EXPENSES 1 172 623 1 265 307 1381 248 1 497 889 I 555 000

SURPLUS/(DEFICrJ') ... (72 724) (34 422) (8 120) 102 040 70000

TABLE 19-FREMANTLE PORT AUTHORITY

1978-79 1979-80 1980-8 1981-82 1982483
Details Actual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

$ S S S$
REVENUE ACCOUJNr
EARNINGS-

Handling charges...... .......... 9 167099 10929398 13571 564 14404828 15554000
Wharfage, storage ............ 4530008 5 193311 6094694 6554851 7451000
Tonnage, pilotage, mooring .......... 2970634 3 863 879 3 702 904 4 501 734 4 912 000
Rents......................624533 634946 688244 753974 1 198000
Other.............2521 727 2538234 3398970 4345865 4141000

TOTAL EARNINGS ... .. 19 814001I 23 159768 27456376 30561252 33256000

EXPENSES-
Handling or cargo...... .......... 7 256 303 8 237 836 9 553 528 10 814 827 11 669000
Maintenance of port facilities ... 2439 923 2682 963 3 307 194 4284 931 4 902000
Nautical expenses.... .... ...... 1 338832 1 462 021 1 768 595 1 964 342 2 293 000
Administration.. ............... 1 347 040 1 473 119 I 595 573 I1820 462 2088 000
Provision for dredging maintenance 50000 100D000 t50000D 150000 100000
Provision for accrued sick leave on
retirement........... ........... 109 082 1283869 368 107 360 608 325 000

Accrued long service leave .. ... .... 1 290417 420 057 508 894 538 000
Interest .... .............. 1924896 2033359 2330040 2495683 2808000
Depreciation..................1470 024 1737214 1994562 1698741 18920 000
Statutory levy ............... 585 521 590 709 694 793 823 691 917 000
Other .. ... 3 183978 3369007 4879788 5261 114 5781000

TOTAL EXPENSES .. ... 19705599 23 105514 27062237 30 183293 33241000

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) ... 108 402 54254 394 139 377 959 15 000
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V.-BUSINESS UNDERTAKINGS AND STATUTORY AUTHORITIES

TABLE 20-GERALDTON PORT AUTHORITY

1978-79 1979-8O 1980-S1 198142 198243
Details Actual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

$ $ $
REVENUE ACCOUNT
EARNINGS-

Wharfage, berthage and cargo hand-
ling .... .. . ..... 1020902 1363220 1447660 2148950 3060000

Harbour improvement dues 83249 142921 137932 161910 205000D
Wharf labour recoups 72124 65315 67984 135373 200000
Plant hire, power and water sales ... 61 000 101 411 81 515 206 345 120 000
Rental and leases..........53006 55 293 75 149 104 209 100000
Other..............62536 78932 127265 170501 100000

TOTAL EARNINGS . 1 352817 1807092 1937505 2927 288 3785000

EXPENSES-
Administration ... .. .. 143 687 157 068 199 891 204 590 250000
Cargo handling costs .... .... .. 155068 179 455 162 020 269 463 945 000
Maintenance...................207218 217597 553614 697489 800000
Water and power..........52285 70443 79868 163 183 14 000
Depreciation.......... ........... 224 826 269848 2800I26 276731 28000
Interest on capital........... ..... 1 020372 1 082 596 1 10)5518 1 146609 1 182000
Other ... .... .. 16165 26516 25495 40458 40000

TOTAL EXPENSES .. ... 1819621 2003523 2406492 2798523 3637000

SURPLU.S,(DEFIclT) .. ... (466 804) (19%431) (468 987 128 765 148 000

TABLE 21-INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL EMPLOYEES' HOUSING AUTHORITY

1978-79 1979-90 1990-81 1981492 1982483
Details Actual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

$ ~$$$£
INCOME-
Reptals............ .......l01283 211700 382523 527426 1000000
Interest .... ......... .1........18395 53679 38701 109078 75000
Contribution from State Housing
Commission for administration
expenses................... 99006 22454 30115

Profit on sale of assets............ .... .... 43 768 ..

TOTAL INCOME .... ........ 119678 364385 443678 710387 1075000

EXPENDITURE-
Administration ... 40516 62039 76595 77 514 95000D
Depreciation.....................32379 48916 77437 97 120 150000
Interest.................9700 116494 257828 405215 605 000
Rates .. ... 9097 25 235 47486 60807 85000
Lease servicing .... 41075 97000
Other .. 1. .. -. ... 7157 14030 21139 39511 50000

TOTAL EXPENDITURE . 98849 266714 480485 721 248 1082000

SURPLLIS/DEFICIT) . . 20 829 97671 (36 807) (10 861) (7000)
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V.-DUSINESS UNDERTAKINGS AND STATUTORY AUTHORITES

TABLE 22-INDUSTRIAL LANDS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

1978-79 1979480 198041 1981-82 1982-83Details Actual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

INCOME-
Surplus fromn sale of' land
Rental ..........
Interest ........
Otherv ..

TOTAL INCOME

S

.... .... 581661

.... .... 154249
456 898

2400

.. ... 1 195208

EXPENDITURE-
Administration
Interest ...................
Depreciation.............. ....
Other

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

Creditf~debis) adjustment from pre-
vious years

75659
338 701
1 179
6898

422437

11[56811
152 289
335 921
9 322

1 654 343

100 519
399 332

2 350
14483

516 704

8688 (246637) (115 067)

782459 891002 3 172 146

3477

1 911 561
1 683 837

553 635
8 837

4 157 870

122 347
717 072
2 248

28 990

870657

5

4436 188
1 295612
1 066 834

17 535

6816 169

153 244
1 130199

963
23 734

1 308 140

2000000
1 762000
7131000
26 000

4 499 000

98 000
F 499 000

2 000
37 000

1 636 000

SURPLUSADEFICIT) 5508029 2863000
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V.-BUSINESS UNDERTAKINGS AND STATUTORY AUTHORITIES

TABLE 23-MAIN ROADS DEPARTMENT

Dtis1978-79 1979-80 198041 1981-42 198243
DtisActual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

RECEIPTS-
Commonwealth Grants and Advances
Traffic Act licence fees and road

maintenance contributions .... ....
Fuel franchise licence rees (net) ..
Consolidated Revenue Fund-Pil-

bara Road Program ..... I... ....
Loans raised under section 9A of the
Main Roads Act .. .. ..

Recoups for work performed on be-
hair of others .... ........

Transfer from Plant Suspense Reserve
Transfer from Payroll Surcharge Ac-
count .......... .....

Rent received ...............
Other .. . . .. ..

TOTAL RECEIPTS ... ..

PAYMENTS-
Road Construction and Maintenance
Salaries and Incidentals (a) ..-.....
Restoration of State assets destroyed

by natural disasters ........ ...
Works on behalf of other Authorities
Buildings ..
Planning and research .... .....
Urban Public Transport Improve-
ment Program

Debt Charges-
General Loan Fund-

Interest ..
Sinking fund

Private Loas-
Interest _. .. .. ..
Principal repayments ... ..
Sinking fund

TOTAL PAYMENTS

S

65 295 605

52 698 803

1 000000

3 168 001
500000

679 971
830 391
906 606

$

71034603

43941222
16 264 788

2000000

600000O

5 574 176
3 230 000

2500000
802 629
150986

S

78 729 290

43 D9 712
24438609

2 500 000

1800000

13 539 270
4200000

S

85425486

47 563 156
29031 726

2500000

200 000

5012860
4300000

10.23322 1211i195 1406000
355 171 270316 306000

125079377 146098404 169595374 175514739 186250000

113025 638
11065 344

502 793
3993 158
I1288 654
1276951

100815

300 809
41 652

260606
75 389
4 760

126805 728
14649979

1 463 701
5 324 566
2059 838
1281431

319 172
43 512

322 702
116538

4760

129 550 262
16658 378

1 511 171
14025 734
1 435 887
I1494 235

336 969
45 499

442 288
132 534

solo0

141123045
21 704 169

1 530486
4858 133
2 106 823
1 339076

354 162
47 531

616 747
195 051
8 260

131936569 152391927 165640967 £73883483 186250000

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) .. (6857 192) (6293 523) 3954407 I1631 256

(a) Excludes amounts charged to Commonwealth Funds and included under Road Construction and Maintenance.

89 874000

52 720 000
34250 000

2 500 000

1200 000

4 000000O

153202000
23800000

4000000
2 500 000
I 400 000

370000
50000

696 000
223 000

9000
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V.-BUSINESS UNDERTAKINGS AND STATUTORY AUTHO~RMES

3479

TABLE 24-METROPOLITAN REGION PLANNING AUTHORITY

1978-79 1979-80 1980-8I 1981-82 1982-43
Details Actual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

$ S $ $ S
INCOME-

Metropolitan Region Improvement
Tax ... .. ... .. ..

Provided from Consolidated Revenue
Fund..... ..... .....

Rents receivable ..
Interest on investments ... ..
Special contributions for land acquis-
ition ... ..

Property sales (net) .. ..
Additions to record or property ac-
quired in prior years

Other ... .

TOTAL INCOME

3 280 109

2187000
527 927
247 765

2074 133
765 058

l1445 916
17 528

10545436

EXPENDITURE-
Property management........162 836
Regional open space i mprovemnents .. 82655
Regional studies.................117 110
Development and improvement plans 41 144
Debt service costs ..- 1.. .., 3 172 554
Properties vested as Crown Reserves 931 144
Education Department site transferred
to the Crown .. .. ..

Administration............. 182078

TOTAL EXPENDITURE ... 2689 521

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) .. ... 7 855915

4077932 4487283 5 174794

2406000 2 641000D 3 905000O
701 906 866 130 1 184455
284357 385898 627882

767 108 200000 30982
404361 97645 391 123

58 489
16 191

8716 344

183 764
404 618

47 139
505

1 218739
15 906

898 882
275 138

3044 691

5671 653

12350
16 973

8 707 279

216 1ll
161 262
151 244
78401

1 314023

241 786

2 162827

65W 452

28 989

11 343 225

241 576
98 879

120 255
136019

1 541 930
240 171

130 000
224 869

2 733 699

8 609 526

6300000

3 196000D
1 350 000

100000D

556 000

106000D

11 608 000

285 000
210000
200000
180000

2100000

680000

3655000

7953000
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V.-BUSINFSS UNDERTAKINGS AND STATUTORY AUTHORITIES

TABLE 25-METROPOLITAN WATER AUTHORITY

Deal2978-79 2979480 198041 1991-82 1982-83
DtisActual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

REVENUE ACCOUNT
EARNINGS-

Rates and annual fees-
Water Supply
Sewerage
Drainage

$

227181274
285221595
3 801 674

$

26363069
34605 882
4 530 530

$

38230970
41472728
5270479

$

46495 780
50635295
5 699 686

S

49 775 000
55 688 000
6 174000

55 110543 65499481 84774177 102830761 111637000

Water sales ..
Building fees ..
Interest on deposits
Sundries ..

TOTAL EARNIN

EXPENSES-
Operating Expenses-

Water supply
Sewerage ..
Drainage

Interest .....
Depreciation ..
Statutory levy

Provision for doubtful debts.

TOTAL EXPENSES ... ..

Credit/(debit) adjustments from pre-
vious years ... .. ... ..

6 264 767
415 059

1 580 224
744 832

10130643
490 785

2070489
1 160726

13917958
632648

4 729 746
1 563 493

17 205 309
703 525

9 713 430
2 084 656

18 702000
738000

22976000
2 194000O

GS .. .. 64 115425 79352 124 105618022 132537681 246247000

.. ... 17268597 29762226 23448456 26296257 30977000
14406729 15388959 17087636 20837531 23507000
2 929786 2062400 2392825 2461 946 3056000

33595 112 37223585 42928917 49595734 5754Q000

24968650
7 600 000
1 604 869
2 860000

29 272 335
10120 000

21923 463
3 032 000

20000

35485 252
16030 000
2380563
3432000

30 000

42 226 599
22 920 000
32168542
3 745 000

50000)

50653 000
29810000
3976000
3730000

50000

69628631 81582 383 100286631 122 705874 145759000

(31 568) 184314 116285 28359

SURPUS/D..C.. (5544774) (2044945) 5447676 10850 266 4800

3480
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V.-BUSINESS UNDERTAKINGS AND STATUTORY AUTHORITES

TABLE 26-PERTH MINT

1979-79 1979480 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83
Details Actual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

$ $ SS
REVENUE ACCOUNT
EARNINGS-

Mint charges..... ................ 103674 167308 328 177 424708 500000
Revenue from-

Silver.............313748 604377 963484 449210 550000
Coinage operations 881 350 754 380 1 329 269 1 795 587 870000
Industrial gold sales .. ... 97503 347905 452 112 150686 300000

Other ... .229 072 536 626 657 832 765 438 690 000

TOTAL EARNINGS 1625347 2410596 3730874 3585629 2910000

EXPENSES-
Administration.. .......... 532 624 654 365 854333 999 618 I 100000
Wages..... ......... ........... 645 300 711410 890463 1216647 1200000
Fuel and water...........50784 64638 93840 I1l1653 120000
Stores..............135677 224421 190285 234897 200000
Depreciation.................20 307 29422 38445 65 130 60 000
Interest on private borrowings 17797 24 227 22 293 21 498 20000
Other................15616 11489 29386 50630 30000

TOTAL EXPENSES ... 1418 l05 1719972 2119050 2700073 2730000

SLIRPLUS/(DEFICIfl_ ... .... 207242 690624 1611824 885556 180000

TABLE fl-PORT HEDLAND PORT AUTHORIYY

1978-79 1979480 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83
Details Actual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

$ S S S S
REVENUE ACCOUNT
EARNINGS-

Wharfage. handling and haulage ... 947 023 829 628 1 550 689 1 386 928 1 290 000
Pilotage... ........ ........... 822658 718864 807 145 883898 944000
Tonnage rates .... ..... .......... 1274376 1 160402 1317597 1456162 1656000
Ships accounts...................252726 294537 317274 453626 417000
Lease rentals . -.... .... 134%65 197813 229660 235652 267000
Harbour maintenance levy 21943 29797 29248 31 150 360WD
Port improvement rates .. ... 5923266 5 423 277 6 811 443 5 899 062 1 6330WD
Non-operating income 1. 99 294 285 679 544 565 444468 269 000

TOTAL EARNINGS 9576251 8 939997 11607621 10790946 6 512 001)

EXPENSES--
Salaries and wages .. ... 737 569 830 822 976 325 1 105266 1 203 000
Maintenance.......... ........... 689 172 868615 835879 906 121 866000D
Helicopter and hydro survey/pilot
boat........ ............. 432762 332265 398862 404873 471000

Interest .... ... .. ... 577624 577287 588 233 600320 602000D
Depreciation.....................344 820 358 737 388 276 373 590 365 000
Dredging-provision ......... ...... 30D0O00 315000 640000O 480000 480000D
Superannuation-provision .. ... 64600 76800 113000 115800 136000
other.......................503458 571448 609 239 794946 706000

TOTAL EXPENSES .. ... 3650005 3 930 974 4549814 4780916 482900W

Loan Repayment Reserve Appropri-
ation ... .. ...... 5923266 5423277 6111443 .5899062 1633000

SURPLUS/(DEFICrT)...... ..... .. 2980 (414254) 246364 1 10 968 500W0
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V.-BUS[NESS UNDERTAKINGS AND STATUTORY AUTHORITIES

TABLE 28-TATE ENERGY COMMISSION

1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83
Details Actual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

$ S $ $ S
REVENUE ACCOUNT
EARNINGS-

Sales-
Electricity .... 205 633 031 232974522 281092607 346517784 419731000
Gas ... .. . ..... 13589302 15303294 21021 342 27243849 29745000

Miscellaneous . .3 434 736 3 993 667 5 569 308 1O0554 236 8 684 000

TOTAL EARNINGS . 222657069 252271483 307683251 384315869 458 160000

EXPENSES-

Electricity-
Generation .............
Electricity purchases .. ...122 752 262
Transmission and distribution ..-..
Less Departmental usage .... ... .

Gas-
Gas purchases... ..
Supply and distribution.........5532 665
Less Departmental usage .......

Administration-
Salaries and wages: Administrationl
Labour related expenses: Commis -

sion ... .. .. 32 597 767
Other administration costs ... .

121227955 150266139 169322902 203190000
4167151 6052022 8383 195 9333000
26 113611 31 583699 36691696 42828000

(400916) (510302) (474 124) (757000)

3406 582
7 195 096

(20 804)

3 744 144
7953 183

(24 791)

10903842 13049233

14123664 16299162
9627637 12836297

5389926
6812175

(25075)

16125689

19 112 340
18689 788

7579000
7700000

(40 000)

19613 000

21 812000
19189000

Financial Overheads--
Interest........... ......... 32415313 30076312 38817549 55599553 80782000
Depreciation........I........ 22007588 24849 170 27331553 34395094 38699000
Statutory levy................ 5606429 6522150 7369716 9342966 11211000
Leases-Country Undertakings .1- 349 428 2 113217 4451 297 3452 000

TOTAL EXPENSES...... .... 220912024 259140878 316880821 383817422 464591000

SURPLUS/(DEFICI1) ............. 745 045 (6869395) (9 197 564) 498 447 (6431 000)
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V.-BUSINESS UNDERTAKINGS AND STATUTORY AUTHO0RITIES

TABLE 29-STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE OFFICE

1978-79 1979-80 198 "81 1981-S2 1982-83Details Actual Actual Actual Acul Estimate

$ $ S S S
REVENUE ACCOUNT
EARNINGS-

Premiums (less reinsurance)---------SI 5176 434 49 336 297 54 559 528 64 320 904 75 000000D
Investment earnings (less adminis-
stration and expenses) .. ... 5766 131 7283504 8 634 468 10239545 it 000 000

Dividend-M.V.1,. 292 238 923 637 ..
Local Authority Pools income,/(Ioss) (8342) 12018 9 28t 47 117
Other ... .. .. .. .. 424664 124570 157626 2995332 200000

TOTAL EARNINGS ... .. 57338887 56 756 389 63 653 141 78 526 535 86 200 000

EXPENSES-
Claims (net).......... .... 35063474 36 004 127 40995 524 50204014 55000000
Commission and brokerage .-........ 971 532 998 569 1 146 476 1 245 901 1 500 000
Fire Brigade charges ............. 178608 233 267 236635 292094 450000
Administration and management ... 4473504 5 160810 5898 118 6811 753 9000000
Bad debts........... ........... 10817 18024 11 157 ..
Provisions for-

Unearned premiums 1 994 000 1 849 300 (1 200 500) 287 000 500 000
Unadjusted laims...... ....... (43500) (1 842000) 12531000 13 572000O 1600DO000
Superannuation and tong service

leave .. ... .. ... 4319224 685344 361 186 1439884 1 550000
Bad debts.............. ....2 82 280000 .. ....
Taxation ... ... .. 3748722 51354 253 827 .. 150 000

Miscellaneous .. ... .. ... 92827 95922 6110 164387 20D000

TOTAL EXPENSES .... 4435 308 49195717 60239533 74017033 84350000

SURPLUS(DEFICIT).........7903 579 7 560 672 3413 608 4 509 502 1 850000O

NOTE:
This statement does not include transactions in respect of the following:-

(a) Gross transactions in relation to Local Authority Pools.
(b) Government Workers' Compensation Fund.
(c) Government Fire, Marine and General Insurance Fund.
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V.-BUSINESS UNDERTAKINGS AND STATUTORY AUTHORITIES

TABLE 30-TATE HOUSING COMMISSION

Dtis1978-79 1979-80 198"-1 1981-82 1982-83
DtisActual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

(b,) (b) (b)

INCOME-
Net rents receivable..... ..
Interest earned ... ..
Profit on sale of assets -

Fees ... ..
Commission .. .. ..
Construction contingencies .. ..
Other

TOTAL INCOME ..

EXPENDITURE-
Administration
Interest on capital
Depreciation. .....
Maintenance......... ....
Rates ... ..I 1. 1.
Insurance claims paid ..
Doubtful debts . . ..
Death benefit scheme ... ..
Improvements .. .. ..
Grants and subsidies .....
Fire Brigade levy ..
Lease rentals.........
O ther ... .. ... ..

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT).

$

28684692
11175 187
8286215
I1642 623

89 966
86 853

9 133

S

29 888 760
II1962 374
17 387 173 (a)

728 464
10380
46936
33 410

$ $

34 585306
6 237 743
9 146 325
719021

20278
38 100
52057

39 595 582
7 235 769
8294683

738 771
10122
19460

108 997

$

44666 000
7332000
8388000

810 000
11000
25 000

255000

50 574 669 60057491 50788830 56003384 61487000

~7544 526
18 291 850
6 237 275
8834033
5377341

366 282
276 991

148&W

45 304

66820

8882046
19811 736
7 173758

10624298
6 176570
473 849
314 767

11400
446 666
310 996

26939

9 197822
15722 158
7194956
11 636 528
7 608 4!

407 749
332 110
16 000

849 943
62 583

258 308
65 223
58 125

10226 807
16656 699
7431 275

12642518
8 775 344

333 133
357086

16000
242! 415

47 593
260 829
127 273
298 209

12400000
22060000
7942000

15204000
10 368 000

355000
393 000
20000

2 700 000
40000

309000
122000
352 W0O

47055222 54253025 53409546 59594 181 72265000

3519447 5804472 (2620716) (3 590 797) (10778000)

(a) Includes amounts totalling $1 558 811 derived from transactions completed in previous years.

(b) Financial transactions exclude operations of the Home Purchase Assistance Scheme.
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V-BUSILNESS UNDERTAKINGS AND STATUTORY AUTHORITIES

TABLE 31-TRANSPORT COMMISSION

Dtis1978-79 1979-80 198m-8 1981-82 1982-83
DtisActual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

RECEIPTS-
Licence and Permit Fees (Net)-

Omnibus
Commercial goods vehicles
Aircraft ..I .. .. ..
Shipping ..
Recoups .. I .. ... ..

Farmers'. contributions towards cost
of cartage ..

Government Assisted Transport Ser-
vices-

Seasonal services ..
Other services

Other ..

TOTAL RECEIPTS

$

54 70
1 984 361

319845
19

13 117

3 296 770

... ... 664010

559 741
.... .... 68 123

S

62 685
2 108090

373 330
103

20212

4 545 370

652 492
709 138
53036

81 945
2 458 841

446 607
10

7,9

3790371

375 909
734087
100920

$ S

98689 9800
2934423 3 133 500

522018 514500
913 ..

9000

4065110 4600000

418 293
832 874
140 361

478000
964000
120 000

.. ... 6960703 8524456 7989409 9012681 9917000

PAYMENTS-
Administration .

Office accommodation, equipment and
motor vehicle costs..... .... ...

Transport subsidies-
Aircraft services
Aircraft reserves grants
Omnibus services
Commercial goods vehicles

Government assisted transport ser-
vices-
Seasonal services .. .. ..
Other services .. .. ..

Transport Commission reserve ac-
count for long service leave, admin-
istration and property development

Other ..

1797741.

156 487

... 171643

... 10258
130 192

3 833 328
559 741

126 894
46 967

TOTAL PAYMENTS ..... 6833 251

SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) ..... 127 452

1618660

154 783

453 518
22000
58 335

200368

5045 [72
709 138

73 455
58 337

1 901 779

142 904

455 196
17500
56 955

360 351

4414 241
734 087

226 268
47 867

2126 466

140920

637 630
14 000

164309
426 722

2 573000

116 000

556 000
80 000

242 000
189 000

4357984 5078000
832 874 964 000

162 000
24 357

13000
106 000

8393766 8357 148 8887262 9917000
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V.-BUSINESS UNDERTAKINGS AND STATUTORY AUTHORITIES

TABLE 32-WESTERN AUSTRALIAN FIRE BRIGADES BOARD

1978-79 1979-80 19804SI 1981-82 1982-83

Details Actual Actual Actual Actual Estimate

$ $ S $ S
INCOME-

Balance brought forward .. .
Statutory Contributions-

Insurance Companies
Local Authorities. .....
State Government......

624 630

13 801 027
2300171
2300 171

19025999

Fire prevention maintenance charges 961 959
Section 46B transfers ............... 5 5540
Other .129 857

TOTAL INCOME .... .. 20123355

EXPENDITURE-

Salaries, wages, allowances and payroll
overheads..............14961 766

Debt service costs 1 662 574
Maintenance of properties ... 417 900
Purchase, installation and maintenance
of plant and equipment .... 836 760

Communications .. ... ... 237 174
Insurances (other than workers com-
pensation).......... ....... 324428

Depreciation............ ....... 97t000
Volunteer Fire Brigads-honoraria,
travelling expenses, etc........134 007

Other.......... ......... .. 296 952

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 19842561

SURPLUS/(DEF!CIT) .. ... 280 794

280794 1 173204

15651 904
2608651
2 608 651

21 150000

1006698
8 622

416 605

22 581 925

16 044 277
1 713687

654 144

1 075817
245 998

259 506
945 000

152449
317 843

2t 408 721

1 173204

14486 895
2414483
3868418

21 943 000

1 015445

824028

23782473

17882 128
1 624 704

733714

50 299

16891 400
2815 233
4205000

23 961 932

967 627
157 016

1 137842

26224417

19888 042
£ 812 510

784 847

175 000

19466000
3 244 000
4957000

27 842000

1 104000

726000

29 672 000

22 869 000
1 944 000

950000

1 644065 1619333 1 833000
187282 242084 253000

321 107
755 700

156 562
426 912

23 732 174

50 299

333567 369000
785 760 880000

372 000

29672000

406 064

26049089

175 328
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VI. STATISTICAL SECTION

TABLE 33 -RECEIPTS FROM COMMONWEALTH TAKEN TO VARIOUS FUNDS OTHER THAN
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND 1981-82

Details Amount

LAW ORDER AND PUBLIC SAFETY-
Legal Aid ... . ..... ... .... . . . 4420 550
National Safety Council...................................................24750
State Emergency Sers ice -......... ..... ... ...... 37795
Warnbro Ordnance Clearance Project 993 532

EDUCATION-
Primary and Secondary - Governmient Schools--

Schools Commission Program-
Capital Purposes (Schools Assistance) Act 1980............................5410000
Capital Purposes (Schools Assistance) Act 1981...................5632000

Primary and Secondary-Non-Gos eminent Schools-
Schools Commission Program-

Capital Purposes.,..................................... 4991 914
Recurrent Purposes.............................31826 319

Technical-
Technical and Further Education-

Capital Purposes ... . . ...... ... .. ... 12294 482
Non-Government Adult Education........................55 000
Non-Government Business Colleges...........................483 720

Other-
Curricululm Development Program . 10 500
Education Research and Development Committee ... .. .. 78 685
Ethnic Schools .. 86 394
Integration Program .. .... 21 845
Services and Development Program-Education Cenires ... ........ 206 981
Special Projects . . . . ..... ... .. 186 137

Tertiary-
Colleges of Advanced Education-

Affiliated Residential Colleges..................... 73918
Colleges of Advanced Education.......... ...... 25224 166
Western Australian Irstitute of Technology .. .. ... ... ..... 43 638 084

Universities-
Murdoch Univerity................................... 17 229000
University of Western Australia..................................54 474206
University Residential Colleges....................................345812

CULTURAL AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES-
Garden Island-Public Access 10I 185
International Standard Sports Facilities ... 55 600
National Estate .... .. .. .. .. ... .. . .... 327 000

HEALTH-
Health Education Campaigns............................................31 961
Pharmaceutical Benefits....................................... 565 468
Seaport Waste Disposal 680351

Carried Forward .... ..... ...... .. ... .... 209 416355
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Vt.-STATISTICAL SECTION

TABLE 33-RECEIPnS FROM COMMONWEALTH TAKEN TO VAKIOUS FUNDS OTHER THAN
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND 1981-S2-coniinued

Details Amount

Brought Forward..... ...... .. ... ..
WELFARE-

Aboriginal Advancement... .... ..... ..
Coal Mining Industry Long Service Leave Fund .. .. .. .. ..
Family Planning Program
Home Care Services .. .. ..
National Employment Strategy for Aboriginals
Natural Disaster Relief .. .. .. ... .. .. ..
Senior Citizens' Centres .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ..
Special Trade Training Program................
Special Youth Employment Training Program.. ... ...
Transition from School to Work Program ... .. ... ..

DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ASSISTANCE TO INDUSTRY-
Agriculture-

Agriculture Research Grants .. .. .. .... .
Australian Wool Corporation... .. -- ... .. ... ..
Cattle Industry Compensation Scheme .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Rural Adjustment Scheme.......... .... .... .... .. ..

Forests-
Softwood Forestry Agreement .. .... .. ..

Irrigation-
Ord River Project .

Water Resources Management and Development ..
Water Resources Measurement .. ... ...

Other-
Apprenticeship Training .. .. ..
Urban Land Development .. .. ..

TRANSPORT-
Roads-

National Roads Act.... .. ....
Roads Grants Act ... .. ... ..

Other-
Liquefied Petroleum Gas Subsidy Scheme ..
Petroleum Products Subsidy Scheme ..
Railway Mainline Upgrading
Urban Public Transport Program ..

HOUSING-
Housing Advances .. .. .. .. ..
Housing Grant-Interest Subsidy
Pensioner Housing ......... ... ... ..
Other Welfare Housing ... .. ... ..

OTHER-
Local Government Grants .. .. ..
Non-Productive Capital Works .. .. ..
Sinking Fund (Financial Agreement) ... ..

TOTAL .. .. ..

... 2D9416 355

... 799800

... 442749
45000

... 72250
... 324070
... 3368566
... 559704

15317
4784

... 188370

1 186739
389 602
109 629

2900000

... 857 18t

105 924
916 000
ISO000

.... ... ... ... ... ... 26 786
.... .... .... ... ... 3528205

.... ... ... ... ... ... 31769000

.... ... ... ... ... ... ... 52126000

3718456
30330367
2 100000

995 780

.... ... ... ... ... ... ... 32945174

.... .... .... .... .... .... .... 40 320 00

.... ... ... ... ... ... 3913 l16

.... ... ... ... ... ... ... 451 568972
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V.-STATISTICAL SECUJO0N

TABLE 34-TOTAL NET COLLECTIONS OF STATE TAXATION FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30th JUNE 1982-

TAKEN TO THE CONSOLIDATED R-Et ENUE FUND, TRUST ACCOUNTS, AND SPECIAL ACCOUNTS

Paid to Paid to Taxation
Details Consolidated Trust or Total per Head

Revenue Special of
Fund Accounts population

(a)

Probate and Succession Duties.......... .......... I 265 327
Land Tax.................29362 393
Third Party Insurance Surcharge ... .. ... .3842 174
Payroll Tax...... ..... ..... ......... 229 795 550
Other Stamp Duties--

Conveyances and Transfers........... ......... 52908013
Insurance Policies......... ......... 13 875229
Cheques, Orders, Procurations, etc.... .......... 8 102 338
Motor Vehicle Licences .... .............. ..... I11874 126
Mortgages.. ............................. 65M8 217
Credit Facilities (including Hire Purchase Agreements) I18354 146
Other............... .. 4359915

Tobacco Licences..... ........
Liquor Licences ... .. ... ..
Racing-

Betting Tax-Totalisator Agency Board
Totalisator Duty and Licences ... .
Bookmakers' Betting Tax and Licences
Stamp Duty on Betting .... .... .

Motor Taxation
Other Vehicle Taxation ..
Shipping Fees and Permits......
Fruit Fly Eradication Registration Fees ..
Metropolitan Region Inmprovement Tax ..
Licences not elsewhere included-

Companies Business Names, etc.
Boat Registrations
Explosives and Flammable Liquids ..
Factories and Shops .. ... ..
Firearms .............
Fisheries . ...
Hime Purchase Act ..
I nsurance Agents ..
Land Agents and Salesmen ..
Motor Vehicle Dealers Act ... ..
Settlement Agents
Other .. .. .. .. ..

TOTAL

11942217
19378080

15347044
2 122957
1 343821

.... .... 71895
.. ... 8058 184

85023

5425521
641625

.... .... 304692
755 939

.. 700442
362 146

.... .... 134251

.... .... 101800
... 169337

105 151
207480

... .... 321 855

.. 447836888

S

79731 028
522018

913
Dr. 220
5 174 794

85428533

S
1 265 327

29362393
3842 174

229 795 550

52908013
13 875229
8 102 338

11874 126
6518217
18354 146
4359915
11 942217
19378080

15 347 044
2122957
I 343821

71 895
87 789 212

607041
913

Dr. 220
5 174794

5425521
641 625'
304 692
755 939
700 442
362 146
134 251
101 800
169 337
l10 151
207 480
321 855J

533 265 421

(a) Based on estimated mean population for year 198 1-82-1 316 500

(110)

22
3

175

40
10
6
9
5

14
3
9
15

12
2

67

4

4

3

405
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BILLS (2): MESSAGES
Appropriations

Messages from the Governor received and read
recommending appropriations for the purposes of
the following Bills-

I . Appropriation (Consolidated Revenue
Fund) Bill.

2. Appropriation (General Loan Fund) Bill.

APPROPRIATION (GENERAL
LOAN FUND) BILL

Second Reading

MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Treasurer)
[3.41 p.mn.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The main purpose of this Bill is to appropriate
sums from the General Loan Fund to finance
items of capital expenditure details of which are
provided in the General Loan Fund Estimates of
Expenditure.

This is the first capital works budget which I
have introduced. It is also the first billion dollar
capital works program of the State. In fact, the
estimated total cost of the work to be carried out
in 1982-83 is $1 021.8 million. That gives me
great pleasure. not because of the amount of
money that is going to be spent, but because of
the amount of work which it will create in the
State.

As I mentioned in the Budget speech earlier
today, 1 do not intend to continue the custom of
describing the details of the capital works pro-
gram during this speech. Instead, with your per-
mission Mr Speaker. I propose to table a docu-
ment for the information of members, which will
contain the sort of detail which has usually been
covered on this occasion. In addition, Members
will have the opportunity, if they wish, to obtain
further details from appropriate Ministers during
the debate on the Estimates.

However, before formally commending the Bill
to Members there are one or two observations
which I would like to make.

The amount which the Bill seeks for the ser-
vices of the year is $161.1 million and yet the
works described in the General Loan Fund Esti-
mates total in excess of a billion dollars. I draw
particular attention to this fact because there is,
from time to time, publicity about the internal
funds and balances of government authorities in

some States and the claim is made that these
should be "made to work for the people of the
State".

Mr Bertram: Hear, hear!

Mr O'CONNOR: I do not question whether or
not other States use these funds to best effect but
I would like to put it on record that in Western
Australia the internal balances of State
authorities are taken fully into account in de-
termining their capital budgets. This is clearly il-
lustrated by the figures I have just mentioned and
the Loan Fund Estimates show just how those
funds are used in framing the total capital works
program. They are an important source of funds
for providing assets for the authorities concerned
and creating employment in Western Australia.

The General Loan Fund itself consists princi-
pally of the funds approved for our general works
program by the Australian Loan Council and bor-
rowed on our behalf by the Commonwealth
Government. It is for that reason that events at
the June meeting of Loan Council each year are
so important to the State. This year's meeting was
no exception.

At the June 1982 meeting. Loan Council made
three very important decisions. It:

Reduced the general works allocation for the
State, in real terms, for the seventh success-
ive year;

removed the domestic borrowings of State
electricity undertakings from the 'larger"
authorities' program approved by Loan
Council; and

increased the borrowing ceiling for "smaller"
government authorities and local authorities
to $1.5 million.

At the June meeting, the Commonwealth Govern-
ment held the increase in the allocation to the
State for general works to $133.1 million for
1982/83 which is a lift of only 10% above last
year. This represents a marginal decline in real
terms on last year. However, in announcing the
size of the program it was prepared to support,
the Commonwealth introduced a new dimension
when it stipulated that at least half of the increase
had to be spent by the State on welfare housing.

As it so happened this year that move co-
incided with the emphasis on housing which we
were giving in our own budget and we would have
made a similar allocation. Nevertheless, there is
an important principle at issue and I take stront
exception to this intrusion by the Commonwealth
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into State affairs. It is indeed interesting to quote
from the Commonwealth's own publication
"Payments To or For the States, 1982-83" which
reads-

The Loan Council determines an aggre-
gate program for the States as a whole and
allocates the amount between the States.
How each State applies the proceeds of its
share of the program is a matter for determi-
nation by it.

That is the premise on which the Financial Agree-
ment rests and the action by the Commonwealth
Government in departing from that principle this
year is a threat to the Agreement. The Common-
wealth's device of pretending that it has increased
its contribution to housing by requiring that half
of the States' additional capital funds be paid
through its housing account will delude nobody.
The Commonwealth' Government has steadfastly
refused to meet its obligations towards Welfare
housing despite persistent appeals for it to do so
by this Government. It will not be relieved of our
pressure because of its actions at the last Loan
Council meeting.

For its part, this Government is proud of the ef-
fort it is making in the housing area. As I men-
tioned earlier today, the allocation to the State
Housing Commission from State funds is to be
almost trebled to $20.2 million. A program of
800 homes are to be built by the State Housing
Commission and a total of $78 million is to be
spent on housing construction, maintenance and
improvements by all Government agencies
involved in the provision of housing.

Mr Wilson: We had 300 last year.

Mr O'CONNOR: The Australian Loan Coun-
cil also decided to remove electricity authorities
from the larger authorities' borrowing program
for a trial period of three years commencing from
1 July 1982. Under this arrangement a delegation
is given to the State Government to determine the
level of domestic borrowings and the interest
rates, terms and conditions of loans for the State
Energy Commission.

However, the overseas borrowings of the
Energy Commission are still subject to the
Gentlemen's Agreement and the approval of Loan
Council.

In agreeing to free electricity undertakings in
this way Loan Council also imposed certain con-
ditions upon these authorities. These included
that:-

The existing functions of the authorities
would not be substantially changed;

The proportion of internal funding of
investment would be maintained;

Authorities would publish their annual ac-
counts in accordance with normal commer-
cial practice and disclose tariff details and
projections of investment programs.

The Government has approved a program for
the State Energy Commission which will cost
$597.9 million in 1982-83. Of this total, $350.5
million has been allocated for work on the natural
gas pipeline from Dampier to Perth.

This is a massive program by any standard and
is a measure of the Government's confidence in
the State and our determination to be ready to
take advantage of the first up-turn in the world
economy. It makes good economic sense to be
making peak expenditures on infrastructure assets
at a time when there is not too much other press-
ure on labour and materials resources. The large
investment provides work for the private sector
and creates employment when it is most needed in
the community. It will also ensure an adequate
supply of reasonably priced energy for our future
economic development.

Mr Young: Hear, hear!

Mr O'CONNOR: Western Australia's share of
the "larger" authorities' program under the
Gentlemen's Agreement is $33.2 million for 1982-
83. This excludes the State Energy Commission's
requirements as I have just mentioned. An
amount of $6.3 million of this borrowing approval
has been allocated to larger local authorities, leav-

Ing $26.9 million available for the programs of
the larger State semi-government authorities,
namely, the Metropolitan Water Authority and
the Western Australian Government Railways
Commission.

The special temporary addition to our normal
semi-governmental program for the Kwinana-
IKoolyanobbing railway rehabilitation project has
been continued this year. The $13.7 million to be
raised will be sufficient to complete the project.

It is also planned to raise an amount of $5.7
million during thie year under the Loan Council
infrastructure program.

The Government has decided to centralise the
loan raising activities of our semi-government
authorities this year, using the powers provided to
the Treasurer under the Borrowings for
Authori ties Act 198 1.

In this regard future borrowings fr all
authorities, with the exception of the State
Energy Commission, will be undertaken by the
Treasurer as agent for the authorities concerned.
Steps have already been taken to establish a com-
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puterised central registry within Treasury and
branch registries have been appointed in other
States.

The First public loan under the new arrange-
ment is planned to be launched in November for
an amount of around $40 million and is expected
to find ready market acceptance.

In recent times the market for semi-government
securities has become highly competitive and the
competition for funds is expected to further
intensify in the years ahead. By taking this con-
solidated approach it is proposed to introduce to
the market a strong borrowing entity whose se-
curities will have wide appeal to investors.

Conclusion
I now turn to the main purpose of the Bill

which is to appropriate from the General Loan
Fund the sums required to carry out works and
services detailed in the General Loan Fund Esti-
mates.

An amount of $161 116000 is sought from the
General Loan Fund as part of the total finance re-
quired for the planned works program.

The Estimates of Expenditure from the General
Loan Fund contain the details of the full program
and show the source of funds employed. The
amount to be provided from the general loan
fund, which is subject to appropriation in this Bill,
is clearly identified in bold type.

Supply of $75 million has already b~een granted
in the Supply Act, 1982 and the Bill now under
consideration seeks further supply of $86 116 000.
The total of these two sums, namely
$161 116 000, is to be appropriated for the pur-
poses and services expressed in Schedule I of the
Bill.

As well as authorising the provision of funds for
the present financial year, the measure also seeks
ratification of amounts spent during 1981-82 in
excess of the Estimates for that year. Details of
these excesses are given in Schedule 2 of the Bill.

Mr Speaker, I commend the Bill to Honourable
Members and in doing so request leave to table
the General Loan Fund-Estimates of Expendi-
ture for the year ending 30 June 1983 and a copy
of the General Loan Fund Estimates Speech Sup-
plement.

Government members: Hear, hear!
The papers were tabled (see papers Nos. 450

and 451).
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Brian

Burke (Leader of the Opposition).

ACTS AMENDMENT (BETTING AND
GAMING) BILL

Second Reading

MR HIASSELL (Cottesloc-Minister for Police
and Prisons) [3.52 p.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
Over recent months the Government has under-
taken a review of legislation contained in the
Police Act relating to "betting and gaming".
Most of the Statute as presently exists, has been
contained in the Police Act since 1892 and derives
its origin from the English Gaming Act of 1845.

This Bill sets out to achieve-
(a) the retention of what is generally be-

lieved now to be the law;
(b) avoiding changes in principle;
(c) making clear what was obscure.

The Bill will make changes in three significant
penalty areas, as previously announced. It will in-
crease the maximum penalty for operating an il-
legal gaming house from $1 000 to $ 10 000 and
bring within the scope of that penalty those as-
sociated with the management of such an estab-
lishment. Imprisonment for that offence as with
other like offences will be deleted.

The penalty for being found in an illegal
gaming house is to be increased to $100 and an
infringement notice will, under normal circum-
stances, be issued to those persons found on the
premises. Infringement notices will carry a pen-
alty of $50.

Provision is also made within the Bill for the
law to be effective in providing for the confis-
cation and forfeiture of the instruments and re-
lated furnishings used in an illegal gaming oper-
ation.

This Bill does not set out to make that which is
presently lawful, unlawful, or that which is pres-
ently unlawful, lawful; but a provision in the Bill
will permit regulations to be made to exempt from
the general prohibitory provisions any game or
gaming on such conditions as may be prescribed.
The purpose of this is to ensure that the new pro-
visions do not prohibit, unintentionally, existing
activities which are niot unlawful. The present
Government has no intention of using this pro-
vision for any general extension of lawful gaming.

The Police Act at present does not define what
is a "common gaming house" and neither does
any one decision of the more usually decided
court cases. These court cases generally tend to
emphasise one or more of the requirements of
proof which have been indentified, are not in-
frequently contraditory as to other requirements,
are not generally known to the public, and rely for
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their authority on old English Statutes as applied
in the Stale. What those English Statutes mean is
not at all clear. They go back at least to 1541 and
amongst other things made "tennys" and
"bowles" unflawful, as they may be still in West-
ern Australia. They consist of a great many Acts,
the language of which includes double negati ves,
and expressions the meanings of which have
changed with time.

The generally understood concepts requiring
proof that a place is a "common gaming house"
are numerous, but because all the requirements
are most difficult to define, most Statutes fall
back on evidentiary devices whereby some or all
of the necessary concepts may be presumed.

It is also most relevant that historically the
common law relied heavily on knowledgeable
local judicial recognition of what in the morals of
the time and place constituted a public nuisance,
and on acceptance of that moral judgment in a
judicial context.

An explicit definition of a "common gaming
house" is contained within this Bill in such a man-
ner as to enable the points requiring proof to be
apparent, and the evidentiary devices, and the cir-
cumstances when those devices can be used, are so
set out as to show how and when that proof can
be given with their aid.

Clause 20 repeals all the existing provisions re-
lating to gaming and common gaming houses and
sets out in four clauses only, a new substantive
law of gaming which amounts to a restatement of
the law as it is generally thought to be. There is a
mandatory direction to the court to order forfeit-
ure. extending to related furnishings, unless it is
shown that the item was not related to the of-
fence. Provision is made to give a right to third
parties to make claims to the court in respect of
items likely to be forfeited.

The Bill also sets out an embargo notice pro-
cedure-similar in most respects to that in the
Misuse of Drugs Act-to apply where items are
too large or inconvenient to be seized and taken
into custody, but may be liable to forfeiture.

Those provisions relating to gaming in the
Criminal Code, which are synonymous with those
contained in the Police Act are to be repealed.
They have been used rarely and, in the main, em-
body the same problems as are found in the
existing Police Act.

Section 39 of the Evidence Act is to be re-
pealed. The substance of this section appears in
the proposed section 85(6)(b), so that evidentiary
matters relating to gambling are embodied in one
piece of legislation.

It has not been the intention of the Government
to change the law, but the opportunity has been
taken, in proposing increased penalties. to update
and review the legislative provisions and common
law. Without changing the law as it is understood,
a significant reform of it is proposed.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Bateman.

QUESTIONS

Questions were taken at this stage.

ADJOURNMENT OF TilE HOUSE: SPECIAL

MR RUSH-TON (Dale-Deputy Premier)
[4.20 p.m.]: I move-

That the House at its rising adjourn until
Tuesday, 12 October.

Question put and passed.
House adjourned at 4.21 p.m.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

HOUSING

Homeless Youth

1529. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Hous-
ing:

I refer to the comment on page 51 of the
report from the Senate Standing Com-
mittee on Social Welfare regarding
homeless youth as follows-

The State Housing Commission of
Western Australia is not involved in
the provision of housing assistance
to homeless youth. The commission
claims that it is not aware of a de-
mand for assistance to homeless
youth in Western Australia.

Why are neither the Government nor
the commission prepared to recognise
the provision of housing assistance to
homeless youth as a housing issue to be
considered as a normal Part of overall
housing policy?

Mr SHALDERS replied:

The comment to which the member
refers is on page 21 and not page 5I of
the report from the Senate standing
committee.

It would also have been better to have
quoted the comment as a whole and not
just two paragraphs of the text.
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The State Housing Commission is aware
that Jesus People Incorporated is heavily
involved in helping "homeless youth"
and receives a substantial contribution
from the State Government towards the
cost of its operations.
The State Housing Commission is
currently heavily involved in the housing
of pensioners, low income families, and
single parent families, and where 80 per
cent of current ingoing tenancies are
rebatable. It was clearly stated that for
the commission to accept this responsi-
bility it would be necessary for the Com-
monwealth Government to substantially
increase its capital funding, and also to
accept subsidisation of the activity; so it
is not correct to say the State Housing
Commission is not aware of the demand
for assistance to homeless youth in this
State.

COMMUNITY WELFARE

Permanency Planning: Working Party

1530. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Com-
munity Welfare:

Referring to his statement of some
months ago to the effect that a perma-
nency planning working party was soon
to be established-
(a) Has the permanency planning

working party been established;
(b) what progress has it made;
(c) when is it expected to complete its

task?

Mr SHALDERS replied:
(a) No;
(b) not applicable;
(c) it is expected that the committee should

complete its task approximately four
months from the commencement date.

COMMUNITY WELFARE

Permanency Planning: Report

1531. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Com-
munity Welfare:

(1) Has the permanency planning report of
the backlog procedures committee aris-
ing from the "Children in Limbo" report
been completed?

(2) If "No", when is the report expected to
be available?

(3) Will the report be made public?

(4) Does the Government intend to proceed
with legislation in relation to this re-
port?

Mr SHALDERS replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) This report is currently being examined

and a decision in relation to its release
will be made in the near future.

(4) The backlog procedures committee re-
port was considered in the context or
existing legislative provisions; and no
specific proposal is made for any legis-
lative changes.

1532 to 1536. These quest ions were postponed.

ROADS

Bicentennial Programme

1537. Mr CARR, to the Minister for Transport:

(1) What negotiations have taken place be-
tween the State and Federal Govern-
ments as to which roads and highways
within Western Australia are to be the
subject of expenditure under the bicen-
tennial roads programme?

(2) Have priorities been established for ex-
penditure in Western Australia?

(3) Can he give the House any information
as to which roads and highways are
likely to benefit?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

(1) In anticipation of the legislation to set
up the ABRD trust fund being passed,
discussions have taken place between the
Commissioner of Main Roads and rep-
resentatives of the Commonwealth De-
partment of Transport and Construc-
tion. These discussions were confined
mainly to proposed administrative ar-
rangements but also covered possible
projects on national roads.

(2) and (3) The legislation provides for
funds to be allocated to four categories
of roads-national, urban arterial, rural
arterial, and local roads. No projects
have yet been determined, but it has
been established that the construction
and sealing of the two unsealed sections
of national highway in Western Aus-
tralia-Newman-Port Hedland and
Fitzroy Crossing-Hails Creek-have a
high priority.
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TRANSPORT: BUSES
MIT: Joondalup Depot

1538. Mr BRIAN BURKE, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Is it correct that a new MTT bus depot
is to be constructed at Joondalup?

(2) Will it be the same style as the Trigg
and Morley depots?

(3) Who are the architects of the project?
(4) Who are the builders of the project?
(5) Was the project subject to tender?
(6) What is the cost of the depot?
(7) Who were the responsible architects and

builders of the Trigg and Morley
depots?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(6)
(7)

Yes.
Yes, with some modifications,
Cameron Chisholm & Nicol.
and (5) The MTT's engineering services
manager has the overall responsibility
for the project and control of work
supervised by a building co-ordinator,
who is Mr J. De Franccsch. Tenders
from various contractors are currently
being called as the project progresses.
Estimated total cost is $1 .7 million.
Cameron Chisholm & Nicol were the
architects; and in each project approxi-
mately 18 individual contractors won
tenders to perform work under the direc-
tion of the building supervisor, Mr J. De
Francesch.

SHOPPING: FOOD STORES
Petrol Sales

1539. Mr BRIAN BURKE, to the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Labour and Indus-
try:

What is the Government's attitude to
suggestions that oil companies will com-
bine food stores with petrol service
stations?

Mr YOUNG replied:

This Government supports free en-
terprise.
The Department of Labour and Industry
has not received any applications for
registration of the type of shops men-
tioned in the member's question. If and
when an application is received, it will
be dealt with in the normal manner.

RAILWAYS: FREIGHT

Joint Venture: Mail Deliveries

t540. Mr BRIAN BURKE, to the Minister for
Transport:

(I) Has he received a letter dated 22
September from the Shire of Cuballing
protesting at the downgrading of mail
services between Perth and Cuballing?

(2) Is he aware that when Westrail was op-
erating the service, mail was received
and despatched daily?

(3) Is he aware that this was the case for the
first 10 weeks of the Total West service,
but mail is now being received and
despatched to and from Perth on only
three days a week?

(4) How does this relate to Government
statements that with the advent of the
Total West transport venture, there
would be no reduction in service?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) Yes.
(3) Yes.
(4) In reply to a question without notice put

before the House on Thursday, 23
September by the member for Merredin,
I clearly indicated the provision of mail
services is the responsibility of the Com-
monwealth, and not, and I repeat not,
the State.
It is understood that Australia Post is
currently reviewing the provision of mail
services to determine adequacy and re-
quirements of such services.
I would remind the Leader of the Oppo-
sition that Total Western Transport Pty.
Ltd. is not the only carrier participating
in the third stage of the land freight
transport policy; and if Australia Post so
decides, it may employ the services of
other carriers, or alternatively utilise its
own vehicles for the carriage of mails.

EDUCATION: KALGOORLIE COLLEGE

Business Degree Course

1541. Mr 1. F. TAYLOR, to the Minister for
Education:

(1) Is it correct that in 1983 the businessde-
gree course at the WA School of Mines
will be moved to the Kalgoorlie College?

(2) If "GYes"-~
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(a) will the course staff be employed by
the Western Australian Institute of
Technology or the Kalgoorlie Col-
lege;

(b) will a full three-year degree course
be available without the students
being required to move to Perth to
complete the course;

(c) will the degree be a WAIT degree;
and if not, why not;

(d) will the business course timetable at
the Kalgoorlie College be co-
ordinated with School of Mines
courses so as to enable mining
students to undertake required or
desired business subjects;

(c) will the college course be ru n on a
dual semester basis or on a three-
term basis?

(3) How many-

(a) full-time;
(b) part-time,

students are currently undertaking the
business degree course at WA School of
Mines?

Mr CLARKO replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) The matter of staffing is under ac-

tive discussion between the chair-
man of the interim council of the
college and the Director of the
Western Australian Institute of
Technology;

(b) yes;
(c)
(d)

yes;
yes; the college council and the
Board of the School of Mines have
been expressly charged with achiev-
ing effective collaboration and I am
confident that this will be obtained;

(e) this is unknown at this stage as it is
one of many items being dealt with
urgently by the recently formed
council.

(3) As at 30 April 1982-
(a) six full-time students;
(b) 25 part-time students.
A further nine persons are studying ex-
ternally.

RAILWAYS: CROSSINGS

Armadale, Gosnells, and Kelmscoit

1542. Mr PEARCE, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Are considerable delays being caused to
motorists by the length of time rail level
crossings adjacent to Armadale,
Kelmscott, and Gosnells stations are
closed waiting for a train to leave the
station?

(2) Can he take action to improve the
switching system so that boom gates are
not closed until the train leaves these
stations?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
(1) No. The time road traffic is normally

held at the level crossings adjacent to
the Armadale, Kelmscott, and Gosnells
stations compares with other rail-road
crossings in the metropolitan area.

(2) Switching systems for all Westrail level
crossings are based on providing ad-
equate warning for the 'passage of
through non-stop trains operating at the
speed limit for the section concerned.
There is no completely reliable and safe
method available to automatically alter
the switching circuits to cater for slower
operating trains or trains which have
stopped at a station.

1543 to 1546. These questions were postponed.

ROADS

Bicentennial Programme

1547. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) Has the Government been advised of

conditions governing the bicentennial
road improvement programme?

(2) Will the Government be invited to make
recommendations regarding a pro-
gramme for this State?

(3) If so, who will be invited to make sub-
missions or suggestions to the State
Government in this regard?

Mr RUSH-TON replied:
(1) The Commonwealth Minister has ad-

vised the State Government of the gen-
eral conditions that are expected to
apply to the ABRID programme. These
conditions are subject to the proposed
legislation being passed.

(2) Yes.
(3) Following enactment of the legislation,

all local authorities will be invited to
submit projects on roads under their
control for consideration of the suit-
ability for inclusion in the ABRO pro-
gramme.
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HEALTH: NURSING HOME

Penn- Rose: Complaints

1548. Mr HODGE, to the Minister for Health:

(1) (a) Has he at any time ever received
verbal or written reports Cram Dr
G. Hamilton or Dr F. Bell express-
ing concern about Penn-Rose and
similar establishments;

(b) if "Yes", would he please provide
details and the dates when the re-
ports were made to him?

(2) Is it a fact that Dr Hamilton often ex-
pressed concern to the Director of Men-
tal Health Services about the welfare of
intellectually handicapped people resid-
ing in unlicensed hostels or lodging
houses such as Penn-Rose?

(3) Was there a dispute between Mr and
Mrs Herron and the Director of Mental
Health Services in 1977 over the dis-
charge from after-care status of 13 resi-
dents at Penn-Rose?

(4) Is it a fact that 13 former Mental
Health Services patients residing at
Penn-Rose were discharged from after-
care status in 1977?

(5) When did he or his predecessor first be-
come aware that Mental Health Ser-
vices were permitting intellectually
handicapped people to be accommo-
dated at unlicensed hostels and lodging
houses?

(6) Did he seek to inform himself regarding
the care and attention provided for
intellectually handicapped people after
Mr Berryman's condition was brought to
his attention by the Hon. Fred
McKenzie MLC, on 26 February 1981 ?

(7) What action has he taken since 26
February 1981 to try to ensure that no
other intellectually handicapped person
reaches the condition of Mr Berryman
as described to him in Mr McKenzie's
letter?

Mr YOUNG replied:

(I) (a) and (b) In this regard the only reac-
tions I have had from either Dr Bell or
Dr Hamilton were in discussions arising
out of inquiries by me in respect of the
Berryman matter.

(2) The director informs me that Dr
Hamilton intimated he believed that a
number of non-licensed establishments
accommodated intellectually handi-
capped persons. He did not express con-
cern about the welfare of these persons.

(3) There was legal argument between Men-
tal Health Services and Mr and Mrs
Herron and their legal advisers.

(4) Yes.
(5) I presume the member is referring to

intellectually handicapped persons pre-
viously in the care of Mental Health
Services. This question was brought to
my attention when the matter of
Reginald Berryman was raised by the
Hon. Fred McKenzie, I am unable to re-
spond for my predecessor.

(6) 1 have sought to inform myself on the
care and attention of intellectually
handicapped persons both before and
after 26 February 1981, not only as
Minister for Health but, even prior to
becoming Minister, as a concerned citi-
te n.

(7) There is an inherent suggestion in the
member's question that Mr Berryman
reached the condition, as described in
my report tabled in Parliament, by cir-
cumstances which I could have pre-
vented. This is not so. Since the question
of Mr Berryman's death was publicly
raised, and following considerable Par-
liamentary and Cabinet discussion on
the matter, I was instructed to conduct
an inquiry, the report on which has been
tabled in this House and is currently
the subject of debate. That report has
been referred to the Attorney General
for his advice on action to be taken in re-
spect of administrative and legislative
changes.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

INCOME TAX AVOIDANCE: LEGIS-
LATION

Motion: Vendor Shareholders

572. Mr BRIAN BURKE, to the Deputy Prem-
ier:

In the absence of the Premier, I refer
the Deputy Premier to the motion
passed in this Parliament last evening
relating to tax avoidance, and ask-
In view of the public confusion which
seems to surround the meaning of that
motion could he tell me whether it is the
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Government's intention that that motion
extends to vendor shareholders as people
who should repay tax that is avoided?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

The Leader of the Opposition has heard
the Premier express his view on a
number of occasions. That is his view
and it will continue to be his view.

HOSPITAL

King Edward Memorial
573. Mr WILLIAMS, to the Minister for

Health:

I ask if the Minister has seen the article
written by Catherine Martin which ap-
peared in this morning's The West Aus-
tralian on page 5 under the heading,
"Patients will lose a choice". It reads as
follows-

PRIVATE patients in King Edward
Memorial Hospital will no longer
be able to decline to be seen by
qualified doctors training there to
specialise in obstetrics and gynae-
cology.

The report continues-

Specialists and patients not pre-
pared to accept the new ruling
would have to book into private
hospitals.

Is this a correct statement?

Mr YOUNG replied:

I thank the member for some notice of
this question. I took the opportunity
earlier this afternoon to issue a Press re-
lease on the matter so that the public
would not be misinformed in respect of
Government policy. I hasten to add that
I do not suggest the author of the article
misinformed the public, because there
was some confusion in the information
given to her by the hospital.

No patient, whether a public or a pri-
vate patient, will be or has been refused
admission to the King Edward Mem-
orial Hospital if she did not wish to
undergo examination for teaching pur-
poses by doctors who were post-graduate
gynaccological trainees, or for treatment
by them. At all times the patient has
had, and will have in the future, the
right to permit or decline participation
in teaching programmes.

On the other band, as far as the consult-
ants are concerned, it is reasonable that
the appointment of a consultant to a
teaching hospital might have some con-
ditions in respect of teaching and
treatment. In the future, it will be a con-
dition of appointments to the King
Edward Memorial Hospital that a con-
sultant will not preclude the inclusion of
his patients in teaching programmes. In
other words, on being appointed to the
teaching hospital, the consultant will
undertake that he will not preclude his
patients from being involved in teaching
processes.
In the final analysis-and I want to
make this absolutely clear lest there be
any misunderstanding about it-the de-
cision as to whether a person is to be
involved in a particular teaching pro-
gramme or treated by someone other
than her medical practitioner is entirely
up to the patient, whether she is a public
patient or a private patient. No decent
hospital system could have it otherwise.
That applies not only to public and pri-
vate patients, but also to every public
teaching hospital.

Mr Tonkin: You really are saying that the
article is inaccurate.

Mr YOUNG: I am saying that the article
apparently was conveyed properly by the
lady who wrote it, Catherine Martin;
but apparently the conveying of the in-
formation to her was sufficiently unclear
as to cause her to have produced the
article in that way.
I make it absolutely clear to the public
of Western Australia that the article
does not reflect the Government's policy.

BUNBURY FOODS PTY. LTD.

Receivership

574. Mr BRIAN BURKE, to the Minister for
Industrial, Commercial and Regional Devel-
opment:

(1) Has a receiver been appointed to
Bunbury Foods Pty. Ltd.?

(2) If "Yes", when was the appointment
made?

(3) If "Yes", what were the Government's
reasons for appointing a receiver to the
company?

Mr MacKINNON replied:

(1) Yes.
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(2) Mr Maurice Levi of Coopers &
Lybrand was appointed as the receiver
of Bunbury Foods Pty. Ltd. at 2.30 this
afternoon.

(3) The Government was not convinced by
the discussions held between myself and
the principals of the company that the
proposals put to us gave any indication
that the company had a chance of long-
term viability. It would have meant, in
my view, that we were only postponing
the evil day, and that we were placing
the taxpayers' funds at greater risk. As I
indicated to the member for Gosnells
last night, for the protection of the tax-
payers' funds and in the interests of re-
establishing or reopening the plant on
the basis of long-term, meaningful
profitability, a receiver has been ap-
pointed.

STATE FINANCE; CONSOLIDATED REV-
ENUE FUND

Estimates
575. Mr CARR, to the Minister for Health:

I refer to the Estimates that have just
been brought down, which appear to
show in the miscellaneous section that
the Government has scrapped aid to
home-help organisations in the sense
that I can find no grant for the League
of Home Help, the Perth Emergency
Housekeeper Service, or Geraldton
Emergency Home Help (Inc.). It is
possible that those allocations may have
been transferred to another part of the
Estimates. I ask-

Is it a fact that the grants have
been scrapped, or if they have been
transferred, can the Minister advise
me to what part of the Estimates
they have been moved, so I can
check them out?

Mr YOUNG replied:
The grants to which the member for
Geraldton refers were previously part of
the Premier's Vote. I ask that the
question be put on notice so I have time
to find the answer for the member.

MINING: IRON ORE

Goldsworthy Mining Ltd.
576. Mr GRILL, to the Minister for Mines:

(I) Is it likely that Goldsworthy Mining
Ltd. can continue production only if it

can negotiate a two-year contract at the
rate of 4.5 million tonnes of iron ore for
the Japanese steel mills?

(2) What part is the Government taking in
negotiations over that contract?

(3) What further steps will the Government
take to determine if a better contract
can be negotiated?

Mr

(1)

P. V. JONES replied:
to (3) The question as to whether a con-
tract is acceptable is a commercial de-
cision by the company. It is not for the
Government to decide what the
company can accept in terms of its
financial commitments, and whether the
contract is adequate. The company will
come and tell us.
We are discussing these matters, not
only with the company but also with the
mills in Japan.

Mir Grill: Surely you could make some as-
sessment of it?

Mr P. V. JONES: Not only have I made an
assessment-and I publicly said so
today-but also I believe that the ar-
rangement is not acceptable. It is not ac-
ceptable. not in commercial terms, but
in terms of the future of the Pilbara.
One of the other things I have said is
that the Opposition is talking this whole
thing down. Members of the Opposition
are talking the whole of the industry
into a state of greater difficulty than it
has been experiencing.

Mr Grill: What causes you to make that re-
mark?

Mr P. V. JONES: The Government con-
tinues to be involved virtually on a daily
basis, although I can not'say that dis-
cussions take place every single day. For
example, I understand that no dis-
cussions are being held today. The par-
ties broke off discussions on Tuesday for
part of this week; and the negotiator for
the Utah company, as I understand it,
has gone from Tokyo to San Francisco
for a few days to have consultations with
his parent body. Notwithstanding that, I
have been told our representatives in
Tokyo, at the Tokyo office-the office
that I understand the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition has said he would
close-has given that indication, but I
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do not know whether it is right-
Mr Brian Burke: Why repeat it if you do not

know?

Mr P. V. JONES: Because I am qualifying
roy comment by saying I do not know
whether the statement is true.

Mr Brian Burke:, Why did you not find out
before you commented?

Mr P. V. JONES: Would the Leader of the
Opposition like to tell me?

Mr Brian Burke: I have never heard him say
it. Does that qualify it for you?

Mr P. V, JONES: Our office in Toyko-

Mr Brian Burke: The truth is that you are a
complete failure.

Mr P. V. JON ES: -makes sure that we are
not only aware of what is going on, but
also that we are kept informed of what is
happening with these negotiations.

HOUSING

Construction Programme

577. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Housing:

I refer to the comment in the sup-
plement to the Loan Estimates speech
that the State Housing Commission will
build 800 homes this year. That state-
ment must be taken in the Context that
in the last year of the Tonkin Labor
Government, the State Housing Com-
mission built in excess of 1 200 homes,
and that was eight years ago. I ask-

What impact will the 800 homes
have in reducing the State Housing
Commission's waiting list, which is
now in excess of?7 500 applicants?

Mr SHALDERS. replied:
The member for Dianella obviously is
asking me to look into a crystal ball, and
I am not prepared to do that in an
answer off the cuff in this House. How-
ever, I am quite prepared-

Mr Wilson: I am not asking you to do that. I
am asking for a capable Minister.

Mr SHALDERS: -to have the question re-
searched, and to endeavour to give him
the most competent answer possible.

STATE FINANCE: BUDGET
Inconsistencies

578. Mr BRIAN BURKE, to the Deputy Prem-
ier:

In the continued absence of the Premier,
of which the Opposition had no know-
ledge or forewarning, my question is di-
rected to the Deputy Premier-

Mr Herzfeld: Have you explained your ab-
sences from this place?

Mr 1. F. Taylor: He has just delivered a
Budget speech, and he did not want to
be here to answer questions on it.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I am not the Premier.
I refer the Deputy Premier to the
Budget speech of the Premier in which
he referred to the fact that the details of
the new arrangements agreed to at the
Premiers' Conference in June, although
published, are still the subject of debate.

Could the Deputy Premier explain the
inconsistencies which are said to be
denying Western Australia a possible
additional £12 million this year?

Mr RUSH-TON replied:

The Leader of the Opposition opened his
remarks by saying that he did not know
where the Premier was. Obviously the
Premier has just completed the Budget
speech-

Mr Pearce: And has run off somewhere with
the Minister for Education!

Mr RUSHTON: -and has been called on to
respond to some queries in regard to it.
Clearly the media is interested in his
comments.

Mr Pearce: We are interested in them too.
Who is the Premier reporting to
first-the media or the Parliament?

Mr RUSHTON: The Premier should be here
at any moment and I suggest to the
Leader of the Opposition that the Prem-
ier, in his capacity as Treasurer, will re-
spond to the question he has asked.

Mr Young: The Premier is paired.

Mr Brian Burke: The Premier is paired, but
the Deputy Premier did not know!

Mr Young: Didn't your Whip tell you?

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!
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Mr RUSHTON: I suggest it would be appro-
priate for the Leader of the Opposition
to place the question on notice.

Mr Bateman: I did not tell him, because I
did not know.

Mr Brian Burke: So the Premier is not here.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! It is one thing for

interjections to carry on without my
calling for order, but it is quite another
thing entirely for them to continue after
I have called for order. If that occurs
again I shall terminate questions.

Point of Order

Mr BRIAN BURKE: What you say is
certainly true. It is another thing, too,
for the Minister for Health to mislead
the House by informing it that the
Premier was paired when no arrange-
ment had been made.

The SPEAKER: Order! There is no point of
order.

Questions (without notice) Resumed

HEALTH: NURSING HOME

Penn-Rose: Inquiry

579. Mr BERTRAM, to the Minister for
Health:

My question refers to the documents re-
lating to Penn-Rose Nursing Home. I
ask-
(1) Has the Minister received the ad-

vice of the Attorney General yet?
(2) If "Yes", is it the Minister's

intention to continue to conceal
those papers and documents?

Mr YOUNG replied:
(1) and (2) The member for Mt. Hawthorn

has asked this question previously. He
asked it in the same offensive and rather
naive manner which presupposes that, if
I do not have an answer from one of my
ministerial colleagues-

Mr Brian Burke: Well, make up something
as you did a minute ago!

Mr YOUNG: -1 am trying to conceal
something. I find the member for Mt.
Hawthorn's questions-backed up the
other day by the member for Swan-to

be most offensive. The answer to the
second, substantive, and acceptable part
of the member's question is that I have
not had an answer.

Mr Pearce: That is why he is being offensive!
Mr YOUNG: He does not have to try too

hard or to have a reason!

FUEL AND ENERGY: GAS

North- West Shelr Contract

580. Mr GRILL, to the Minister for Fuel and
Energy:

My question relates to the North-West
Shelf. Before I ask it I indicate to the
Minister that, just because we request
certain information in respect of re-
source development projects, it does not
j ustify his making unrounded and gratu-
itous remarks to the effect that we are
talking down resource development.
My question is: Can the Minister give
the House any definite advice as to the
finalisation of a contract for the
Japanese to take LNG from the North-
West Shelf in view of the assertion last
year by Sir Charles Court that the
signing of a contract was "just a for-
mality"?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
I anticipate some comments will be
made publicly about this matter in the
not too distant future. I cannot be more
specific than that, because the infor-
mation is not available to me in the
terms sought by the member. Dis-
cussions have taken place, but the situ-
ation has been in abeyance for a period
due to the rather prolonged translation
matters which were required following
negotiations with the lawyers for the
eight purchasers relating to the require-
ments of the rive vendors. I am told that
the translation of the massive number of
documents was far more difficult than
was anticipated. However, I have been
advised that those discussions have pro-
gressed well.
One of the matters which must be borne
in mind is the relationship between what
I have already advised the member are
the three issues still to be determined.
The first concerns the rate of build-up of
supply from April-May 1987, the date
of the first shipment, and that matter
is being discussed.
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I assume the member does not question
whether a sale will take place, because
the three points of which I have advised
the member already still are the subject
of discussion. As I said, the first matter
related to the build-up of supply to six
million tonnes from the date of the first
shipment. Naturally the joint venturers
want the supply to be built up far more
quickly than the Japanese utilities which
want to spread out supply over a longer
period or, at least, to have some latitude
in that regard, because of their uncer-
tainty about their energy requirements
in the latter part of this decade.
The second matter referred to the ship-
ping arrangements. The Japanese were
keen to have some physical involvement
in the shipping; they wanted some ships
to be supplied and manned by Japan.
The vendors are seeking to arrange
export on a ciif. rather than an f.o.b.
basis. I understand detailed discussions
are taking place and I have been party
to some discussions concerning which
ships will have Australian crews and the
like; but that matter is proceeding. The
third issue related to some financial
aspects of the arrangement; also, for
example, the prevailing law which would
be involved. As the member would be
well aware, that matter has been
discussed for some time.

These issues concern detail and not
whether in fact a sale will take place.
Accompanying these discussions during
the last few months have been dis-
cussions between the joint venture par-
ticipants themselves which were fore-
shadowed publicly in the annual report
of the Chairman of Woodside Offshore
Petroleum Pty. Ltd. where he referred to

the fact that the participants had dis-
cussed the involvement of Woodside in
phase two. At that time the chairman
indicated also discussions would occur as
to the sale of Woodside's share of the
product to BHP and The Shell Co. of
Australia Ltd. It has taken some time to
discuss arrangements in that regard.

In the interests of giving as full an
answer as I can, I felt it right to provide
that information. However, I hasten to
add I am not yet fully aware exactly
when it is anticipated final agreement
will be reached on this matter, although
I shall be involved in discussions in re-
lation to it next week.

FUEL AND ENERGY: GAS
North-West Shelf; Contract

581. Mr GRILL, to the Minister for Fuel and
Energy:

Just to clarify the position, does the
Government still stand by the statement
made by Sir Charles Court that the
signing of an agreement is a formality?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:

I do not think the signing of a commit-
ment to build up to six million tonnes of
LNG over a period, with the contract to
continue in force for 20 years, is a for-
mality in terms of the kind of commit-
ment being made; but in terms of fi-
nalising the legal work involved, the
answer is, "Yes". However, as I indi-
cated earlier, I am not prepared to say
exactly when this will occur.
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